
Issue has supplement which has been removed from the 
centre to be filmed following the issue.
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All UNB faculties pre-registering this year
Pre-register and avoid the Aitken centre- McKillop

register this term and pre-pay register, 
their fees before the end of 

Students who pre-registered for August, they will not have to 
their courses last year might go through the fall registration 
have wondered what the process at the Aitken Centre, 
purpose of the whole process 
was since they still had to 
register again in September.
But this year that process will 
change.

According to Rufus 
McKillop, UNB's Associate 
Registrar, if students pre-

by Allan Carter residence fees. Registrar's office will contact 
Although students will the appropriate faculty for final 

receive their course record in 
early June, they will not

Students registering for 
elective courses in other 
faculties will not be able to do
so until students who need the receive the timetable until early 
courses for requirement reasons July. But, McKillop says this
have registered first is an improvement over

The date for pre-registration previous years when students
for electives outside a student's didn't receive the timetable
faculty will be April 2 and 3. until early August 

During early June, students Included with the timetables 
will receive a complete will be course change forms in ftpol
transcript of their academic case students need to change w I d I
record plus a record of the courses,
courses they have pie-registered Students can change any

courses by simply filling out 
the course change form they t A nû
receive and send it back in the ^ M w

approval.
If there are any problems 

with course changes, students 
will be contacted by their 
faculty.

McKillop stresses that if

Students will be asked to 
pre-register in their faculty on 
March 25, 26, and 27. Each 
faculty will announce the 
appropriate time for students to 
register.

One major difference in this 
year’s pre-registration system is 
that if a student needs a required 
course from another faculty 
that student will be able to 
register for the course due to a 
Board of Governor' agreement 
that all faculties at UNB will 
be asking their students to pre-

tr.
Continued on page 8

Controversial 
safe sex 
article

contraceptivein.
In addition, they will receive 

a letter from the UNB business 
office to explain how students 
can pre-pay their tuition and

mail. Upon receiving the 
course change form the referendum

by Murray Carew

A Gay and Lesbian supplement 
article and photo which the 
Muse, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland's Student 
newspaper, ran in February has 
been the subject Of controversy 
for the last month in student 
newspapers and in the national 
media.

The article called "A Gay 
Men's Guide to Erotic Safer 
Sex" used explicit language and 
erotic scenarios to show gay 
men how to enjoy sex while 
reducing the risk of spreading 
HIV, the virus thought to 
cause AIDS.

The article was accompanied 
by a graphic showing two men 
engaging in oral sex. The 
graphic was taken from a 
pamphlet on oral set produced 
by the AIDS Committee in 
Toronto.

Some people have deemed 
the photo as pornographic and 
obscene, but Theresa Walsh of 
St John's Newfoundland's 
status of Women Council 
argues that pornography "is 
sexual imagery which presents 
a human subject as a sexual 
object for the use of the 
viewer."

After the article appeared in 
the Muse, which is member of 
the Canadian University Press, 
CUP distributed the article 
through their news service to 
other CUP members.

CUP could not be reached for 
comment
Continued on page 9

questionI

by Murray Carew
!

The Student Union will be 
having a referendum during the 
elections this year to determine 
whether or not students want to 
pay more money for coverage 
of oral contraceptives on their 
health plan.

Jim McGee, VP University 
Affairs, says that the Student 
Union wants the plan changed 
so students would have a 
"Direct Paid Card".

A "Direct Paid Card" would 
change the payment procedure 
for students.

Instead of paying the full 
amount for prescribed drugs 
that are covered by the plan and 
waiting weeks for a rebate, stu-

Moot Court: The 29th Annual Harrison Shield Moot Court competition was dents would only have to pre
held Wednesday night. Front (l-r) John McNair, retired Chief Justice of the sent the "Direct Paid Card" and 
Superior Court of Quebec; Justice Ronald Stevenson, and Jules Deschenes. only pay the deductible.
Back (l-r) Andrea Doyle, John Evans, Elizabeth Waterston, and Jeffrey Keefe. Tj1®

SM «ory p*. CÆS'SS.'SS
contraceptives on the plan.

Right now the present Stu
dent Health Plan, which is ad
ministered by the University, 
does not cover oral contracep-
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Student fees to decrease for next term
by Allan Carter

Student Union fees might decrease by almost ten dollars for the 1991-92 term.
At die Wednesday Student Union meeting, council reviewed the first draft of the Student Union budget lives, 

for the 1991-92 term. McGee says the Student
All undergraduate full-time students at UNB pay Student Union fees. Union has to find out whether
At this point not everything has been considered for next term's budget, but Greg Lutes, VP Finance <* not students are willing to

pay more so oral contraceptives 
are covered and the "Direct Raid 
Cards" can be issued.

McGee is not yet sure ex
actly how much extra each stu
dent would have to pay.

says fees "will definitely be lower."
Lutes says the Student Union has had a surplus in previous years and he estimates the Union was 

overcharging each student "by about five dollars."
This year's total budget is estimated at $610,236, the proposed budget for the 1991-92 term is 

$562.790.
See pace 38 for further information on the Student Union's [CL
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FRIDAY 17thTHURSDAY 16thWEDNESDAY IStll The argued « 
annual Harris* 
Court compel 
Wednesday > 
whether the at 
privacy was 
police obtainet 
search warrant 
in the discove 
after detecting 
drug from 
basement wind

Representin 
on behalf of 
Andrea Doyle 
Counsel for t 
on behalf of 
Elizabeth Watt 
Keefe.

All four arc 
final year of

TUESDAY 14thMONDAY 13th

DISPLAY IN 
SUB

DISPLAY IN 
SUB

DISPLAY IN 
SUB

MOCKTAILS 
CONTEST 

2 - 4:00
Prizes Available 
SUB Ballroom

LOONIE 
WEDNESDAY 
"The Hunt For 
Red October"

DISPLAY IN 
SUB

DISPLAY IN 
SUB

11:30AM 
-1:30 PM

PACC 
SUB CAFE

MOCKTAILS 
AVAILABLE ALL 
NIGHT AT THE 
SOCIAL CLUB

MOVIE
"THE DAYS 

OF WINE AND 
ROSES"

Admission 50» 
Donation to TADD

7:00 PM

PUB WITH 
POWERLINE
Admission $5.00 

8:OOPM SUB 
Cafeteria

MUSICAL 
COMEDIAN 

TONY QUINN
Admission $5.00 

8:OOPM SUB

LOONIE 
WEDNESDAY 
"The Hunt For 
Red October"

MOVIE
"THE DAYS 

OF WINE AND 
ROSES"

Admission 50<6 
Donation to TADD

9:00 PM
15th j 
Cana<

Cafeteria

Sponsored by the UNB Student Union
by Murray <
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NEWSK
Deadline: Wednesday at 12:00 noon Newsdesk 453-4983

É I Law students debate privacy rights at Moot Court
■ by Aime Phillips UNB. violated by these officers by right" Canada, and Justice Ronald

Each counsel spoke for the warrantless search of their Waterston, for the Stevenson of the New 
The argued case in the 29th approximately 25 minutes window. Respondent, claimed that in Brunswick Court of Queen's
annual Harrison Shield Moot citing cases of precedence to Doyle claimed the police this case only the territorial and Bench.
Court competition held last back up arguments. Judges officers were initially acting spatial aspect erf an individual’s No decision was made in 
Wednesday was based on would, upon occasion, against their common law right to privacy was in respect to the merits of the
whether the accused's right to interrupt to clear up questions privileges and there was question, and further argued "a case. The judges "left that to
privacy was violated when and clarify point Judges were insufficient evidence to obtain driveway is a common area". the imagination."
police obtained and executed a referred to as "My Lord" and all a warrant in the first place. The police officers were doing The Harrison Shield was
search warrant which resulted wore ceremonial dress. Doyle also argued while the their job. awarded to the Appellant,
in the discovery of marijuana The case at issue was based driveway is not owned Keefe concluded the average Doyle and Evans after a close
after detecting the odour of the on the fact a policeman exclusively by the tenant it is person would perceive the contest,
drug from the accused's obtained a search warrant for clearly marked private. accused as "getting off on a The William Henry Harrison
basement window. the accused's apartment after Therefore, "ownership is technicality" should the judges Memorial Shield was presented

Representing the Appellant trespassing. When the odour immaterial under these find in favor of the Appellant to the Faculty of Law in 1962
on behalf of the client were of marijuana was detected the circumstances . . . Police In the 5 minute rebuttal, for «u annual moot
Andrea Doyle and John Evans. officer was on the driveway of cannot be allowed to go Doyle claimed the accused had compt n by Mr. James G.
Counsel for the Respondent, the apartment building in an anywhere they please, a balance the right to a reasonable Harrison in memory of his
on behalf of the crown were area market private. is needed." expectation of privacy. brother, the Honourable
Elizabeth Waterston and Jeffrey The Appellant argued under Evans argued the fairness of The panel of judges for this William Henry Harrison,
Keefe. the Charter of Human Rights the trial, the seriousness of the year's competition were Jules D.S.O., LLD, Justice of the

All four are students in their and Freedoms the accused's violation and the effect on the Deschenes, retired Chief Justice Supreme Court of New
final year of legal studies at right to privacy had been administration of justice. The of the Superior Court of Brunswick, and the Dean of the

Appellant concluded their case Quebec, John McNair, retired Faculty of Law of UNB from
with "a right is worthless justice of the Federal Court of 1947 to 1955.
unless it is respected as a

th
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JB 15th Annual Shell 

Canada Fuelathon
a

Three year $560, 000 project to 
enrich teacher education programs

consists of drawing” and tech
nical reports of the car.

Morton also spent some of 
his time during the March 
break presenting their project 
to various companies who 
could donate materials for the 
construction of their car to 
support the project. Such 
companies include Alcan Alu
minum and Michelin Tires.

The group is also looking 
for financial support from 
businesses in Fredericton.

Last year Lee and Morton 
went to the Fuelathon as ob
servers. The University of Wa
terloo's "Astral" car won the 
competition last year achieving technical support, space,
2,478.8 miles per Imperial gal- facilities, and funds for research 
lon and curriculum development.

This year a team from Lycee 
Prive Technique Industriel in 
France is expected to compete 
against North American engi
neering students in the Spe
cial's Class at this year's Fue
lathon.

by Murray Carew

Shell Canada is having their 
15th Annual Shell Canada Fue
lathon on May 21,22 and 23 at 
Shell's Oakville Research Cen-1 Tom Gilette, vice-president 

of IBM Canada's public sector 
and Atlantic region said IBM 
sees educational initiatives as a 
matter of economic survival for 
Canada, which depends on the 
competitiveness of our 
technology sector.

This goal can be achieved 
by developing collaborative 
research in primary and 
secondary schools. As part of 
the agreement, all results must 
be freely available to the 
general public.

Prof. Karen Sullenger of the 
Faculty of Education says the 
goal of the program is to 
enhance the teaching and 
learning of science and 
mathematics, from kindergarten 
through grade 12.

The project will also 
• provide support to those 

teachers who are already 
exploring the use of computers 
in the classroom. The program 
will examine the effectiveness 
of microcomputers in the 
teaching and learning of these 
two disciplines.

by Randy Goodleaf
tie.6 UNB and IBM Canada 

officially unveiled a three year 
$ 560,000 project to enrich 
teacher education programs at 
UNB. IBM has contributed 
$275,000, while UNB has 
provided $ 285,000.

The project consist of 
contributions of hardware, 
software and training by IBM. 
UNB will provide personnel,

The competition is open to 
engineering students across 
North America who design and 
guild cars to compete five laps 
around the Research Centre's 
track on the least amount of 
fuel.f

Apparently, the Honorable 
Jake Epp, Federal Minister of 
Energy, mines and Resources 
will be attending the fuelathon 
on May 23.

Three students at UNB are 
planning to enter in the event 
next year.

Bruce Morton, Frank 
Schimpal, mechanical engi
neering students, and Darren 
Lee a business student worked 
on a preliminary design for 
their car last summer, which

?
6
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j) I STU professor pleads 
I I guilty to assault charge\

night before, Fish got up and 
tripped on a binder then fell 

Dr. Thomas Arthur Fish, a SL down the stairs.
Thomas University Associate He began shouting and 
Professor of Psychology calling his wife names and 
pleaded guilty to a charge of approached her with a poker

from a fireplace.
Because there was n o

by Murray Carew

ÏJ
l assault last week.

Fish has been fined $300 
plus a $45 victim surcharge or physical contact and the 
33 days in jail, placed on incident was an assault by
probation for six months. He gesture and acts. Defense
also was ordered to attend a Council Peter Corey asked for 
course for assaultive men.

According to an article in .
The Daily Gleaner, the Clendening said the incident

was a very serious criminal 
offense and she would not 
consider a discharge.

e

\
WÊÊÊ

a discharge.
But Judge Judy L .\ Signed agreement: Tom Gilette (left), vice president of IBM Canada's 

public sector and Atlantic region, and Dr. Robin Armstrong, president of UNB, 
signed the agreements which unveil a three year $560, 000 project to enrich 
teacher education programs at UNB. Randy Goodleaf photo.

domestic assault occurred on 
February 20. After an 
argument with his wife the

*
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a) Everyone c 
occasional sati: 
lost, the travel 
and better yet. 
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b) Other peopl< 
split with scho 
FREE Time (d 
very inspiring a
c) If -you have 
Brunswick, wl 
February? I thi 
or someplace a 
school break di 
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d) March brea 
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the end of the > 
this rubbish.
e) I'm writing I 
last week to do 
sure you all k 
madness. Who 
think about wo

Kwame Dawes

Over the past few weeks, campus newspapers around the country have come under national 
scrutiny by the media. This attention has stemmed from the publication of a Gay and Lesbian I Co-Features Editor 
supplement in the student paper of Memorial University - The Muse. Several other papers, most of 
them (if not all) CUP affiliates chose to publish the same supplements or elements thereof as an act of
solidarity. We have been informed that many of these papers would not normally have published the I Distractions Editor 
material that was contained in the supplement but chose to do so as a political act Apparently, The 
Muse was under tremendous pressure from the University Administration and from the student 
population that was largely against the publication of the supplement There have been threats to close I Advertising Manager

Advertising Design...
unwelcome head of political intervention has emerged once again.

Offest Editor

Photo Editor

Undoubtedly, the material that The Muse published was extremely strong and one would be hard 
pressed to imagine that the éditas of that paper did not anticipate the kind of response they did get The 
language was explicit and there was a shock quality to the descriptions of sexual acts of gays and 
lesbians. An advertisement for safe-sex has been singled out by some of the readers and die city as 
pornographic material and the paper is now facing a law suit in that regard. Would there have been
similar outcry if the material was dealing with heterosexual relationships? I suspect there would have .
been even if less strident than it has been for this particular supplement The publication of material I ray Nystrom, Janet Lloyd, Marie Savoie, Enc Drummie,
that deals explicitly with the sexual act using language that one normally associates with blatant I pauj Campbell, Vince McMackin, Dr. Vic, Mr. Press~ ' I

Graves, Jeremy, Chris Kane, Dick, John Valk, Terry 
Richard, Joe Savoie, Tristis Baird, Adrian Park, M.B.,

STAFF THIS ISSUE

Aime Phillips, Randy Goodleaf, Christopher Watson, 
Margaret Langille, Murray Carew, Paul Arsenault, Mur-

Was it worth the trouble that it has caused? Certainly, homosexual issues have been brought to the 
fore «gain in Newfoundland and more specifically at Memorial. The letters that The Muse received (oyer
£y fireUngs aS^hom^xSJT^un!^ silOTa^tSt hM often^evailed wSTthis issue was I GAEZETTE (Halifax), THE LINK (Concordia Univer- 

temporarily broken. But the responses were mostly negative and the writers seemed to feel dial the I Montreal), Stéphane Comeau, Mimi Cormier, A1 
"offensive" nature of the publication gave them ample reason to vent their own prejudices and biases I , .. T ç*- Hunt çteve Seabrook The
against the gay lifestyle. Is it, then, enough that people at Memorial and around the country are talking Robichaud, Al S 1 are, Urns Hunt, Steve teaorooK, me
about gay issues even if much of what is being said is negative? In the larger political scheme of | Brunswickan Plants
things, does this advance the cause of tolerance and acceptance of the gay lifestyle as a valid expression 
in today's society or does it further ghettoize the gay community into heavily barricaded cells of 
defence?

If you feel the i 
was thinking m 
moved. Or at 
universities hav

Next week is 
Brunswickan c 
memory anywa 
near as I can fij 
for this week s 
with the fact th 
student newspa 
It's really not al 
nerds. There's 
and cleaned out 
offend and distil

Typists Extraordinare:

Denise Holloway, Diana Maitre, 
Heather Kitchen

One appreciates the political impôt of shock treatment. In communities that have lived fo years 
with certain taboos kept quiet and effectively intact through mutual consent of oppressor and oppressed, 
this kind of shock treatment can be seen as a valid way of unearthing the assumed and accepted biases 
of the community to show them up for what they are. The hope is that by exposing the prejudices, the
community would be made to feel shame and regret about its evil ways and so change these ways. It is ... .
further hoped that the oppressed group that have, because of fear and socialization (or both), participated I Canada s oldest official student publication. Xû£
in this act of silent oppression would be emboldened and challenged to come out and take a stand. I Bninswickan's offices are located in Rm 35 of the Univer-
Thus, if anger and even violence is the resulting response such may be deemed positive and I Brunswick's Student Union Building PO.
progressive. However, it is not difficult to see how this kind of strategy can backfire and result in the sity of New Brunswicks Muüent union muai g,
retardation of a movement These may occur in the following ways: | Box 4400, College Hill, Fredericton N.B., E3B 5A3. Tel.
(1) Firstly, if the members of the community who belong to the oppressed group remain silent and I 453-4983.
tacitly suppôt the status quo because of resentment at the unsettling that this kind of shock treatment 
has caused, something would have been lost.

The Brunswickan. in its 125th year of publication, is

Student electio 
rolled around ] 
student body. 
be...uhh..uncha

The Brunswickan is published by Brunswickan Pub
lishing Inc. and printed with flair by Global Printing & 

(2) Secondly, such shock tactics can give the oppressors much needed fodder fo their offensive against I Binding Inc., Fredericton, N.B.
the oppressed groups and if they act with skill and shrewdness, they could emerge as the heroes acting I Subscription is $25 per year. Second class mail is in 
against the evil villains of society. | effect - #8120. I understand ou 

this- TEN BU< 
I'm going to si 
ten bucks? Frit 
but what is it it 
Thanks guys. 1 
will have cigai 
rebate for a 15]

Local Advertising rates are available from The Brun
swickan. (506) 453-4983. National advertising rates are 
available from Youthstream Canada Ltd., 1541 Avenue 
Road, Suite 203, Toronto, Ont. M5M 3X4, Tel: (416) 787-

(3) Thirdly, and most importantly, the success of such tactics rest on die questionable (even if laudable) 
assumption that the larger society is inherently anti-oppression by nature and that it would express 
outrage at any display of oppression by one group over another. If strategists misjudge all these factors,
such *ock tactics could backfire and cause great damage to a movement.

It is up to the people who will evaluate the effectiveness of the supplement to decide whether the I 491 \ 
publication of the material was strategically wise. There is no question, though, that campus papers 
should be free to publish material that they deem appropriate. However, such papers should be aware 
that the editorial board is not free of responsibility to the readers and financiers of the paper - namely 
the students. Since students have entrusted them with the editorial role for the publication, this trust 
should be constantly bone in mind while copy is being judged fo publication. At the same time 
students who have granted their fellow students with editorial power should trust their judgement on 
certain issues rather than demanding a multiplicity of things without careful consideration of the 
constituency involved.

Articles printed in The Brunswickan may be freely 
reproduced provided proper credit is given.

So where's all t 
was promised 1 
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have to type (1 
This is all trasl 
sytho-food and 
technology foi 
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This week. The Brunswickan is publishing a Gay and Lesbian supplement The rational fo this 
publication is quite simple. There does exist a gay and lesbian community on this campus and its 
constituents have expressed an interest in communicating to each other and to other students from the 
unique perspective of a marginalized community. There arc issues that affect gay and lesbian students 
which are influenced greatly by the actions and thoughts of the rest of the student population. The 
supplement aims to debunk some of the myths about homosexuality that have spawned a multitude of 
oppressive actions by the larger community. This supplement is best read as an informative look at the 
lives of people who are very much a part of the larger community. No doubt, the supplement will 
«ffvrytp a tremendous amount of response from our readers. This is to be expected and welcomed, but 
we hope that it will in some way make us better informed about another group of people who live in 
this wold. _______ ■________________________________

Finally, will s< 
large coffee lit 
(good lord, a 
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March 15, 1991 March 15. 1964 The Brunswickan
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The views found in Opinion do not necessarily reflect the views of
The Brunswickan.

Chris Hunt

I vote we get rid of March breaks altogether. I personally hate 
them. This is largely due to the fact that:
a) Everyone else goes somewhere warm and sunny (their is 
occasional satisfaction for those of us who don't when luggage is 
lost, the travel agent neglected to mention the monsoon season, 
and better yet..dysentery, typhoid..whoopee!! -have a nice march 
break?) and I don't
b) Other people can delegate their free time to make a semi-even 
split with school and fun. Me? Free time to me is exactly that- 
FREE Time (did you realize that General Hospital is actually a 
very inspiring and exquisitely crafted show?).
c) If you have to have a break, and you have to have it in New 
Brunswick, why the hell would you have it in the last week of 
February? I think that the holiday deities all live in Fiji or Tonga 
or someplace and giggle at the thought of having put a week-long 
school break during the only month here in the Tundra worse than 
November.
d) March breaks are like high-interest loans: You get a week in 
(god forbid) February, and by the time you have to pay it back (ie. 
the end of the year) the weather is actually half decent Away with 
this rubbish.
e) I'm writing this in between papers due this week that I had all 
last week to do and I have officially been awake for 32 hours. I'm 
sure you all know what it is like. But I beg of you...stop this 
madness. Who actually had a great time last week and didn't once 
think about work? It's the guilt thing. It'll kill you.

The following article was published over a hundred years ago in the University 
Monthly, the forerunner to The Brunsiwckan. We thought it would make 
extraordinarily good reading as it was written by a Bruns alumni of the earlier part of 
the nineteenth century. The subject of the material is the Observatory which still exists 
at this University. For people interested in seeing this UNB monument head down to 
the Old Arts Building and ask somebody who looks old enough to tell you something 
useful about it. Enjoy your reading.
(Ed.)

To the Editors of the University Monthly:
Dear Sirs, - My young grandson, who graduated a year or two ago from King's 

College, as it was when I was a student, or as you now call it, the University of New 
Brunswick, brought to me a few days past a late issue of your Journal, and asked me if 
I could throw any light upon a subject which was a source of great perplexity to the 
students. He told me he had asked his father concerning the matter, but that he was 
unable to afford him any information, which I very much wonder at, as may son 
Charles was a painstaking and diligent student, and no addicted to the frivolities, such 
as champagne suppers, hazing the watchman, etc., etc., which distinguished the 
College man in my days. However, if you will have patience with the prolixity of an 
old man, to whom, even at fourscore years, his Alma Mater is a subject of love and 
thoughtful regard. I will endeavor to recall what I can of the Observatory. If my 
remarks appear rambling or confused, you must remember that at my time of life the 
page is somewhat blurred and indistinct, and extend to me your kind forbearance.

As to your first question as to whether the building is an Observatory, I am certainly 
positive that when I was a student - to use an expression handed down through 
successive generations - that such was the purpose to which it was applied. To assist 
my memory, my grandson has brought to me Mr. Webster's Dictionary, an American 
compilation not in vogue in my College days, and in it I find Observatory defined as a 
place or building for making observations on the heavenly bodies. Yes, my enquiring 
and perplexed friends, the building about which hovers so great an air of mystery is an 
Observatory, I now proceed to your next query - the nature of the "curious tube like 
thing that projects from the roof. Ah! indeed, times have changed. Well, I remember 
how proud we old students were of our telescope, at that time the finest in the British 
Provinces. And now in your ignorance of its use, you speak of it as a "curious tube
like thing." Verily the old order has given place to the new. Though we saw it but 
once in our College course, yet with it was ever a pride and a boast

You will gather from the remarks which I have made above an answer to your third 
question. Clearly limned in my recollection is that beauteous and ne'er to be forgotten 
night when our dear, old President - now, alas! numbered amid the obsolete - out of 
the goodness of his kindly heart, took us, a heedless class with never a thought of the 
great honor done us, to that awful building, the Observatory. How lightly we behaved! 
Yes, I think we even actually laughed while within die sacred precincts. But all is over 
now. Little we thought of the graciousness shown us, less of the envy with which 
succeeding generations would regard us. My own experience in the Observatory, brief 
though it was four swiftly - fleeing minutes - will ever remain a bright spot in my 
memory, and recall the generous condescension shown the Freshmen of 18 -

Your next question, as to whether money can purchase admittance to the 
Observatory, I take it be conceived in a spirit of youthful levity. But perhaps I 
misjudge you. Goaded into desperation by the tantalizing spectacle so near, and yet, 
oh! so far, you may have penned the sentence. If so, the excuse well justifies the deed, 
and warm with a collegiate fellow feeling, I will not be the one to condemn you.

Can you gain an entrance to it? That, my dear, young friends, I cannot answer. As 
I have described to you with, perhaps an old man's pardonable pride, I was in the 
building once. My son Charles though he spent three tedious years in the College, was 
never admitted to that high privilege. Yet, with the retiring spirit so characteristic of the 
dear boy, he never complained of that which he could not hope to attain. My grandson, 
however, who graduated but a short while ago, was loud in his denunciations of the 
injustice in not being admitted into the mysterious inner temple. Some allowance, 
however, must be made for youthful blood. Were I myself so treated when I was a 
student, doubtless I would have equalled him in his impatient indignation, and, 
therefor, I am not inclined to judge him harshly.

Now, my dear friends, I have given you all the information in my possession in 
reference to the Observatory, but I sadly fear that, like those glorious old days when we 
used to drink to each other underneath the table, the day of admittance of the 
Observatory has passed away and

Vatson, 
ult, Mur- 
hummie, 
r. Press 
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i Uni ver
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If you feel the same way, come down to the Bruns and we’ll talk. I 
was thinking maybe a sit in. We could at least get the damn thing 
moved. Or at very rock bottom suggest that at least a few 
universities have their breaks at the same time. Whatever.

Next week is in fact a good week to come down to the 
Brunswickan office - We are having possibly our first (in recent 
memory anyway) "Open House" (whatever the hell that means... as 
near as I can figure the place is always open...we just gotta clean it 
for this week so show up dammit). I think it has something to do 
with the fact that this is our 125 th year of publication as an official 
student newspaper. Anyway, come on down sometime next week. 
It's really not all that bad. There arc a few wierd people. And some 
nerds. There's even some engineers, but we bought some plants 
and cleaned out the fridge so get down here and team how to insult, 
offend and disturb over ten thousand readers every week.

lication, is 
on. The 
he Univer- 
ding, P.O. 
5A3. Tel.

Student election time is here again. I believe the last time elections 
rolled around I missed it. Then again, so did about 70% of the 
student body. Maybe its the fact that the candidates tend to 
be...uhh..uncharismatic? - yeah, that's it, uncharasmatic.

ickan Pub- 
Printing &

s mail is in
I understand our student fees are being cut back by a whopping -get 
this- TEN BUCKS. That's right, TEN BUCKS!! Hold me back 
I'm going to simply scream. What in hell am I going to do with 
ten bucks? Friday night at First Choice ten bucks is a fair amount, 
but what is it in the difference between $2,275 and $2,265? Gee. 
Thanks guys. By the time I get to pay it good old Mike Wilson 
will have cigarettes up so far that I'll have to save up two years 
rebate fora 15 pack.

The Brun- 
g rates are 
41 Avenue 
(416)787-

y be freely

So where's all the great technology? Where's my television phone I 
was promised Fd have by now when I was young? Where arc all the 
electric cars? This computer is great to write on but why do I still 
have to type (laboriously)? Why can't I go to school from bed? 
This is all trash. Hype. Where's the space stations and the plastic 
sytho-food and the talking butter robots? Dammit, I want some fun 
technology for a change. Cellular phones and patriot missies. 
Definetely not party material.

Finally, will someone please tell the Beaver people to get more 
large coffee lids and find a less messy way of dispensing cream 
(good lord, a stainless steel cow...definitely uncalled for and 
occasionally downright scary). Sic transit gloria mundi
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Nomination period extended for some SU positions
UNB,

Stephanie Hoar, Jeff Blackmer, 
Keith Roinke

Grad Class President - 
Shawn Lemay.

Grad Class Vice President - 
Kevin Ferguson.

Grad Class Secre
tary/Treasurer - James T. 
Chappelle.

Valedictorian *91 - Carl 
Burgess. • 8h^s

Vice President University 
Affairs - Derek E. DunneL

Vice President External - 
Craig Bradley.

Business Rep. (three seats) 
Craig Young, Jim MacGee, 
Andrew Fuller, Conrad 
Coughlan, David Bartlett.

Student at Large (2 seats) - 
Mark Dykeman, Jonathan 
Lazar, James T. Chappelle.

CS Rep (one seat) - Anna 
MacDonald

Law Rep. (one seat) - 
Heather Sanford, Geoff 
Davidson.

Science Rep (two seats) -

positions will not begin until 
the extended nomination 
closure on March 18.

Campaigning for all
contested positions has begun.

In addition to campaigning, 
there will be a "Meet the 
Candidates" meeting on March
19 from 12 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
at the Sub Cafeteria and March
20 from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Termination of all
campaigning will be in effect 
on March 25 at 9:00 pjn. and 
election day will be March 26.

The following is a list of 
candidates for contested 
position:

Fredericton Senate (four, one 
year seats) - Derek, E. Dunnet,

E. Mark Lockwood, Arthur 
Thomas Doyle, Jeff Blackmer, 
Jonathan Lazar.

Board of Governors (2 
seats) - Mark Lockwood, 
Steve Williams, Luigi Rocca, 
Kevin Bourque, Jeff Blackmer, 
Burton G. Empey, Arthur 
Thomas Doyle.

President - Gregory James 
Lutes, Arthur Thomas Doyle, 
Mark Lockwood.

Vice President Activities - 
Jason E. Burns, K i m 
Wettlauffer.

Vice President Finance - 
James Van Raalte, Dan Symes.

by Allan Carter

The Nomination period for 
some Student Union positions 
have been extended until March

by Christop

If the mock 
weekend's Na 
Championshi] 
commons, a 
Debating teat 
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different count 

According 
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prohibition, a 
mood music i 
commons ai

18.
Nominations were closed on 

March 12, but the following 
positions are still uncontested: 
Arts representatives, five seats; 
Education representatives, two 

engineeringseats;
representatives, three seats; 
forestry representatives, one 
seat; nursing representative, 
one seat; and Phys. Ed. 
representative, one seal.

According to Vish Nandlall, 
Chief returning officer, 
campaigning for these Doci"Shamrocks against Muscular Dystrophy"
Law Week focuses on 
wife battering issue

i-ast year the University of Volleyball Tournament held by
Volleyball NB.

The money raised during the 
Shamrock week will go toward 
research, equipment and sup
port for the numerous clients 
who have Muscular Dystrophy. 
Join in the St. Patrick's Day 
Spirit and help support 
MDAC.

"May the luck of the Irish be 
with you."

(UNB-PRI) T 
with body s 
among North > 
is the subject 
documentary t 
of charge on ' 
19, and Thurst 
the Univers 
Brunswick in I 

The Capital 
presenting the 
dian documeni 
Within, by fill 
ine Gilday at

Press Release
New Brunswick raised over 

The University of New $700 for the Muscular Dystro- 
B runs wick will once again be phy Association. A represen ta- 
joining the Muscular Dystro- live from the University was 
phy Association in their fight invited to present their cheque 
against neuromuscular disor- at the Jerry Lewis Telethon in 
tiers. Halifax.

"SHAMROCKS AGAINST Shamrock week will finish 
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY" on Saturday, March 16 at the 
will be sold at the SUB Cafete- Lady Beaverbrook Gym with a
ria during the week of March Shamrock provincial Coed 
11 to March 16. When you 
purchase a Shamrock for 
$1.00, write your name in the 
allocated space and all Sham
rocks will be displayed during 
the week.

Watch for the SPOTTER. If 
you are seen buying a Sham
rock by a CIHI Spotter, you 
will win a prize.flîtU

According to an article in 
The Daily Gleaner, Pink states 
"attitudes of police, prosecutors 
and judges towards the realities 
faced by battered women con
tribute to their feelings of help
lessness and fear."

A Supreme court ruling said 
a battered woman is entitled to 
have her perceptions of a situa
tion examined, but an average 
person would ask why a con
stantly battered wife did not 
just leave the abusive relation
ship.

The theme for Law Week "91

by Aime Phillips

A talk was given March 11 in 
conjunction with Law Week 
'91 on the issue of wife-batter
ing.

Joel Pink, a senior partner in 
the firm Stewart McKelvey 
Stirling Scales, spoke of 
needed changes in the attitude 
towards the treatment of men 
and women when dealing with 
criminal law.

A Supreme Court of Canada 
decision acknowledged the law 
of self-defense has in the past 
discriminated against a battered 
women.

UNB
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, Press Releais "Justice, Equality and Law 
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ft “Somebody should do 
something about that.”

if

ma3 University of New Brunswick 
Fredericton • July 7-13, 1991

; J|l ■ Seven days of workshops, personal consultations, guest 
speakers, evening readings and writing in a supportive 
community of writers — all designed to help emerging 

0|| and experienced writers develop and refine their skills.

Workshop Instructors:
— Fiction Sharon Butala and Bill Gaston Poetry John 

DiÆJ Stef fier Feature Writing Alison Gordon Writing for 
Children Barbara Greenwood.

Y)(m For further information, call or write:
Maritime Writers' Workshop 

id !■ Department of Extension and Summer Session 
P.O. Box 4400, Fredericton, N.B. E3B 5A3
Phone (506) 453-4646

• Cs S: residential oil tanks were 
posing a threat to the 
environment. With funding 
from Shell, the local fire 
department hired students 
to locate the tanks and 
advise owners about safe

OMEBODYDID.

In Nova Scotia, 
the Maritime Fishermen's 

Union wanted to continue its 
campaign of encouraging 
fishermen to bag their trash 
and bring it back ashore. 
With help from the Shell 
Environmental Fund, the 
campaign is going strong.

In Midland, Ontario, 
the Wye Marsh Wildlife 
Centre wanted to bring the 
concept of composting to its 
42,000 annual visitors. With 
help from Shell, the Centre 
now has a full-size composter 
and a portable mini model.

In West Vancouver,
4,500 obsolete underground

Completerd!

©St disposai.
The $1-million annual Shell 
Environmental Fund 
provides grants for action- 
oriented, innovative 
environmental projects in 
communities across Canada. 
If you have an idea for 
helping the environment, 
the Fund could help you do 
something about it. For 
more information, call us at 
the'Shcll Helps Centre 
1-800-661-1600.
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ions UNB, STU debating teams defend "oral sex campaign"Blackmer,
by Christopher Watson "Support Oral Sex" campaign 

would be the law.
These were some of the cases

and Christine Deschenes, who 
placed 30th out of 54, with a 
win/loss of 3-3 and a mere 
21.33 points behind the lead 
with a 443.66 out of 600.

The top individual UNB 
speaker was Christopher 
Pollard in 36th place, 19.67 
points behind the lead.

The UNB Debating Union 
has brought home its first real 
hardware with the 10th place 
award for public speaking 
going to Christopher Pollard,

who missed the finals by 0.92 
of a point. They have 
expressed plans for a trophy 
case.

The debating union would 
like to thank the National's 
Endeavor sponsors. They arc 
Atlantic Business College, 
Cherry's Travel, Goliger's 
Travel, The Hilltop Pub, 
Islandview Farm Equipment, 
The Mayor's Offices of 
Oromocto and Fredericton, 
O'Tooles, Tim Horton's

Tingley's Save Easy, the UNB 
Office of the President; and the 
UNB StUnion.

The UNBDU would like to 
extend special thanks to James 
Rocchi of Western, Sudanna 
MacDonald of Dalhousie, and 
Cadet Steer of the Coast Guard 
College for making them feel 
especially welcome, and to 
Senator Ross, Ross Ventures, 
and Air Canada for their special 
support

isident
If the mock house of last 
weekend's National Debating that UNB and STU had to 
Championships were the real defend in their fight to block 
commons, and the UNB 
Debating teams really had a 
say, this would be a far 
different country.

‘resident -

Secre- 
ames T. the National Championship 

Title from the evil Central 
Canadians. The final round 
saw the Atlantic based 

According to the results of defending champs, Dalhousie, 
the tournament, such plans as losing to the Toronto 
prohibition, a laugh track and from Hart House, 
mood music for the house of 
commons and a federal

1 - Carl

» The top ranked UNB team 
was made up of Kapil Kamra

Documentary to focus on obsession with body shapephy"
;nt held by (UNB-FM) Today's obsession 

with body size and shape 
among North American women 
is the subject of a two hour 
documentary being shown free 
of charge on Tuesday, March 
19, and Thursday, March 21, at 
the University of New 
Brunswick in Fredericton.

The Capital Film Society is 
presenting the acclaimed Cana
dian documentary. The Famine 
Within, by film maker Kather
ine Gilday at 8 pm on both

dates in MacLaggan Hall the Women's Studies Program.
(Room 105). "It is such an "The film explores die corn- 
important film that I sought plex reasons women have come 
the support of other groups on to view their bodies as mar- 
campus so that we could make ketable objects and to judge 
it available to everyone," said themselves according to the
Barry Cameron, a professor in Superwoman standard - the
UNB's English department and perfect 5*10", 35-24-35 body," 
president of the Capital Film Dr. Cameron explained. "This 
Society. Included in the group dramatic visual approach com- 
of sponsors are counselling bines the testimony of women 
services, die faculty of nursing, who have suffered from body 
the faculty of education, the obsession - dancers, mothr a, 
department of psychology and career women, athletes, mod

els, bulimics, fat women, 
anorexics and young girls - 
with the views of experts to 
reveal the kind of hunger that 
cannot be satisfied by food."

Survey after survey has
shown that women are unhap- based perceptions of the ideal
pier about their bodies today body reveals the beauty that
than ever before. And grown lies within the reality and di
women aren't the only ones versity of the natural form, 
tyrannized by weigh scales and Participants in the film in

locker rooms. A recent study 
found that 80 percent of fourth 
grade girls in California were 
already dieting. With thin as 
an ideal and fat as a stigma, 
anorexia gains a foothold 
among the young.

The program also examines 
women complex relationship 
with food.

elude such renowned writers as 
therapist Susie Orbach, author 
of Fat is a Feminist Issue and 
of Hunger Strike; cco-feminist 
theorist Susan Griffin, author 
of Woman and Nature and of 
Pornography and Silence; Jun- 
gian psychoanalyst Marion 
Woodman, author of The Owl 

Traditionally Was a Baker’s Daughter and of 
women are the food givers: Addiction to Perfection; and
they are a source of social historian Joan Bsum-
nourishment for others and yet berg, author of the recent much
nourishing themselves is 
intensely problematic. The 
larger societal and envi
ronmental implications of cur
rent body images and an alter
native outlook are also dis
cussed. Loosening the media

during the 
go toward 

t and sup- 
)us clients 
Dystrophy, 
rick's Day 

support

the Irish be

honored study of anorexia, 
Fasting Girls.

Among the other experts arc 
Dr. Miriam Rossi of Toronto's 
Sick Children's Hospital; large 
size fitness pioneer Suzanne 
Bell; eating disorders therapist 
Susan Wooley of the Univer
sity of Cincinnati Medical 
School; cultural anthropologist 
Margaret Mackenzie.

UNB orientation 
attend conference

have an effect on Orientation 
'91. Kevin and Riel gave a 
presentation showing the 
American schools how our 
Orientation staff is trained. 
Their seminar was very well 
received.

UNB was very pleased to 
find out that Steve Arnason 
from Dalhousie University in 
Halifax was also attending the 
conference. Steve helped UNB

Press Release.

i;—
While most students at UNB 
were busy finishing assign
ments and writing midterms 
before going away for their 
March break, seven of eight 
UNB Orientation '91 Execu
tives were preparing for their 
trip to Springfield, Mas
sachusetts for the 1991 Na
tional Orientation Directors 
Association Region 9 Regional to become known as the Crazy 
Conference March 1-2,1991.

UNB Orientation representa
tives attended many seminars 
on Orientation staff training
and selection. All seminars up in sweaters and pants, 
were helpful and will no doubt

AHRC organizes education workshops
j develop a sensitivity and under

standing of human rights is- 
The Atlantic Human Rights sues on a wider scale in New 
Centre at St Thomas Univer- Brunswick," Jarratt said, 
sity has organized Human 
Rights Education Workshops community leaders and inter- 
for Parents, Teachers and es ted persons from the target
Youth in both Fredericton and groups in human rights awarc- 
Saint John.

Press Release they carry the message of hu
man rights into their commu
nities and community organiza
tions," Jarratt explained.

All activities for the Freder
icton workshops will take 
place at Holy Cross House at 
St. Thomas University in 
Fredericton. Participants in the 
event include Sen. Noel Kin- 
sella who will deliver the intro
ductory lecture on human 
rights, as well as workshop fa
cilitators John Gander of Ken-

Canadian Contingent, which 
became somewhat infamous for 
its shorts and t-shirt attire. 
Most Americans were bundled

"Second, we want to train

io ness and education through a 
According to Melynda Jar- general instructional workshop 

ratt, Project Coordinator at the called How to Carry Out a
Centre, the purpose of these Human Rights Workshop,
human rights activities is two- This second activity will pro
fold. "Through the vehicle of vide a general outline which 
the first workshop we hope to participants can follow and nebacasis Junior High School

in Saint John, Prof. Allan 
Sears of the Faculty of Educa
tion at the University of New 
Brunswick in Fredericton, and 
well-known writer, artist and 
dramatist Kwame Dawes, also 
of Fredericton. The facilitators 
will lead the Parents, Teachers 
and Youth workshops respec
tively.

The Centre encourages peo
ple from the target groups who 
are interested in learning more 
about human rights to register 
soon as space is limited. All 
activities are free and lunch and 
coffee breaks will be provided 
by the Centre.

For further information on 
these workshops, please con
tact Melynda Jarratt at the At
lantic Human Rights Centre, 
St Thomas University 452- 
0549.
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•FacMPteEyebm Waxing For Students $22M• 
• 5 Effective A cne Treatments f 7540 •

• Eyebrow Waxing $6M*
Call For Free Consultation

_______23 Sanbury Street, Fredericton
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DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH 
INFORMATION SESSION

MdtVfcts in 
Canada.
or
nent, 
i you do The Department of French invites 

all interested students to attend an 
INFORMATION SESSION 

on course offerings 
for 1991-92.
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Heal
Conference on women's health issues to be held ston

by Margar
The opening event of the 

conference will be a special 
lecture on Friday, March 22, at 
8 pm in Room 105 of 
MacLaggan Hall. Phyllis 
Stem, a professor in Dalhousie 
University's school of nursing, 
will give an address entitled 
Violence Against Women: An 
International Perspective. This 
lecture is open to the public 
and free of charge.

participant choose a schedule 
that satisfies her current need, 
whether that's a concentration 
on one theme throughout or a 
sampling of workshop sessions 
with different themes." The 
five workshop streams will 
focus on relationships across 
the life span, coping in a 
changing world, taking control 
of your own life, physical 
health and well-being, and 
developing coping and support 
skills.

ipants can register at the 
department of extension and 
summer session on Duffie 
Drive on UNB's Fredericton 
campus, or get more 
information by calling 453- 
4646.

"We're building the 
conference around five 
concurrent workshop streams," 
explained Penny Ericson, 
UNB's dean of nursing and one 
of the conference organizers. 
"The intent is to let each

workshops on Saturday.
The conference is being 

organized by UNB's faculty of 
nursing and department of 
extension and summer session, 
with the co-operation and 
support of the New Brunswick 
Department of Health and 
Community Services and the 
Canterbury Tales Bookstore in 
Saint John.

The regular registration fee 
for the conference is $35, and a 
reduced rate of $10 applies to 
students and senior citizens. 
The fee does not include lunch, 
but it does cover refreshment 
breaks and all conference 
materials. Pre-registration is 
required before noon o n 
Wednesday, March 20. Space 
cannot be guaranteed after that 
deadline. Prospective partic-

Society's(UNB-PRI) 
stereotype of women as 
nurturers and caregivers has 
given all of us a model of 
compassion. But for women, 
attempts to live up to the ideal 
have often left a legacy of 
stress and self-neglect.

This is one aspect of the 
issues on the agenda of a 
conference to be held at the 
University of New Brunswick 
in Fredericton on Friday and 
Saturday, March 22 and 23. 
Entitled Women's Health 
Issues: Nurturing Ourselves, 
the conference will focus on 
helping women of all ages and 
backgrounds take greater 
control over their own health 
and self image. There will be a 
Friday evening lecture and a 
day long schedule o f
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Lecture on Quebec sovereignty
decentralized federalism such as 
that proposed by the Allaire 
Report."

Dr. Brym received his under
graduate education at Dalhousie 
University in Halifax and at the 
Hebrew University o f 
Jerusalem. He earned an MA 
from Dalhousie in 1973 and a 
PhD from the University of 
Toronto in 1976. The author 
of five books and numerous 
scholarly papers, his major re
search interests have included 
socio-economic causes of un
derdevelopment in Atlantic 
Canada as well as four areas of 
English-Canadian sociology: 
economic development, strati
fication and mobility, ethnicity 
and politics.

The Desmond Pacey Memo
rial Lectures are given by lead
ing figures in the humanities 
and social sciences who are 
also invited to participate in in
formal discussions with UNB 
students and faculty. The lec
tures were established in 1981 
to honor the distinguished 
UNB professor and administra- 

September if they have already k, who did in 1975. 
pre-registered, but in order to 
completely avoid the Aitken 
Centre they must also pre-pay.

If students both pre-register 
and pre-pay the only other 
thing they have to do is go to 
the "drop-in centre" a t 
Memorial Hall to validate their 
student ID cards and pick up 
any other materials that they 
will need for that year.

charge.
In his lecture, entitled Class 

Conflict and Other Benefits of 
Canadian Diversity: Some 
Consequences of Quebec 
Sovereignty for Social Inequal
ity in English Canada, Dr. 
Brym will argue that the idea 
of Quebec sovereignty ought to 
be greeted by Canadians not 
with horror or indifference, but 
with enthusiasm for the greater 
centralization it would encour
age in the rest of Canada.

"We can learn something 
from Quebec about mobilizing 
capital for industrial develop
ment,: he suggests. "Quebec 
governments have taken some 
valuable economic initiatives, 
but they require a centralized 
structure. In fact, I think the 
worst possible outcome for 
Canada - and probably for 
Quebec too - would be a more

(UNB-PRI) Canadians of all 
ethnic origins are asking ques
tions about their country's fu
ture and the role Quebec will 
play in it A major lecture at 
the University of New 
Brunswick will address some of 
the implications of the kind of 
radical change that many be
lieve is coming.

The 1991 W.C. Desmond 
Pacey Memorial Lecture will 
be given by sociologist Robert 
J. Brym of the University of 
Toronto. It will be held on 
Monday, March 18, at 8 pm in 
Room 102 of Tilley Hall on 
UNB's Fredericton campus, and 
on Wednesday, March 20, at 5 
pm in the Faculty Lounge of 
the Ward Chipman Library on 
the Saint John campus. On 
both campuses, the lecture and 
the reception that follows are 
open to the public and free of

Study on unwanted 
sexual attention

and female students, my re
search also shows that when 
males arc on the receiving end 
of unwanted attention, they 
tend to feel more in control of 
the situation than females in 
similar circumstances. Women 
report that they feel threatened 
and vulnerable to coercion. 
Men, on the other hand, say 
they're able to control the situ
ation," she says.

Valentine-French has been 
studying the issue of sexual ha
rassment since 1983. Her cur
rent research is part of doctoral 
studies she is undertaking at 
the University of Calgary.

Among her other findings, 
Valentine-French says there is 
little agreement on a definition 
of what constitutes sexual ha
rassment

She also notes that there arc 
problems in collecting accurate 
data and that university faculty 
members and administrators are 
often reluctant to admit that ha
rassment is a problem at their 
institutions.

Valentine-French has been 
teaching at St Thomas since 
last fall.

(STU-PR) Male and female 
university students report al
most identical levels of un
wanted sexual attention from 
members of the opposite sex, 
according to a recent study by 
SL Thomas University psy
chology professor Suzanne 
Valentine-French.

But her research findings into 
sexual harassment among 
Canadian university students 
suggest that males respond to 
unwanted attention differently 
than their female counterparts.

Valentine-French will be dis
cussing her research and the 
various problems she has en
countered in investigating the 
issue of sexual harassment in a 
talk set for 7:30 pm, Thursday, 
March 14 in the conference 
room at SL Thomas Univer
sity's Holy Cross House. Ad
mission to the lecture is free.

"The current means of mea
suring the incidences of sexual 
harassment among peers of the 
opposite sex are largely inade
quate," says Valentine-French.

"While I have found a sur
prising similarity in the num
ber of reported cases of sexual 
harassment among both male

registration
Continued from page 1 
students are applying for a 
student loan, they should do it 
early so they can pre-pay their

If students pre-register but do 
not pre-pay, they still have to 
go through the registration 
process at the Aitken centre.

Of course, says McKillop 
they will not have to worry 
about their courses in

fees. *
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unding for employment 
entres to continue

Healthy eating in 
store for youeld
by Margaret Langllle

it of the 
a special 
ich 22, at 
105 of 

Phyllis 
Dalhousie 
f nursing, 
t entitled 
•men : An 
tive. This 
he public

working in conjunction with 
members of the Liberal and 
New Democratic parties in 
Ottawa, while coordinating 
campus activities.

Students at both Calgary and 
Laurentian wrote thousands of 
letters to Danis and participated 
in a phone-in campaign aimed 

at Conservative MPs, and 
Danis' office in Ottawa.

Across the country, students 
are organizing numerous 
activities in reaction to 

and

government with regards to the 
employment centre issue. This 
is an example of what effective 
lobbying can do", said Jane 
Arnold, national chair of the 
Canadian Federation of 
Students.

The decision to extend 
funding comes after several 
months of efforts, both by 
CFS representatives in Ottawa 
and student members at the 
local level. At a January 
meeting with Marcel Danis, 
Minister of State (Youth), 
CFS made the case for on- 
campus employment centres.

Minister Danis, the Minister 
responsible for campus 
employment centres, assured 
the Federation that each case 
would be examined on an 
individual basis, 
escalated its campaign,

Press Release
March is Nutrition month, and this year the theme is "Healthy
bating is in Store for You". The theme promotes the fact that Ottawa - Giving in to pressure 

Canadians can shop for, and eat healthy, nutritious food without it at the local and federal levels.
Employment and Immigration 
Canada has postponed its 

Canada devised nutrition recommendations for Canadians to keep in decision to stop funding of the 
mind when deciding what we should purchase to eat. These guide- campus employment centres at

the University of Calgary and 
Laurentian University i n

seing a difficult task.
To guide us as to what we should be eating, Health and Welfare

ines are to:
. enjoy a variety of foods.

2. increase consumption of wheat grain breads and cereals, and fruits Sudbury, 
and vegetables.

3. choose low fat dairy products, lean meats and foods with little or 
no fat

4. limit the use of salt, alcohol, and caffeine.

In the case of the University 
of Calgary, the federal 
government has announced that 
current assets will remain in 

More specifically, to enable consumas to follow these guidelines, place and that it will provide
and to make educated food choices. Nutrition labelling was $50,000 in operating funds for
introduced to the Canadian market place in the 1980's. Nutrition the coming year. Laurentian's
abelling is a voluntary system, but with increasing consumer centre will continue to receive

demand, more companies are choosing to offer nutrition information funding for three years, with
on their packages. Although these are guidelines as to what funding being reduced by 30%
companies should indicate on their labels, some of these food labels each year,
may still remain to be confusing or potentially misleading to the 
consuma. For example:

Employment 
Immigration's intention to 
close all its on-campus 
employment centres.

"CFS will continue to exert 
pressure nationally and 
locally", concluded Arnold. 
"Success at Calgary and 
Laurentian demonstrates that 
coordinated efforts can pay off."

ty
sm such as 
re Allaire CFS"The Federation is happy to 

see that we're finally getting 
The percentages of Recommended Daily Intake (RDI) of nutrients through to the federal 

may be listed on the package. This is not intended to indicate the 
ACTUAL needs of the individual. These percentages serve as a 
guide in comparing the nutrients contribution of another food, in the 
same food group. Consumers should be cautious of foods which 
nutrient claims are made and no other nutrient information is Press Release 
available. Responsible food companies will offer full disclosure.

When shopping, we often see the term "light/lite" on the label. The Caribbean Circle will be 
Consumers often believe the food is low in calorie or calorie presenting their annual 
reduced, howeva "light/lite" could be used quite differently, making 'Caribbean Nile on Saturday,

in the SUB

his unda- 
Dalhousie 
and at the 

sity o f 
ed an MA 
973 and a 
versity of 
die author 
numerous 

: major re- 
e included 
ses of un- 
i Atlantic 
ur areas of 
sociology: 
ont, strati- 
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Caribbean Night is March 16
music and food of the area even 
in a distant land. It is this 
unique and magical atmosphere 
that the organizers of the 
Caribbean Nile hope to create 
in the SUB Cafeteria on March

Its purpose is to share with 
others something of the culture 
of the Caribbean.

Guests to the show have 
always been entertained by the 
witty folk songs, and drama, 
while being challenged by the 
informative address given by a 
feature speaker. This year’s 
speaker will be Mrs. Kaye 
Nandlall, a Guyanese, and the 
International Students' Advisor 
for students at UNB and STU. 
She will be the first woman to 
deliver the main address at 
Caribbean Nite.

As has been demonstrated by 
millions of Caribbean people 
living away from "home", it is 
possible to create the sense of 
the tropical environment 
through the very distinctive

reference to colour, alcohol, texture, flavour, or nutrients such as fat March 16, 
or sodium. This type of labelling should be qualified by indicating Cafeteria, at 7:00 p.m. 
how the food is considered to be light This year's event will feature

Terms such as "Nature", "Natural", "Mother Nature", and a variety of exotic and spicy 
"Nature's Way" may also be seen on labels. Consumers should not Caribbean dishes, a wonderful 
consider these foods of greater value than foods not so described, selection of dance, drama, and 
Specifically a food labelled with the term "Natural" is not expected song, as well as a social with 
to contain or to ever have contained, an added vitamin or mineral, music and dancing to end the 
artificial flavouring agents or good additives, natural, however, does evening, 
not necessarily mean more healthy. The theme of the nights

Best before dates are seen on many food labels. This date shows program is 'CULTURAL 
the «tan», by which the product should be used for best quality. They COOKUP* a reflection on the 
are mandatory on all perishable foods within 90 days, except fa diversity of Caribbean society, 
meats which show the date packaged. This date can help consumers Students, staff, and friends 
decide whether an item can be used while still fresh. Items may still are encouraged to participate in 
be used beyond their best before dates, howeva deterioration in their this event, which is an old 
flavour, and possibly nutritional quality could be expected. tradition at UNB and STU.

Nutrition labelling is a great opportunity to learn about food 
products. Reading nutrition labels allows consumers to make better BTliClO 
educated choices when purchasing foods.

Take advantage of food labelling. Get to know what nutrition 
you're buying for your money. Are you making healthy foot 
choices?
Margaret Langille is a consulting dietician for Beaver Foods._______

16.
Patrons are advised 1 to 

purchase their tickets to this 
very popular event as soon as 
possible as the Cafeteria has a 
limited capacity of 500.

Tickets may be purchased at 
the Student Help Center in the 
SUB, The International Student 
Advisor's Office and from 
Caribbean Circle members.

Tickets are $9.00 for adults 
and $5.00 fa children 12 and 
under. All are invited to this 
spectacular event

*y Memo- 
en by lead- 
humanities 
5 who are 
ipateinin- 
with UNB 
r. The lec- 
ed in 1981 
tinguished 
administra- University's student newspapa 

in Wataloo, Ontario was shut 
down by the Student Union 
after the article ran in their 
newspapa.

In the Journal, Saint Mary's 
University's student newspapa, 
an editorial described the safe 
sex article as offensive "not 
only to the heterosexual 
community, but also to some 
members of the homosexual 
community."

not talked to him or anyone 
else from the Muse staff.

Brake feels the whole issue 
has given certain "people 
within the community» chance 
to vent their homophobia in a 
so-called respectable manna."

Police are also investigating 
in Halifax where the Gazette, 
Dalhousie University's student 
newspaper ran the article on 
March 4.

The Cord, Wilfred Laurier

5.

Continued from page 1
Apparently a police 

investigation is underway in 
Newfoundland to see if 
obscenity charges are 
warranted

However, Padraic Brake a 
contributor to the Muse and co
author of the controversial 
article says that the police have
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: ■Thursday. Mip*^ ^ • i iimifl m7:00 pm - 8:00 pm OPENING CEREMONIES , e v

Masters of Ceremonies - Dr. Russell McNeilly - Mis. Gisele Seek 
Digmtaries:Honourable Frank McKenna Premier of New Brunswick

Professor Constantine Pass arts Chairman, NB Human Rights Commission 
Ms. Stephanie Kuttner Chairperson, Youth Council of New Brunswick

1am
dt the N.) 1111 GenmHill:

1
)

A
l M ;

1.1
8:00 pm - 9:00 pm PLENARY ADDRESS

Professor John Humphrey “Human Rights: A Challenge to Youth

9:00 pm -10:00 pm Reception Saturday March
* ,

Omm M L

Friday. March 22.1991 Si
_________ I_________ ____ s6:30 pm-7:30 pm REGISTRATION 

7:30 pm-9:00 pm PANEL - “Unity in Diversity" 
Moderator: Mr. Guenter Debertin 

Mr. Hugh McKervill 
Ms. Teala Cain 
Mr. Azher Aid Khan 
Ms. Andrea Hunter “Youth Perspective”

&>•&
S

SnBmlfli. Man’ll 73. iwi“Human Rights Perspective”
“Working Towards Unity in a Diversified Society" 
"Citizen’s forum on Canada’s Future”

It
9:00 am - 9:30 am REGISTRATION
9:30 am -11:30 am POLITICAL PANEL - "Nation Building Starts Young 

Moderator: Mr. Bud Bird, MP
Hon. Mike McKee “Government Platform”
Mis. Barbara Baird Filliter “Progressive Conservative Party Platform” 
Ms. Elizbeth Weir “New Democratic Party Platform"
Ms. Mary Dable “Good Beginnning - Better Future”
Mr. Werner Diselkamp The Best of Two Worlds”
Mr. Kapil Kamra “Human Rights and Leadership”

A
E
C9:00 pm -10:00 pm RECEPTION
E
E
C
F

ixSSKiffi SSÎSÎÎSSK
mif■mm™

11:30 am-1:30 pm LUNCHEON 
1:00 pm- 2:40 pm PANEL - “Developing Human Relations for the 1990 s 

Moderator: Mr. Eric Teed
Professor Chengiah Ragaven “The Trajectory of Modem Racism - 

Multiculturalism”
Mr. Rocky Sappier “Native Issues”
Mr. Wendall Nicholas “Naive Issues - Youth Persoective"

Ms. Joyce Robert —
NUTRITION BREAK

|| mII1g
" F;}

ZtElimination o <

î

(Jrtnial
- "■ -

$lliilli
“Issues that Affect Non-Mainstream Women” I

I2:40 pm
3:30 pm-4:30 pm PANEL - “Families in Transition” 

Moderator: Mr. Rohit Ummat 
Stages of Transitionn uay

<

i
<

Dr. Russell McNeilly 
Personal Perspective

Mrs. Madhu Verma 
Mr. John Messerlian 
Ms. Cythia Chow 
Mr. Paul Lenarczyk 
Mr. Sacha M aie her

6:00 pm RECEPTION 7:00 pm DINNER

1:

ill i

Sh
DANCE9:00 pm

1

♦ PRE-REGISTRATION 
FOR 1991-92

AI

my
i

£3' hi i
rA NOTE: ALL STUDENTS PLANNING TO RETURN IN 

SEPTEMBER» 1991 FOR THE 1991-92 ACADEMIC 
YEARARE REQUIRED TO PRE-REGISTER St

Ci

PRE-REGISTER AND AVOID THE 
AITKEN CENTRE IN SEPTEMBCRII!

RAVE -

Personalized computer printed pre-registration forms 
will be available at your faculty where Instructions are 
available on how to pre-register.

jy

For required courses campus wide and electives within 
the student's faculty, the schedule is as follows:

1

bANd "Same Boat"

WoRship rhe Bass on WrdNEsdAys.

EXPECTED YEAR OF GRADUAT!' V

1992
1993

All Others

Monday, March 25, 1991 
Tuesday, March 26, 1991 
Wednesday, March 27, 1991

For all electives outside a student's faculty, 
pre-registration is on Tuesday and Wednesday, 
April 2nd. & 3rd, 1991.

MARch 1 Jim, a

sta ate
SiNO PRE-REGISTRATION WILL BE 

ALLOWED AFTER APRIL 3rd, 1991
t

sner and Si;ou by Mir< x
Inch• beer,
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UNB STUDENT UNION BUDGET:

: : ■

General Operating Costs 1990-91 1991-92
11

Legal Handbook -
Campus/Courtroom 
Appeals Handbook

Audit & Accounting Fees 
I.D. Cards
Office & Telephone (Note 1) 
Legal Fees - General

- Brunswickan

5,000 7.000 
2,800 
18,160
2.000

*6,0002.500 
16,600
5.000
1.500

61.000 
4,576

*2,000
2,23 35,66850,932

Salaries
Summer Executive 
Summer Employment Wage 

Subsidy

69,000
4,750

Commercial Services
14,080 10,000 *25,00019,000Paper Post2,500 2,600Insurance 

Activity Awards 
Equipment Maintenance 
Computer Equipment 
Elections
Honoraria (Note 20 
Conferences 
Recording Secretary

3,000
1,100

3,500
1,100

Miscellaneous 
SUB Feasibility Study 
Fees - CFS National

- CFS New Brunswick 
Grant Fund 
Contingency 
Reserve

2,000 500 20,000
25,600
4,200

20,000
10,000

4,5004,500
36,150
10,000

tiform” 26,176
4,800

20,000
10,000

*36,150
re 9,873

650

5,0005,00169,506 172,583

65,97684,800
sm -

750200Miscellaneous
Capital Expenditure - SUB
Scholarship Fund
Dr. Downey Leadership Award
Marketing
Student Leadership Banquet
Frosh BBQ
Council Retreat
Post Secondary Conference
External

10,000
4,500

10,000
Faculty Clubs and Societies5,000
Artsearn Women" 6,750 1,230500Albert Ross Society 

Arts undergraduate Society 
Classics Society 
Deutscher Kreis 
Economics Club 
French Club 
Hemlock Society
History Club 
Political Science Students Assoc 1,500 
Psychology Students Assoc.
Sociology Students Society 
Spanish Club

1,0003,000 2,6001,7755,0005,000 7005001,0001,000 980996500500
2,000

330 775
7101,070

195,663202,956Total Operating Costs *

1,175 1,450
Student Media Costs 

Brunswickan
- Operating
- Capital

1,100
1,000 1,440

25,00032,000
5,000 9,11010,391

)N 30,00032,000
5,6909,457Business Society 

Computer Science Assoc. 3,090 3,450
CHSR-FM

75,00076,030 Education 
Education Society 
Home Economics Society 
Technology Education Society

- Operating 
-Capital *5,000 1,500

1,400
75,000 6211,00081,030njRNIN

DEMIC 6213,900
Student Services 
Campus Entertainment 

Live Entertainment 
Speaker Scries 
Comedy Series 
Movie Series 
Winter Carnival 
Adminstration

20,52024,950 Engineering
Chemical Engineering Society 
Civil Engineering Society 
Electrical Engineering Society 1,842
Engineering Undergraduate Soc. 4,337
Geological Engineering Society 500
Mechanical Engineering Society 1,505
Survey Engineering Society

) TH€ 

1&6RII!
1,1108993,000

5,200 9001,673
2,7059,8587,200
5,2822,4003,000

4002,2503,000Ion forms 
ictions are 1,830

87040,228 89941,150

13,09711,655
2,8903,500Red V Black 

Alcohol Awareness 
Orientation 
Grad Class 
Sound System 
Typewriter Service 
Varsity-Mania 
Poster Run Service 
Typewriter Purchase 
Book Exchange 
Signboard

Ives within 
)ws:

7,857
3,150
6,935

10,000
3,200 Forestry

Foresty Association 
Foresty Engineering Society

2,5502,3762,800
5855852,9583,697* OF GRADUAT!1 V 1,000

3,135392 3,1352,961*

4,000800993
1,0001 Others 2,048 2,898450 Law Student Society 

Phys. Ed. & Rec. Society 
Nursing Society

3,3951,800
1,000

650
culty,
dnesday,

1,665
28,89029,130

Science
Bailey Geological Society 
Biology Society 
Chemistry Society 
Physics Society

1,050 64469,11970,282Total Student Services
1,5501,575

1,360 1,025
1.000 840Student Publications 

Yearbook - Up The hill 
Student Handbook - Beaverbook 
Student Directory

[LL BE
i, 1991

28,16828,432
6,000 4,985 4,0594,500

3,0008,500
continued on page 39
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SPECTRUM
The view*

the right to publish material at its owndiscretion. ThVI

EEPPublic Utilities by Te
Legal Information for Students y,

"Homosexual 
or guilt feelin 
nation or sub 
thing, it's am 
down which t 
Samuel Stew;

A utility company may also Is there any way for the utility that can result in a maximum person’s name when you leave
file a claim against you in small company to tell if I have been punishment of two years in jail the apartment If you fail to do
claims court if you owe less obtaining the service illegally? if the value of the ‘stolen’ ser- this, you may be held respon-

Yes. In many cases, the utility vices does not exceed one thou- sible for the service used after

Public utilities generally in
clude such common services as 
electric power, telephones and 
cable television. Students often 
live together in apartments, 
sharing the benefit of the public 
utility services. It is important 
to be aware of the legal issues 
that you may face if you live 
away from home.

The most important thing for 
you to note with regard to public 
utilities is that the person who 
signs the contract with the utility 
company is the person who will 
be held ultimately responsible. 
If you sign the contract, you 
will be held liable even if your 
roommates agree among them
selves to share the costs. If your 
roommates fail to pay their 
share, your only legal recourse 
will be small claims court The 
utility company will put the 
account in only one name, and 
it is that person who is legally 
responsible for payment. The 
utilities company may use this 
information to collect money 
owed or prevent further debts 
from being incurred.

Recently C 
dent of the N 
lition for Hur 
fore a provint 
mittee recoin 
for lesbians 
crimination, 
hearings on 
Liberal mem 
concerned the 
it now stands 
and gays toil 
places like n 
which would

than $3,000. If you owe more
than $3 000 you find yourself company is able to tell if you sand dollars, then the maximum you move out.srsrsass; no,,,™a».™,.™

EEEEE ssasas EÜH
case is to immediately inform detect illegal connt Lions with- my apartment? LEGAL ADVICE. IF YOU
the utility company which is- out entering your residence. Always remember tohave the require ANY ADDITONAL 
sued you the bill. They will Obtaining the use of a public telephone, power and cable leGAL INFORMATION OR 
make every effort to resolve the utility without paying for it is television services disconnected LEGAL COUNSELLING, 
problem theft. This is a criminal offence or transferred to another PLEASE CONTACT A LAW

YER.

MktanoiaLife Insurance ?
It’s assuming all things can be phatically that there is. But one 
made right by those simple needs less to search for that 
gp-spiras But that is an as- “something” than simply wake 
sumption one shouldn’t really up to it 
hank on. Furthermore, it is the Of course, we can choose to 
epitome of the privatization (and walk around in a secular slum

ber. But then when important

occasion. So they turn to the 
church. But the question about 
marrying in the church, that is, 
before God, remains unan-

John Valk

swered.
I received a call the other day Is the marrying “before God

fremamember of the university stm cf consequence today? 
What will the utility company community with a request to perhaps it is merely a lingering 
do if I do not pay my bill? conduct a wedding at the Old custom that will soon disappear.

The first thing that the utility Arts Chapel. The caller had Not all that long ago students 
company will do is notify you apparently made all the neces- asked God for a blessing on 
that payment is overdue and sary arrangements — date, their chosen course of studies, 
that the service will be discon- place, reservations, etc. but one since studying “before God” is 
nected if you do not pay im- last detail remained: finding longer of consequence for 
mediately. If you have still not someone to officiate. most, why is marrying still so?
paid your bill once the service Many who never darken the The question boils down to one 
has been disconnected, the doors of a church still seek to 0f |he relevancy of God in our 
utility company will likely en- marry in the church. And, most lives 
list the services of collection expect the clergy to perform the The same question can be
agency (a licensed organization ceremony. That prompted one asked in regard to baptisms and 
which collects money from clergymember to state once funerals. We all seem to feel 
people who have not paid their rather cynically that “some seek that entering into and departing 
debts). The New Brunswick simply to open the clerical fromliferequires some religious 
Collection Agencies Act re- drawer, dust of the chaplain, ceremony or formality. Birth 
quires that all collection agen- andthenstuffhimorherbackin ^ death are still shrouded in 
cies be licensed and that they when its all finished”. Some mystery, and religion deals with 
use harsh or abusive methods couples are puzzled or shocked the mysterious, at least in part, 
of collection. when ministers hesitate or js that why many “invoke

You will not be able to get the refuse. God” at such crucial junctures
service from the utility company Do couples ask themselves ^ hfe? Participation in such
until you have paid a bill that is whv they marry in achurch? Its “rites of passage”—baptisms, 
outstanding. Even if you move a fact that few choose to marry marriages, funerals — in that 
to another province, any per- outside of it. But why bother way ,s like buying a little “(af- 
sonal information about your with it? Perhaps couples many ter) life insurance”. Most people 
debts may be filed with a credit in the church because their have life insurance for protec- 
bureau and may therefore affect membership requires iL Maybe tk>n against the unexpected, 
your ability to obtain a loan or parents or friends pressure them And, who knows what awaits 
other credit there. A utility to do the “customary” thing, us at the end of the line. But to 
company in another province But, most likely standing in think of God only at those times 
may hesitate to provide a service front of a Justice of the Peace seems really to miss the point 
to you if it is aware of your bad just does not seem to fit the

alimitation) of religion.
Yet, we fall into that routine, events such as weddings come 

We go about our business around there will be that last 
without the slightest notion that minute scramble to find a 
much of our activity has any- clergyperson, all in an effort to 
thing remotely to do with do the “right, customary and 
spirituality or religion. So we appropriate” thing, 
concentrate almost solely on 
mundane things: the struggle 
for power, status, and wealth.

But why spend all our time 
obsessed with gaining power, 
attaining status and making 
money? How many of us do not 
already devote our education to 
these, spend of our working life 
at them? Then only to conclude 
at the end that what we really 
desired did not essentially in
volve power, status and money 
at all, only warmth, friendliness 
and seme personal sacrifices.

Mephistopheles made the 
mistake of selling his soul to the 
devil for temporary fame and 
fortune. We often sell our souls

VARSm

Don’t 
miss the

BinsMCkm
Open
House

Swe
Visi

March
18-22

to the gods of materialism and 
secularism. But surely we tire 
of a life where our efforts centre 
solely on getting to work, get
ting a mortgage, driving a fancy 
car and buying nice clothes. “Is 
that all there is", as the saying 
goes? Surely there must be 
more. All religions state em-
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SPECTRUM
The views found in Spectrum are not necessarily those held by die Bnuuwickam. People interested in writing for Spectrum must submit at least three (3) type-written articles of no more than

500 words each to the Brunswickan. The Bnuuwickam retains the right to publish material at its discretion.

"The love that dares to speak its name"
legislative committee for more 
study and public input

The provincial government must 
understand that the gay community 
cannot afford to wait any longer 
for politicians to wonder whether 
the Human Rights Act should or 
should not be amended. It should 
be amended. Everyone else in so
ciety is protected by law. If you are 
straight and fired from a job for no 
simple reason you can fight back 
because the law stands behind you. 
However, if you are gay and the 
same thing happens to you no law 
will protect you. We call this a fair 
society? Our only advantage in 
this battle is that we are in our own 
community-closely knit and com
bined to fight for our rights.

If anything the gay community 
is very similar to the Jewish com
munity. Up until 1960 it was very 
common to find Jews with their

3
clash of “family values as opposed 
to homosexual values”. The bot
tom line is that homosexuals are 
from families. If anything my 

"Homosexuality is not all self-hate, family’s acceptance of who lamas 
or guilt feelings or love, or domi- a 8ay man, as well as having them 
nation or submission, or any one accept my lover for who he is has 
thing, it’sa many-branching path, strengthened my family, not tom it 
down which we are all walking.” apart- The same goes for my lover’s 
Samuel Steward family.

The New Brunswick Human 
Recently Claude Olivier, presi- Rights Coalition began with a small 

dent of the New Brunswick Coa- group of people (who are not all 
lition for Human Rights went be- 8ay) in Fredericton a couple of 
fore a provincial legislature com- years ago. Its main goal was to 
mittee recommending protection figure out a way to persuade pre
fer lesbians and gays from dis- tection for lesbians and gays under 
crimination. During these public Human Rights Act.
hearings on February 6 and 7 Things began to get under way 
Liberal member Danny Gay was when the Liberal government ap- 
concemed that changing the law as pointed Charles Ferns a lawyer 
it now stands would lead lesbians from the provincial ombudsman’s 
and gays to flaunt their lifestyle in office to complete a review of New 
places like malls and restaurants Brunswick’shumanrightslawsand 
which would ultimately lead to a m*® recommendations for im

provements and changes. Eventu
ally the Human Rights coalition 
made a brief to Ferris. The brief 
included a survey of gays and les
bians that took place last summer. 
The results were startling: 50% of 
those surveyed had experienced 
some kind of discrimination; 17% 
had at sometime been denied ac
cess to public services like a var or
a restaurant; and over 80% reported
having been verbally or physically 
abused. Many individual cases of 
discrimination were also reported 
in the survey. For example when a 
lesbian publicly fought for the 
custody of her children, she was 
fired from her job.

On November 9th of last year 
after more than 150 recommenda
tions, Charles Ferris called for a 
ban on discrimination based on 
sexual orientation. However the 
provincial government has decided 
to send the recommendations to a

own bars, restaurants, and beaches, 
mainly because they were “limited” 
from joining the rest of society. 
That was back in the ‘40’s and 
50’s. However, look what is going 
mi in the well-educated 1990’s. 
Lesbians and gays also have their 
own bars, restaurants, and beaches 
all because we too are “limited" 
from joining the rest of society. 
There i« one thing to keep in mind; 
the Jewish Community arose out 
of those prisons by uniting and 
fighting for their rights. We as 
lesbians and gays are doing just 
that.

by Terry Richard
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The New Brunswick Liberal 
government has all the informa
tion it needs to decide on amend
ing the Human Rights Act for les
bians and gays. All we have to do 
now is wait
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Coming Attractions
Friday, March 15th Grad Class Party

Afternoon in the Club

VARSITY HOCKEY University ofl-

Saturday March 23th Midnight Ramblers
(Rolling Stones - Cover Band) 
Ballroom Event

Vt k 0X6.

the
eken Wednesday, March 27th Summer Fashion 91'

The CHSC Summer Fashion ShowSweatshirts & Golfshirts
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

Storehours: 
Monday - Friday 

9:00 - 4:30

en
ise Thursday March 28th Party for the Planet

(Enviromental Fundraiser)

rch Friday, April 12th Last Class Bash
The Northern Pikes
(opener to be announced)
Ballroom Event

Members and Guests Only
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PROBLEM CHILDREN
1

Melodic vet MINORITY is a solid, frenzy- Some harsh words were exchanged album, "More Noise from the
definitely an inducing machine. They even look between the bands, and someone Playpen,” will be out soon, so start

Satuidaynight,Februaiy23,was ^^L.m.d-se.ing^er crazy, a long-toi, itered mW.M^dledBL US^

hellish cold. Wind chill pushed ...uend-following.ifyouknow heads and a mohawk They aren t ofcowadsfornotpbying.Thisis toretoad^lhelaanmelsm-
temperatures down to -35, but it » I mean. Most of us only nazis, though. Lera be very clear ,U by way of explanadon as to ton they waenttodtatgso hot
felt colder than that Onlyacrazy think we do. Try not to wony on that. They're from my why BJ.. #13 appeared onsmge ldte ten h^mwerent redly n,
person would be out in this ,b0ut it. SAFE songs are hometown, thesingerismycoustn Saturday night wearing T-shirts it That was tnSamt John. 1987.
weather. By the Urne I found the commicred carefully, almost a even.solknowthesonglyncsand with "coward scrawled on the Might have been «8. A„yWay,
back entrance to the Gallery professionalfeeltoitKeepaneye whatteguysarelike. Conform,» ftonts. If.ranira-joke. Asforthe they re not
Connexion my face was frozen in L diem. I may be mistaken, but I and apathy are deadly sms, aid pajamas the WWI pilot cap, and band so tockof crowd response
a bizarre death-like grimace, dunk tey might be playing at the authoritarianrsm rs what they re te phalhc whire socks dangtag could hare hem, a fsete SJ
Seventy-odd people were already y,de hardcore/altemadre festival fighting agamsL In the real fourth from them crotches... I can offer doesn t seem toldte btods tet
there. Are we all crazy? Nick at UJ9.B. Saint John, Saturday, reich they'd be the first to go, to no explanattm. DtdanyonegMa sourdtoppyadtetmie. Pretobly
announcedthatteentirebudding March 2nd. If they're not. they te gas chambers, dial rs. I have a charge out of seeing Mdre(the something todownhallhefog.
is a designated NON-smoking should be feelingtheyTlpubupagoodfight. singer) playfully clubbing Frcdencton is a different story,
area. Yikes! Off to a good start. WHITE MINORITY were up Most of us won't .you know audiencememberswrlhhtsfloppy teugh.'Ihecrowdwentbananas.

Four bands played. Fust was an amazingly solid group of ^ <“«» . BadA i°ke' s“Vs,=r Three or four tunes I was neariy
SAFE, a new three-piece based high school students from Saint #13, are veterans in this business, .replications. A damn good band, crushed into a concrete wad byte
her in Fredericton. Heart their j0hn It’s hard to be objective They have an interesting but too many covers, and a bit of frenzied, thrashing mob. As Pierre
demo-tape (Backstreet Records?) about this band, been following relationship with the an attitude problem. I know Mike, would say, a good time was had by
.knew it would be a good set. The them closely since they started last aforementioned band, WHITE and he’d consider that a all. Everyone partied, and the
drummer and the guitar player are summer. Sound not nearly as MINORITY (W.M.). Want to hear compliment Then he'd smile and PROBLEM CHILDREN kicked
ex-members of two well known complex as SAFE, but know «story? Some nazi skins (yes, real me to eat shit We're pretty seriousbutt Aredneckexpression,
but not defunct bands: NEXT OF exactly what they want to do, and ones) were causmg trouble last close. If we weren't he wouldn't I know, but the shoe fits. Even if
KIN (Fredericton) and SYSTEM they do it well: dissonant bar- year at a show in Moncton, then say anything.
OVERLOAD (Halifax). The chords,gut-wrenching vocals,and home turf» 5" .LU^ , , Jt. . . , ,
experienceshows. Definitelyone athundering rhythm section. Their was headlining. They decided not headlined, and they re as good as
of the finest debut performances set goes like clockwork. WHITE to play, and the show ended early, ever, maybe better. Their new

by Vincent McMackin
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A BIRDWATCHER’S 
DIARYENGLISH COURSE YIELDS DRAMATIC RESULTS
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New Brunswick is a 
birdwatcher's mecca; over 350

Norman Ryall, born in
. . , ....... Vancouver in 1954, has a degree

species have teen identified here, Philosophy from york
and two of the latest exotics

Students in the English 2140 ^ lhe guidance of lheir students have acting roles as well
course at the University of New fessor> Scherf, the 22 as backstage jobs.
Brunswick in Fredericton are studentsaietakingonaimoslevery The class is getting some help 
spending a lot of their time this ^ associated with mounling a from two experienced theatre 
erm as carpenters, cosmeticians, production. Sets have to be professionals. Dan Silk, technical
ailors and technicians. That may degi d and buiUf props director at The Playhouse in 
>e unusual in most academic assembled> costumes found or Fredericton, is the play's 
lettings, but in this case it is more made Students must handle ^ production designer, and Robbie
han appropriate. intricacies of stage lighting, sound O’Neill, a veteran of theatre

English 2140 is an introductory ^ ^ makeup as well as some companies across Canada and co-
:ourse in drama production. Each ^ managerial chores that go founder of the Mulgrave Co-op 
/ear, the students get to put their ith ^ Hfc ^ Theatre in Nova Scotia, is directing
™ewly acquired theatrical ..yfstoge play is a complex piece theplay. Mr. O'Neill, who works
knowledge to the test by staging of worif that requires the co- in Fredericton for 
their own production. TTus year ^ Qf a ^ number of 
they ve chosen Thornton Wilder s . „ p,^ Scherf explained. gotinvolvedwiththeEnglish2140
Pulitzer Prize winner, Our Town. studenls in ^g course have group last year >J/hen one of the
The class will offer public alfeady leame(J a lol about tow student cast members fell ill during 
performances of the play on oüierssayitshouldbedone. Now a performance and he graciously 
rhursday, Friday and Saturday, ^ really enjoying the hands- agreed to take over the role. His 
March 21, 22 and 23, in the on experience of doing it diverse experience and abilities 
iuditorium of Memorial Hall on and it's an eve- set a suitable example for students
te Fredericton campirt. Curtain “ ZTot who are sampling a full range cl

time is 8:p.m. and tickets, at them » A11 bul four 0f y,e 22 theatrical assignments.
•ach, will be available at the door.

University. However he has lived 
most of his life in St. Andrews, 
where for the last seven years he 
had devoted himself full time to

from Europe hive attracted 
international attention - the 
Eurasian Kestral at Fort 
Beausejour in 1989 and last 
month's Fieldfare near CaraqueL

Nineteen resident species are the 
subjects of Norman Ryall's 
watercolors and drawings in A 
Birdwatcher's Diary now at the 
UNB Art Centre. The New 
Brunswick Museum prepared the 
exhibition for a 1990-91 tour of 
the province.

The birds, drawn lifesize, range 
from a tiny camouflaged White- 
Throat to fierce eagles and owls. 
Ryall's realistic approach is in the 
tradition of Audabon, Lansdowne 
and Bateman. Audabon came to 
Grand Manan to observe the (then) 
elusive Herring Gull, and a New 
Brunswick bird was the subject 
for his Purple Finch also.

23 1!
24 3:
25 NIwildlife painting.

OnSunday March 17ththeUNB 
Art Centre will have a public 
reception for two exhibitions - A 
Birdwatcher's Diary and New\ 
Talent *91, the annual display of 
creative writing, music and visual 
arts by UNB and STU students.

A Birdwatcher's Diary will be 
displayed until March 28th, and 
New Talent ‘Pi until March 24th.

The UNB Art Centre, on Bailey 
Drive of the Fredericton campus, 
is open Monday to Friday from 10 
a.m. to 5 p.m„ and from 2 to 4 on 
Sundays.
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GET CLASSICAL
the entertainers of Quebec 
are stepping back into that 
role again, ready to lead the 
province to independence.

A quite different use of 
music as a political tool 
was tried by Russia under 
its Communist regime.
The Communists felt that 
music, as the other arts, 
should glorify the common 
man, and they instituted a 
form of censorship which 
was both intimidating and 
confusing. Their insistence 
that music should be kept 
simple so that the 
‘common man* could 
understand it kept Russian 
composers largely out of 
the mainstream of musical 
fashion, but led to the more 
daring pieces being 
alternately damned and 
praised. Since the price for 
being damned was to loose 
the privilege of writing at 
the best, or a sojourn in 
Siberia at the worst, a lot of 
composers simply wrote 
‘safe* music. Safe music is 
not very

by Paul Campbell pride in that heritage was 
worked to the hilt. Concerts 
were subsidized, and were 
made up of mostly German 
music. The excellence of 
the German musician was 
much advertised, and 
performances became 
almost self-congratulatory 
nationalistic exercises. But 
more than this, once you got 
beyond the towering 
geniuses such as Bach, 
Beethoven, and Mozart (who 
was actually Austrian, as was 
Hitler), there was a sort of 
political censorship. Works 
of Jewish composers were 
notplayed, and infact Jewish 
musicians soon found 
themselves out of work. 
Those composers, such as 
Wagner, whose philosophy 
seemed to agree in some way 
with the philosophy of 
Naziism, were praised and 
elevated to levels 
unsustainable under normal 
circumstances. Those 
greats, such as Richard 
Strauss, who, by some 
combination of not seeing 
what was going on and liking

the attention they received, play. For instance, the Finns 
managed to stay in Germany, had been sucessively 
were made into national » occupied for centuries by the 
héros, and were held up as Swedes and the Russians, 
examples of German and they had no sense of 
superiority. The fact is that unity or purpose. The music 
of all countries, Germany of Jean Sibelius spoke for 
probably has the richest the Finnish soul, and sparked 
musical heritage, and the anecognitionofthe real unity 
Third Reich made the most among Finns. Finland drew 
of it. It was successful not together into a nation so 
only nationally, but to a lesser though and resilient that it 
extent, internationally as has successfully withstood 
well. the attempts of Russia to

annex it.

The Political Uses of 
Music

Music can arouse powerful 
emotions, particularly in 
association with an already 
emotion-laden situation. I 
am sure we have all felt the 
tears of pride associated with 
our national anthem at some 
time or other: the award 
giving ceremonies at the 
Olympics is a good example 
of this happening. National 
anthems tend to be used to 
reinforce our pride and sense 
of belonging to our countries, 
and they do this very 
effectively. But can music 
in more general terms be used 
for political purposes? The 
answer is an almost 
unqualified yes.

Perhaps the most successful 
use of music for political 
purposes was that of the 
Germans before and during 
the Second World War. 
Germany has an unusually 
rich musical heritage, and

w Sometimes the political use
of music comes in the hand In a similar way the chanteurs 
of the artist himself. One and chanteuses of Quebec, 
whole part of folk music - the in the period when Quebec 
protest songs - is a good was driving for separatism, 
example of this. Singers such played a crucial role in 
as Pete Seeger and Joan Baez shaping public opinion, 
used their songs as a means They were. I think, without 
to make people aware of a exception separatists, and 
wholerangeofinjustices, and used all their abilities to 
I am pretty sure that it was foster pride of the “nation" 
the activities of the “ballad of Quebec, and in French 
singers” of the sixties who culture. Formany Quebecers 
tipped the tide of public the excitement associated 
opinion against the Vietnam with that awakening feeling 
War. But at times the of self-sufficiency still marks 
“musician as politician has the best days of that province, 
had an even greater role to You may have noticed that
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CHSR-FM PLAYLIST TOP 40, WEEK ENDING MARCH 10thCHSR-FM PLAYLIST TOP 40, WEEK ENDING MARCH 3RD 

TW LW ARTIST: Title. (\ aW»n_____________________________ WO HP
TW LW ARTIST: Title (I^aheft WO HP

THE TRAGICALLY HIP: Road Apples (MCA)
LESLIE SPIT TREEO: Dont Cry Too Hard (Capitol)
THE DOUGHBOYS: Happy Accidents (Restless) 
MORRISSEY: Bona Drag (Sire/Reprise)
JOHN BOTTOMLEY: Library Of The Sun (Latent)
VARIOUS ARTISTS: CFNY - Modem Music (CFNY) 
FRONT 242: Tyrrany For You (Epic)
BLUE RODEO: Casino (WEA)
INFORMATION SOCIETY: Hack CTommy Boy/Reprise) 
JESUS JONES: Doubt (Capitol)
POP WILL EAT ITSELF: Cure For Sanity (RCA)
DREAM WARRIORS: And Now The Legacy Begins (Island) 
PAUL SIMON: The Rhythm Of The Saints (Warner)
BRETT RYAN: The Answers Electric (Brait)
NUMB: Christmeister (Oceana/Onslot)
THE REPLACEMENTS: Dont SeU Or Buy, Its Crap - EP 
(Sire/Reprise)
HINDU LOVE GODS: Hindu Love Gods (Giant)
RIDE: Nowhere (Sire/Reprise)
BRIAN ENO/JOHN CALE: Wrong Way Up (Opal/Wamer) 
JERRY JERRY: Battle Hymn Of The Apartment (Capitol) 
THE SCARLET DROPS: Sweet Happiness - 7" (Harriet) 
HAWKWIND: Space Bandits (GWR/Cargo)
MEAT BEAT MANIFESTO: 99% (Mute)
NAIVE: Switch Blade Knaife (Maximum Rock N Roll)
SOHO: Goddess (Atco)
SKINNY PUPPY: Too Dark Park (Nettwerk)
DANIEL ASH: This Love (Beggars Banquet)
SHRŒKBACK: The Dancing Years (Island)
BRENDA KAHN: Goldfish Dont Talk Back (Community 3) 
DREAM ACADEMY: A Different Kind Of Weather (Reprise) 
AMBITIOUS LOVERS: Lust (Elektra)
HELL TOUPEE: Hell Toupee (Groovelocity)
GODFLESH: Streetclean (Combat)
JESUS LIZARD: Goat (Touch And Go)
THE DENTISTS: Heads, And How To Read Them (Integrity) 
LEFTOVERS: Leftovers (Aggression)
HAPPY MONDAYS: Pills. Thrills, And Bellyaches (Elektra) 
VARIOUS ARTISTS: Give Peace A Chance (Virgin)
THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH: Choke (Go Discs)
AZTEC CAMERA: Stray (Sirc/Reprise)
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*1 1 THE TRAGICALLY HIP: Road Apples (M.C.A)

FRONT 242: Tyrrany For You (Epic)
LESLIE SPIT TREEO: Dont Cry Too Hard (Capitol)
THE DOUGHBOYS: Happy Accidents (Restless)
NUMB: Christmeister (Oceana/Onslot)
DREAM WARRIORS: And Now The Legacy Begins (Island) 3 6
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10 JESUS JONES: Dôubt (Capitol)
MORRISSEY: Bona Drag (Sire/Reprise)
PAUL SIMON: The Rhythm Of The Saints (Warner)
VARIOUS ARTISTS: CFNY - Modem Music (CFNY)
THE REPLACEMENTS: Dont Sell Or Buy, Its Crap - EP 
(Sire/Reprise)
BRIAN ENO/JOHN CALE: Wrong Way Up (Opal/Wamer) 2 12
BLUE RODEO: Casino (Warner)
INFORMATION SOCIETY: Hack (Tommy Boy/Reprise)
BRETT RYAN: The Answers Electric (Bratt)
POP WILL EAT ITSELF: Cure For Sanity (R.C.A)
JOHN BOTTOMLEY: Library Of The Sun (Latent)
HINDU LOVE GODS: Hindu Love Gods (Giant)
BLACKPOOL: We The Living (Justin)
NAIVE: Switch Blade Knaife (Maximum Rock N Roll)
THE DENTISTS: Heads, And How To Read Them (Integrity) 2 21
SOHO: Goddess (Atco)
HAWKWIND: Space Bandits (GWR/Cargo)
JESUS LIZARD: Goat (Touch And Go)
THE BEAUTIFUL SOUTH: Choke (Go Discs)
ASWAD: Too Wicked (Mango)
THE SCARLET DROPS: Sweet Happiness - 7" (Harriet)
DANIEL ASH: This Love (Beggars Banquet)
AZTEC CAMERA: Stray (Sirc/Reprise)
RIDE: Nowhere (Sire/Reprise)
ENIGMA: MCMXC.AD (Charisma)
SONIC YOUTH: Dirty Boots - Live EP (D.G.C)
HAPPY MONDAYS: Pills. Thrills, And Bellyaches (Elektra) 8 5
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30 12 1830' 31 30 31 NE32 14 32 NE
33 25 373334 NE MEAT BEAT MANIFESTO: 99% (Mute)

TERRY ODETTE: Without Wings (Wart)
ADAMSKI: Dr Adamski's Musical Pharmacy (M.C.A) 
HAVANA 3AM: Havana 3am (I.R.S)
DINOSAUR JR.: Green Mind 
THE POETS: Subversive - EP (R.C.A)
PALE SAINTS: Half-Life -EP (4AD)
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* = Canadian Content
TW = This Week, LW = Last Week. WO = Weeks On Chart, HP = Highest Position 
Chart Compilation based on frequency of airplay. Music Director: Dave Keighley

* = Canadian Content
TW = This Week, LW = Last Week, WO = Weeks On Chart, HP = Highest Position 
Chart Compilation based on frequency of airplay. Music Director Dave Keighley
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Dr. Vic’s Picks
who don’t like rock: Phil have always listened to radio, which is too busy 0f Rock ‘n Roll) hiding out 
Collins, Whitney Houston, music, and who made pop an playing THE HITS OF THE in the desert, waiting for the 
Steve Winwood, Steve integral part of their lives, 60’s, 70’s & 80’s to realise ^ght song to ride back into
Wonder, Paul McCartney: would grow tired of their that there are relatively Qur hearts on. It contains
you get the picture. Mostly Nugent and Sabbath albums, unknown musicians creating the lyrics “I’m tellin’ you

Iwashangin out down at stuff produced by middle- Especially now that they only good music that would that pd taken all that
King s Place the ot er ay, aged former r0ckers who drink cough syrup when they appeal to the Big Swill medication, Man I’da rattled
thinking about mcreasing my have achieved tremendous have a cough. So as they age generation. Artists like John hke one o’ my lil girls toys.”
medication dosage an commercial success by and mellow (like a fine Kraft Martyn, Lloyd Cole, and «Qne ^ Broken” is a
looking for decent size creadng bland, accessible low fat cheddar slice;) they Roddy Frame of Aztec heartfelt paean for
smoke butts on t e oor. pahiumforAORradio. Then swing to non-threatening Camera, produce smooth, compassi0n, featuring a
My quest took me into that they get their hair done and sounds made by familiar accessible, but interesting spoken introduction from
Tapes R Us place t at make Michelob ads. artists. music that could be God “Michael” is a plea to •

claims to be a record store. “But Dr. Vic” you query, This is where the problems successful with those people the angel Michael from his
was surprised to discover „is this such a bad thing? begin Granted, there are a whose lives are all but 
that in addition to the usua Qon«t thirty scumthings few older 60’s artists (Van technically over. The same
rock/pop/country/classical/ deserve boss S0Unds of their Morrison, Paul Simon, Neil can be said about prgfab the Big Guy. Elvis,
zither sections, there was a own?„ Young) who continue to spmuL whose latest album God>andSatan all appearing
section called Adult Pop . «Yes indeedy they do„ j produce superior stuff. But “Jordan: The Comeback” is Qn the same album_what
Hoping to be anadult myselt thoughtfully reply, whiie most of the “adult” stuff is the subject of review here. moreCouldadisorientedand
one day, I decided to g^o^y allowing you to dentist office muzak. Much prefab sprout have made a bewddered authority freak
investigate. Most ot it pay for mu cocktail. It is a of the blame for this dismal few little-notices gems since 
appears to be pop for peop e natural thing that people who state of affairs rests with their debut album Two

-■ ^ Wheels good in the early
80’s. Jordan is their most 
ambitious and successful

Prefab sprout: 
Jordan: The 

Comeback

fi

K 6old friend Lucifer, asking 
him to put in a good work

é

1jlPJask for.
Jordan: The Comeback is 

at times funky and pelvic, at 
others folky and thoughtful. 
It is the type of album that 
can be playing in the 
background during power 
dinner/networking 
evenings, or it can be 
enjoyed while carefully 
listening: unobtrusive but 
not inane. I have but one 
complaint: generally I like 
absurd, pointless things 
(How else could I justify 
my own existence?) But 
prefab sprout” is just about 

the most precious, dorkiest 
name imaginable.

“GET CLASSICAL album, in the sense that it is 
over 60 minutes long, and it 
all works. Chief Sprout 
Paddy McAloon is an 
accomplished songwriter,

Sonata for two violins which can take in the Abraxis Trio creating great pop with 
will be the centerpiece of the concert, part of the Creative intriguing, somewhat 

interestingandSoviet next concert of my Arts Series, Sun., Mar 24, ’ Thpflibnm;s
culture suffered by it. Wednesday Noon Series. Jan 8:00 PM at Mem Hall. The * ^
However, some composers, Zwicky, a violinist new to Trio is made up of the produces by Thomas Dolby, 
such as Shostakovich and Fredericton this year, will unusual combination of two who creates a shimmering 
Prokofieff, could not bring join me to play this peak of flutes and bassoon, and you 
themselves to lower their the duo repertoire, as well as can be sure that their 
standards, and both suffered a number of charming and presentation will be unusual 
official rebukes, with loss of amusing works by Teleman, as well. I know two of the 
privileges and the threat of Bartok and Mozart. Do come players quite well, and they numbers. The background 
loss of a lot more. The ironic and join us for this informal are not only excellent, but vocals are dreamy and subtle, 
thing about the Communist concert at Mem Hall, Wed imaginative and just a little *pbe theres expressed are 
policy is that it was counter- Mar. 20 at 12:30. Even if bit crazy. Should be a good 
productive. The quality of you can’t make the Wed. concert, 
output under the regime of Noon concert, perhaps you 
terror suffered, and the true 
political value of the program 
lies in pride: pride in quality, 
pride in greatness. The 
program made greatness 
more difficult to achieve, and 
the pride comes not on the 
first hearing of a work, but 
after maybe half a century of 
playing and listening to it.
Shostakovich is just now 
becoming the source of pride 
to Russia that he deserves to 
be, and that will continue to
grow. But it has nothing to | Peter Gabriel "16 Golden Hits" 
do with the program of 
political censorship, because 
that program is now, happily, 
dead.

continued from pg 15

Ajazzy veneer that remains 
consistent throughout, on „ 
both the upbeat and sombre Æ

Theinteresting: I think the title 
song is about Elvis (the King spec

STUDENT APPLICATIONS 
JOURNALISM PROGRAMM In Stock FRIYou have the education, now it's time to learn a skill.
You've learned a lot at university. You’ve learned much 
more than facts and theories. You know how to work in
dependently. how to think for yourself, how to. handle 
pressure. You're self-confident, adaptable.

But you don't have a job.
We can’t promise you one. But we can help provide you with 
the skills you'll need for a future as a newspaper reporter. 
The Journalism program at Holland College is currently in
terviewing applicants for the 1991-92 school year. This is 
a one-year course in which you'll learn by doing. And the 
more you bring to the course, the more you'll get out of it. 
You will learn journalistic writing skills through assignments. 
You'll conduct interviews, and cover meetings, speeches 
and news conferences.
You will spend six weeks applying what you've learned at 
a newsroom in the Maritimes.
You don’t require a degree to enter the program. But you 
must demonstrate competence in English and a broad 
general knowledge.
For further education and an application form, please con
tact the Holland College Admissions office. (902) 566-9600 
or at the address below.

Fredericton Mail & Kings Place 
Locations Only

Black Box "Dreamland"
CC Music Factory "Gonna Make You Sweat" 9.99

Blue Rodeo "c*mo"

Isal
$8.99 $17.99

• F17.99

8.99 17.99 • 1
8.99 17.99 FQueen "Innuendo"

Traveling Wilburys "Vol nr
Offer Expires March 17/91.

8.99 17.99

8.99 17.99

Student Bonus CouponWhile Shostakovich is 
finding his place in the sun, 
Prokofieff is still not 
receiving the recognition 
which I feel he deserves. He 
was one of the most original 
composers of the twentieth 
century, and he continues to 
surprise and delight. One 
delight which awaits you is 
the seldom played Duo

Blue Dot Gearanee Sale
30% Off

Pul that education to work.

^colBacI Charlottetown Centre
140 Weymouth Street 
Charlottetown. P.E.I. 
C1A 4Z1 I

A & A, Fredericton Mall & Him» Place Locations Only.

March 15. 1901
March 15.
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"WORLD WIDE BEACH PARTY" 

This Friday Night
Sunday is St. Paddy's Day

le.

The Grad Class is sponsoring a 
special event at the Social Club

ONS •See how fast you can eat Green Jello at 3:00pm 
•Enjoy the live music of JOE FAHEY at 8:00pmFRIDAY AFTERNOON 

MARCH 15th
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Don’t Forget That Tuesday Is Wing Night!
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March 15th Is The 
"Homemade Bikini Contest" 

TOP PRIZE $300.00
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forth from New York to artist programs, assisted by tor Marjorie Donaldson and 

Fredericton each summer funds by the Governor Gen- John Shaw. Bobak would be 

to teach classes. Since she eral Council. The first of thedirectorofthe centre until

1986, after which he contin-

rVZ
pable of expressing their 

creative talents and of 

sharing a deeper part of 

themselves with others.

by Lise Elsliger

i

%■knew many people across these resident artists were 

Canada she was able to painters Goodridge Roberts ued to work as an artist on

(1959-60), Bruno Bobak campus until 1989. His

works were shown in van-

' /• c/ rl//Hence, one can begin to ap

preciate the importance of 

the role played by an Art 

Centre, namely the UNB 

Art Centre, which cel

ebrates this year its 50th an

niversary.

/>l 7 1eo Tolstoy 
once wrote 
of art: it is 
“ a human 
activity 
consisting 

this, that one man, 
usually by means of 
external signs, hands 
to others feelings he 
has lived through, and 
that other people are 
infected by these feel
ings, and also experi
ence them.” In a world of 

mass production and high 

technology it is easy to for

get the important role that 

art occupies— and has al

ways occupied—in the lives

of men and women. Through 
art human beings are ca-

establish the proper con
tacts to bring art work to (1960-612) and Donald

: *s V * «frr
;■ /\ I

Reichert (1961-62). They ous exhibitions, namely 

were not responsible for those under the headings of 

teaching regular classes.

4'the UNB campus.” These 

were days" , Director 

Marjorie Donaldson re

calls, " when Pegi could The artists were given stu- 

send a letter to the Na- dio space and were available Concordia University and

f
1

! /Bruno Bobak: Selected 
Works 1943-1980 held at

r
>

i
i /01

L 11 /L
It all began in the 

summer of 1940 when Pegi 

NicolMacleod was on a visit

7 j V;

i^gfis corrimohly used yV 

icu tQ^desÆtiS wiitks- w^ch 
ëséhtjei&çfm the way 

Àphotograph might. The 

lpl|tioiL.of such works 

require of die -artist a con

cordance between the hands 

and the eye —a certain har

mony of artistic expres

sion— that is not easily at-

time It thé | prizes/ 

centre undf 1971 when shej the MU
>r.| ttty/Ji 

an/ -*c4n*

the be! 

of visu
tional Gallery, informing for advice. They also gave Bruno Bobak: the Classic gan w<

them about our new exhi- workshops, public lectures Y ears x which went to Po-
bition centre and could and held an end-of-year ex- land in 1988 and is still tour- became full time

expect to be sent a few hibition at the new

works”. The National Beaverbrook Gallery. The

L 4lv1

to Fredericton with her 

daughter. Together with 

Lucy Jarvis and the 

President’s wife, Margaret 

Mackenzie, the idea of cre

ating an Art Centre in 

Fredericton was conceived 

with the Conservatory-a 

small white structure situ

ated between the Old Arts 

Building and Memorial Hall 

- as the prime location.

Stien. .Submissions 

am Much lOth to tilzt

ing. In 1985, he was awarded Donaldson w

an honourary LLD by St honourary

Gallery was not what it is University of New Thomas University and a

today and there were less Brunswick does not have to DLIT from UNB after he

preoccupations at the time this day credit courses in

.

Thomas University ta 1jpft- 

and took over the position of 

director in 1986when Bobak 

retired. She will be retiring

17th and the results of the 

judging will be announced 

at a reception held at the 

centre on Sunday March 18 

from 2 to 4 which the gen-

: . -

retired in 1986.
Hence, it is in this small 

building that the first ac-
The present director,with the necessity of keep- fine arts other than courses

ing art works in rooms with in Art History given by the Marjorie Donaldson, is no this year and after a period

little humidity and proper History Department and in stranger to the development of rest she will be devoting

Art Education given by the of the Art Centre. Though her time to her painting.

she haH originally enrolled The Centre has in its pos- 

in chemistry at Mount

Art Centre would be built cm

tivities organized by the Art campus.

Centre were held: classes, 
literary readings, exhibi- and Sackville had previously

been the centres of art in

Though Saint-John
heating.

:-rrLucy Jarvis ran the Faculty of Education. Non-
tions, plays, puppet shows, 
record concerts and cham- New Brunswick, the Obser- 

ber music events. When the vatory Art Centre was to

program outgrew the become the first university 

observatory’s space capac

ity it was forced to Provinces. The Observatory 

relocate.First, it expanded itself was one of the first in 

to the Engineering Drafting 

Room, then in 1946, along scope was, for a certain pe-

session a large collection ofcentre and taught children credit evening classes— 

art, and in the winter, taught 

adult classes. Neither of given this term—arc

available for interested art-

msuch as the painting classes Allison University, her first around 1200 paintings, pri-

love was always painting and marily from N.B. artists,
mgg

*3 ■f!which arc presently on loanshe transferred into the finethese women received, at 

first, any form of salary other ists. Iart centre in the Atlanticill a larts program in her second all around campus. Roughly

half of these acquisitionsIn 1962, one of the year. At the age of fourteen,
previously mentioned resi- she had helped Pegi Nicol were donations, and the

other half from artists and

than the class fees and it is 

not until 1946 that Lucy be

gan working on salary.

After Pegi’sdeath, there fol

lowed a succession of tem
porary teachers, the first of his work during the 1960’s 

which was
friends, Montreal artist Fritz Brigid Toole, present direc-

r>

North-America and its tele-.
paint a mural for the Carletondent artists, Bnmo Bobak, 

became director of the Art County Vocational School collectors. In the last years,

in Woodstock. She worked fine arts have become thewith all University Fresh- riod of time, the largest, 

men Classes, the centre was

transferred to a converted the centre was created, Pegi 

army base, the huts at Nicol Macleod and Lucy 

Alexander College (which Jarvis were to devote much 

is the present site of the of their time and creative 

exhibition grounds), again talent to the development of 

it moved to the huts in its art programme. Both of 

front of the present chemis- these women were full-time

try building. Finally, In painters and had started off 

1962, the centre was moved together as teachers. Pegi

to its present location in Nicol held her first art class 

Memorial Hall which was the first week of January

originally intended to be a 1941 and until her death in

Lucy Jarvis - Co-founder of Art Centre, Director 1941-60 temporary location, until an 1949, she travelled back and

Centre. He was assisted in "Place" by Anne Hale, former UNB History student
From the moment major concern of the centre.at the centre during the 

summer of 1945 then for a A variety of art exhibitions eral public is more than wel

come to attend.
one of her by four artists : John Corey,

tainable. From a fist- size 

bluebird to a two feet tall 

owl gawking at the observer 

through golden eyes, from a 

falcon standing majestically 

perched on a rock, to a bald 

eagle , open beaked and 

shrieking Ryall is capable of 

captivating the realistic 

quality of wildlife while 

maintaining a quality to his 

work that is quite his own.

year in 54-55. She then be- are held each year, usually

changing once a month.

The Centre also 

holds annually a New 

Talent Exhibition (pres

ently under way) which 

displays UNB and St- 

Thomas University stu

dent talent. The exhibit is 

organized in conjunction 

with the Creative Arts 

Committee and awards

Brandtner, followed by 

Alfred Pinsky who was later 

to become Head of the Fine

« V
Presently on display at 
the Centre: Norman 
Ryall
Native of Vancouver, Ryall 

has spent most of his life 

living in St-Andrews, N.B. 

His works are photo-realis

tic paintings and drawings 

of birds, a la Robert 

Bateman. The term photo-

w *t~
À

Arts Department at 

Concordia U niversity. After 

1952, the responsibility for 

the art classes fell under the 

jurisdiction of the UNB 

Department of Education. 

UNB was one of the first 

universities to have resident

*
•<

"Fredericton" by Don Reichert, 3rd Resident Painter
at the Art Centre
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1̂11i Question:

What do you think of your new home???VlEWPLANT _ : 5
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"Elvis at►
i,fikl

Qttesswhai 
[was out si 

And you wo 
u>ho I mit i 

I needed many U 
So I had to, 

and there I sai 
‘Upagait 

I know it's 
"But cave i 
Cause the 

I saw him ai 
•But to get 6 

I'mseriout 
Me had on his 
And the rest o 

Mewassnof 
Andwhistün 

"But you know 
f swear à i 
•Boyheloot 
Me had go 

And it no lot 
When he ga
Ithinkhe’si 

ImeanitrtaUy 
So don’t t 

If you su him 
I got the ne 

Qo up and sa 
fjust and 

I was then t 
I as kid hit

‘Everybody beta 
Me just said 

Were hurting 
So I gained 

Andlha 
I stopped hangi 

And instead l 
So when I to 
We made ez 
"That after ti 

I flipped 
•But I beta 

I needed to i 
And most peof 
K And now t 

Soifyou 
Is what lu 

‘Pleast don’t 
So they i 
SoIIef 

And I wt 
ButtoteL 
Elvis just; 
Seriously t 

And I never) 
I saw it 

So no one 
Soifsonuo 

Or you think. 
Do him a 

And don't

i
►

j

I
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Spunky, Phd Chem Eng. 
"Party at Steve's after 

the Hip."

JimViolet, Photosynthesis II 
"Cough... Cough... come on 
people even I can't breath in 
here."

(Name & faculty withheld) 
"Man this place is cheezy. 
Please don't tell anyone I'm 
here."

;

"Shrubs scattered on SUB 
hallway's wilting... roots 
crowd a sprouts fragile 
eggshell seed."

»
»

■ "1 -S' 11 !m III
:

;

J -

■
i

I
.

Rover the watch plant, 
"Lynne!!! Lynne!!! 

Substaff!!! Substaff!!!

Bob, Bed I
"Hey Jim! What say we 

kick back, roll up some of 
your leaves and smoke 

_________ them."_________

Angus McFungus, B. Foods 
"F**k Off 

and leaf me alone."

Booger, PE I
'1 like it It reminds me of 
the nursery...you know full 
of vegetables and genetic 

_______ mutations."_______
I
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March 15th at 8:30 pm. I
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St. Patrick's Day Party
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Partners in Crime 

presents
Summer Sensation ALFRED SUNG

I featuring
u

3a

Swimwear & Sportswear 
from United Sports Shop

Wed. Mar. 20th 
Show starts at 9:00pm. iOPEN

Thurs.&Fri. 
Til 9 p.m.
Sat. Til 5 p.m.

Act I ALL MAJOR 
CREDIT 
CARDS 
HONORED75 York Street

458-8574
28 The Brunswlckan March 15.1991
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•Elvis at the (Mall

Words for the Sad Stranger 
with a Newspaper In Their Handguess what, guess what, 

turnout shopping today.
And you would never guess 
who I met along the may.

[needed many things, many things,
So I had togo to the matt, 

and then I saw'Elvis standing,
Up against the watt.

I know it's hard to beBeve,
Out awe it was so cool,
Cause the very next-day,

I saw him at the public pool 
•But to get back.to the matt,

I'm serious then he was,
Me had on his blue suede shots,
And the rest of his fancy do-das. 

(Hetvas snapping hisfingers,
And whistling a real neat tune.

•But you know it's kind of funny, 
Iswtaritwas Vày Jude'.
•Boy he looked a lot better,
Me had got rid of his gut,

Audit no longer looks broken, 
•When he goes doing his strut.
I thinkfe's been working out,

I mean it natty, you should see him.
So don’t be too surprised 

If you su him down at (folds gym.
I got the nerve togo askfiim,

Qo up and say what’s happening, 
[just could* t believe it all, 

levas then talking to the 9jng.
I asked him when he's been, 

•Everybody believes that you an dead, 
(Hejust said my blue suede shoes, 

•Mere hurting and so was my head. 
So I gained some belly weight, 

And I had to go on drugs, 
l stopped hanging out with my mother, 

And instead hung out with thugs. 
So when T lookfd Ukt l tvas gone, 

•Me made everyone then believe, 
•That after this wild, wildparty,

I flipped and then 10/D.
•But I became tired of hiding,

I needed to get out, get some air, 
And most people hoot now forgotten,

I k And now they no longer start.
So tfyou please don't mind,
Is what he finally said to me, 

(Please don't tell anyone about this, 
So they’ll just leaoe me be.
So l left him then alone,

And I was soon on my way,
•But to tell you, l must admit, 
•Eloisjust made my whole day. 
Seriously now, I’m not joking, 

And I never nad it in the •Enquirer, 
I saw it with my own eyes,

So no one is catting me a liar.
So if someone tells you the same, 

Or you thinkj/ou see him somewhere, 
•Do him a huge, huge favour, 

And don't stop and just stan.

- Light Sound Disease (for Mel)

In the Beginning,
You are seemingly calm. 

Then You contemplate building 
a nuclear bomb.

You start to listen 
to the sonance of the remain; 

Its sojourn qf happiness 
ecstatic with pain.

You're feeling the need 
to edify Your mind, 
by eliciting justice 

from a hideous crime.
You ask, "What will happen 

If I’m ever found out?”
Is it worth It to live 

When You’re always In doubt? 
Paranoia slowly eats away 

at the brain.
There is no time to wonder, 

"Am I going insane?" 
Then, all of a sudden 

the Lights start to dance 
with a noise that cannot 
be described In parlance.

Quickly you swipe 
at the closest Light switch 
and the Sound goes down 

to a bearable pitch...
But the music, 

my god,
that beat Is so brfghtlll 
Turn down the volume 

You’re losing Your sight. 
Now look at the colors 
those speakers emit: 
vermillion and mauve, 

withatlntofx-unlt.
At last the uncanny 

Anagnorisis of Disease 
"In Vertigo” describes You 
and You fall to Your knees. 

This ALL comes In a FLASH 
and In a FLASH it Is gone 
But you’ve embarked on a 

journey
And the show must go on... 

- A posthumous thought 
from Jim Morrison 
(Thanks Rob W.)

The news is all the same 
Blinding grey 

On your paper 
It makes you sad 

And robs your eyes 
Of their laughter

•The Courtroom Lie

Today I face 
the judge and jury.
Istand before them 
with bible in hand 
The questions fly 
and sût the air.
If stop to ponder 
afraid to reply.
The judges eyes 

send sharp razors 
and sting my flesh.

I have done no wrong.
I believe l did not sin.

Mistakfs are many 
and! call them *!mine" 

but not on purpose 
did l defy.

The juries starts 
undress my soul 

My defenses destroyed 
l am alone and helpless.

I start to shiver.
Mp, Mp. I cry.

To save my strength 
I must He.

And hours lour 
the sentence is written. 

•Mith hollow eyes 
and deafened tars,
I sit and listen.

The man of strength ~ 
whispers. Mpt Çuilty.

A sigh of relief 
escapes my trembling Bps.

The judge and jury 
have slipped from the room. 

Only its too late 
for tonight 
If au myself.
The toughest 

judge an jury of all, 
for any lit l cry 

My soul breaks through 
•Unable to escape myself. 

(Pounds likt thunder.. 
...guilty...

Some will rant and rave 
That’s their way 
Don’t even listen 

You know that truth 
Needs no words 

Only vision
Tate

(Peering acrost the horizon I su the sun 
beginning to set behind the trees 

Looking away, I lookjowards you, 
but you no longer art there.
I lookjowards the horizon, 
hoping to again su the sun.

Inotketheskyisdarkjandempty, 
the sun has disappeared beyond the trees Love hasn’t disappeared 

beyond the horizon.

If you feel lost 
Look across

The bridge you're burning 
Search for the signs 

All around 
They will guide you

It is here
In a small place 

In an eye 
In a hand 

In a sunrise

The world is now cold 
The world is now dark, 

the sky;
once illustrious, and viable, 

now dark,
stretching singstessty into spau 
casting a shadow on the shear 

of existence.

So sit with me awhile 
Share a smile 
Or a memory 

What one can’t show 
Two will know 

Together 
Geoffrey BrownA brave eagle; once soaring 

hesitantly into the vigorous streams 
of sun light

(Feckless (y brays to be defied 
and to be imparted,

Onu again with his ktm 
sight and strong flight.

As he Bstens for her sound cf flight, 
he hears a Linnet in the distanu, 

singing flippantly.

waiting at the apheBon of the earth, 
in shadows cf the dark, 

he hears her glide by. No-one told them

•Dreaming of her consolation 
and anxjety,

he desperately reaches out 
to apprehend her.

No one told them 
as they grew 
bright faced 
multi hued

cheerful along the streeti\ Trisha graves

With her onu again under his 
Wings cf flight,

Hw Pleas to Ignorance they flu away from the aphelion of the divine body.
The muMcultured forest, They soar towards the aperture

Drowned In the newly fallen rain, appearing in the shadows cf the senseless cold spau.
Its dew-drop song just ended,

The leaves and life now 
Green and bright,

The brook rushing by 
In a hurry to get everywhere;

Splashes the plants placed on Ihe pebbled banks,
They laugh like children In a wave-filled wading pool,

Their leaves outstretched to catch the life
Entrapped In every single smiling drop.

Aa the circus of water travels by,
Its beauty catches every human eye,

Eroding the rocks of Ignorance,
Nature’s miracle amplified In this Eden-Hke scene;

Humankind Is forced to listen to Her plea 
And help Her out of this polluted misery.

Jason Me Idol m

They die like flies 
but flies have more sense 

• they sit In the sun 
and relax.

Even women 
have heart attacks 

these days 
or equal stress 

no less

i
I •Mith new empathy and understanding, 

they join together into the fresh, forces 
cf mystery in the splendid streams 

of the ittuminus body.

Tracey •Underhill

\ Summer sun fades. 
This mixed border 

In the fall 
one and all 
susceptible 

to frost 
and snow 
and ice

and no-one told them.

Joseph OBUman

L MAJOR 
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Psychological Bluntness

On my journey 
Through the thoughts of 

I threw up;
Twice.

No wonder why- 
Hunger, Hate, Gluttony; 

whose stomach would not turn. 
Whose anger would not bum, 
•f one saw all of this at once, 
The hypocracy and the Irony 

Of the super rich and ignorant; 
As they raise crystal glasses

Of champagne,
To poor hold cracked cups of 

Urine-infested water.

Now, ask me why I 
Threw up 

Twice.

Once for the thought,
And again for the reality 

Of it all.

Jason Me Id rum

!

(the world,
L

s Irftf’ ONE WHICH EVOKES EMOTION, 
\ ViAU? > ANGER AND LOTS OF 
<>\2lT/«Z FRUSTRATION on all sides. 
\E//Z AN ISSUE that no one canSt-' avoid, and one that
;•) f ,___ _ AFFECTS US ALL

1 \

Hll I'M SALLY MESSY. 
ON TODAY'S SHOW, 
WE WILL BE TALK4NQ 
ABOUT A VERY 
SENSITIVE ISSUE

i

Wii
\ in a

Plui

h
Wear 3

WL I KNOW YOU ARE BUT 
WHAT AM I?JOINING ME THIS 

MORNING TO TALK 
ABOUT ENTERTAINMENT 
BOOKING ARE JASON 
BURNS AND LUIS 
CARDOSO.

\ GENTLEMEN.....
w

1—*?.y—i

1

M WE'LL BE
RIGHT
BACK
AFTER
THIS.

OH YEAH? WELL 
YOUR MOTHER... v

Pre
rArt

V
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.& Coach 42. Actress Moore

Parseghtan 43 Sprat s diet
& Obstruct
7. Thespian 44 Sea eagle
8. Bleeding 46 Religious

veggie images
9. Football field 47. Plunges into

10. Campaigned *f,er...
11. Orcte 50 Classifies

. segments * Command
12. Thrashed “ Equips
18 Thundered ant Compass pt.

mtrnri 58 Shew concern
14. "Haitto____ 57 Newsman

dd TV fare co
18 Milky gem 58 Outline
16 Soccer great 60 Moray
26 Brother's 61 Trustworthy

daughter 
28 Football team 
30. Pub order 
32. Three (Ital.)
34. Toddler 
36 Peak
37. Front of the leg

39. Go astray • 3a "On Golden _
40. Matinee idol

41. Tailor's need
46 Selection
47 Piece of turf
48 Woodland 

creature
49. Dice
50. Emergency 

sound
51. Raw mineral
54. Chess piece
55. Internal (Pref.)
56 Group of 

witches
57 Unspoiled 
59. Got closer 
61. Accountant’s

ACROSS
1. Soviet range 
8 Moby Dick's 

pursuer 
9. Snatch 

13. Emporium
17 Actor's part
18 Chinese food 

staple
19. Uncommon
20. Record on 

ribbon
21. Midday
22. Poker stake 
28 Early Peruvian 
24. Aloud
26 Large mug 
27. Lavished 

attention on 
29. Alarm 
31. Saltpeter 
38 Ignited 
36 Shade tree 
36 Venomous

19 ?o17

23
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80. Witty reply 
82. Part of a shirt 
86 Thoughts
87. Giver
88. Appear to be
89. Ms. Fitzgerald
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91. Eternally 
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96 Straw bundle 
96 French seasons 
97. Plunder

100. Ike's command 
102. Meadow

62. Skillful
63. Great Lake
64. Auction 
66 Loftier 
67. Chair 
68 Loathe
69. Noun suffix 
72. Hung around 
78 Church 

instrument 
76 Forever 
76 Married 

woman's title 
77. Skater 
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bookDREAMING&l Bluntness 62. Cakes and pies 

66 Carries 
66 Tennis star, 

Arthur____
70. Generation
71. ",____

Misérables"
72. Tier
78 Pacific or 

Atlantic 
74. Rasp 
76 Dentist's

IIS
IP

journey
tghts of the world, 
iw up; SPRING TUNE-UP 

BEACH PARTY
Saturday, March 16th. 

7p.m. 'til close

'V'

ike.

der why- 
te, Gluttony;
1 would not turn, 
would not bum. 
of this at once,
If and the irony 
* and Ignorant; 
crystal glasses 
npagne, 
racked cups of 
tied water.

........................

"The wench, you Idlotl Bring me the wenchT
concern

77. Takes to lunch 
78 "tetter's partner
81. Small rivulet
82. Droop
83. Golf gadget
84. Ms. Arden
85. Female saint 

(Abbr.)
86 Homer classic, 

with "the"
88. Having sharp

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
•««a

frtWin a 2 night stay at Chrystal Palace 
in a Fantasy Suite of your choice.
Plus other prizes from Coastal Graphics

Wear your Beach Wear for an added bonus

me why I 
Threw up 

Twice.
teeth y/92. Wear away 

94. Peace prize
98. Zeal
99. Above

101. Angler's need 
108 Treaty org.
104. Lamb's 

pen name
105 Network
106 "The Clan of

the____Bear"
107. Bread spread 
108 Shopping 

center
109. Trampled over
110. On the ocean
111. Repose

ie thought, 
ethereality
all.

/to Id rum r jmb° 'il Contest J(HD ft

V 1

4^Presented by 5

■■■

. DOWN
1. Vases
2. Plant source 
8 Lotion

ingredient

9
I-2D

DREAMING The Bluebird of Happiness long absent from his 
life, Ned Is visited by the Chicken of Depression.
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Deadline for stories is Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. Sports Desk 453-4983 

Co-Editors: Kelly Craig, Frank Denis.____________

Bloomers finish sixth at Nationals
1

Bloomers proved over the 
weekend that they are capable 
of playing and competing 
against national competition 
with a team that is still very 
young. Next year the team will 
be composed largely of veter
ans, and much more will be 
expected of them. Last weekend 
they showed that they have the

these times was at the close of into the game favoured to win, Despite finishing only sixth 
the first half of play, and the only to lose badly. This year in the eight team tournament

Bishop's was the favoured Claire Milton was very pleased
team, and the Bloomers were in with the weekend. She feels 
the position of trying to force that the experience gained from
an upset the three games will help to

Midway through the first make the Bloomers that much
stronger next year. All players 
from this year's team are eligi
ble for play next year, and
Claire expects at least three re- character to meet these expecta- 
cruits for next season to have tions. 
an immediate impact. The

I by Mark Savoie

For the second consecutive Bloomers went into the locker 
year the UNB Red Bloomers room trailing by 15,48-33.

In the second half thewere the AUAA's representa
tive in the CIAU women's Bloomers fared better, actually 
basketball championship tour- outscoring Regina until the
nament They won this honour very last minute of the the half the hopes of an upset ap-
by first defeating the Acadia half. However, they were un- peared to be over. The Red
Axettes in the semi-finals and able to seriously threaten Bloomers were trailing 24-6,
then dropping the Dalhousie Regina's lead and Regina was and were ineffectual on both of-
Lady Tigers in the finals of the content to coast towards game's fense and defense. The game,
AUAA tournament These vie- end for a 93-75 victory. This and the Bloomer's season,
tories entitled . bloomers to was testified to by die fact that looked to be over. But then
travel to Lava ”T .iversity in in the first half of play Regina Bishop’s ran into a wall, scor-
Quebec City, ku» weekend to had launched a total of ten |ng only 10 more points for
compete against the best in the three-point shots; in the second the duration of the half, as
nation. half only one was attempted. UNB narrowed the score to 34-

The Bloomers entered the The Bloomers were com- 30 to start the second half 
tournament unranked nationally pletely unable to contend with in the second half the Red 
and seeded seventh in the eight Regina's powerful inside game. Bloomers continued to pressure
team competition, ahead of Jackie Moore of Regina was Bishop's defensively, with
only host Laval. As a result of able to take advantage of this many fast break opportunities
this seeding UNB was forced to for a total of 36 points, and ev- resulting. This strong defense
open the tournament against ery time the Bloomers moved helped translate to a strong of-
the second seed University of inside to contain her the ball fensive performance, led by
Regina Cougars, ranked #2 na- would move outside to Vivian CIAU rookie team All-Star
tionally. Regina had been the Kingdom, who scored all but Laura Swift's 21 points. The
Bloomers opening game com- four of her 19 points from long Bloomers used these weapons
petition the year before, and range. The other problem faced to quickly even the score

a very experienced team by the Bloomers, especially in against Bishop's and win going
sporting a lot of size. Leading the first half, was the strong away 68-60. Laura Swift and
this strong Regina team was half court defense of Regina, Kara Palmer dominated the
fifth year veteran Jackie Moore, helping to force a total of 26 game within the paint, helping
a national first team All-Star. turnovers. The Bloomers were the Bloomers outrebound

This proved to be a major led in this game by Kara Bishop's 16-8 in the second
problem for the Red Bloomers, Palmer and Jennifer Hale, who half. This coupled with with
as they were unable to get their struck for 23 and 22 points re- 62% field goal shooting en-
halfcourt offense going early spectively. abled the Bloomer comeback,
and were trailing already 14-4 The loss left the Bloomers By virtue of this dramatic 
when Coach Claire Mitton with the task of playing the come-from-behind victory UNB
called their first timeout five Bishop's University Lady would get another game to
minutes into the contest The Gaiters in the first round of the their season. This game would
Cougars extended this lead to consolation tourney. Once be against the #10 ranked Uni-
as many as 18 points, with the again, this was a familiar chore versity of Western Ontario
Bloomers twice fighting back for the veterans on the team. Mustangs. For the first time
in the first half to within ten. having also faced Bishop's fol- that weekend the Bloomers did
But each time the Bloomers lowing an opening game loss not start the game slowly,
closed the differential to 10 to Regina at last year's matching Western basket for
points Regina would start a CIAU's. in Toronto. Last basket for much of the first
mini-run of their own, widen- year's effort had been a disap- half, to the point of the two
ing the gap once again. One of pointing loss, as they had went teams being tied at 26 late in

the half. Western took it to the 
Bloomers from that point on
wards, and UNB entered the 
locker room at halftime look
ing at a 38-32 deficit 

Western came out very 
quickly in the second half, in
creasing their lead to as many 
as 20 points, before finally set- 

lE ding down for a 73-58 victory. 
S The key to Weston's success
■ was a zone defense that held the 
IJ* Bloomers to a season low 33% 
3 field goal percentage. They

l were particularly effective in 
IK taking Jill Jackson out of the 
III game. Jill's importance to the
■ Bloomer’s attack from her 
I® point guard position can not be 
Mi overemphasized, and Western 
m keyed on her, taking away her 
IK drive to the hoop. As a result

Jill shot only 3-10 on the 
game, with no shot attempts in 

I the second half .

P

U9^B ‘BCackJBears at CIAU's

March 1 -3

Set page 35 for detailswere

Athletes of the Week
MaleFemale;i -

This week's UNB male ath
lete of the week is Claude

Meaghan Seagrave of the 
Beavers swim team has bee n 
named this week's UNB female Cullinan, a 3rd year Bachelor 
athlete of the week. Meaghan of Science student from 
had an outstanding weekend at Fredericton, NB.
the CIAU Championships at Claude, a member of the 
Dalhousie University. The Rebels volleyball team, was 
AUAA female swimmer of the once again named to the 
year swam lifetime best times AUAA All Star team of his
in all three events taking a cu- excellent play this past
mulative 9 seconds of her pre- weekend at the AUAA 
vious times: Championships at Dalhousie.

100 m. breastroke - 1:15.19 coach Belanger felt that 
- 1st in consolation finals Claude had a good season

200 m. breastroke - 2:40.79 considering he was asked to 
-5th in Canada play a new position at the

200 m IM- 2:24.45 - 4th in beginning of the year. He 
consolation finals adapted well and became a ma-

Coach Andrew Cole felt that jor contribution to the Rebels 
"Meaghan handled the pressure 
of the nationals extremely well 
and rose to the occasion at each 
event surpassing expectations".
He added that, "Meaghan swam 
with quiet confidence and her 
success was a fitting conclu
sion for the Beavers' building 
year".

Meaghan is a 1st year BPE 
student from Fredericton, NB.

!

■
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f: successful season".
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Join sports
VIEW FROM MaleFemale lT/it season das ended, 

üfg.jçi ye&r Witt Be Here 
sooner than you think.

AUAA Female Swimmer of 
the Year, Meaghan Seagrave, 
of the UNB Beavers was named 
the UNB Athlete of the Month. 
Meaghan won the SO m. 
freestyle, 100 m. breastroke, 
400 m IM and finished second 
in the 100 freestyle at the 
AUAA Championships held 
February 15, 16 and 17th here 
at UNB. Meaghan's outstand
ing times qualified her for the 
CIAU's in Halifax held on 
March 1,2, and 3rd.

Coach Andrew Cole was ex
tremely impressed with 
Meaghan's ability to perform 
"when the chips are down."

Meaghan is a Fredericton na
tive, and she is completing her 
first year in the Bachelor of 
Physical Education program.

SEATS Sean Dockrill, co-captain of 
the UNB Black Bears earned the 
UNB Male Athlete of the 
Month for February. Sean was 
named the Most Outstanding 
Wrestler at the AUAA Cham
pionships, held on February 
16th, as he tore up his weight 
class en route to the gold medal 
in the 150 lb. weight class. 
Sean led the Black Bears to an
other AUAA Championship as 
the Bears won an unbelievable 
7 gold medals out of a possible 
10. Sean won the right to rep
resent the AUAA conference at 
the CIAU’s in Regina on 
march 1st and 2nd.

Sean is a junior in the Bach
elor of Arts program from 
Bridgewater, Nova Scotia.
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Last weekend I was fortunate enough to travel to Quebec 
City to watch our Red Bloomers compete in die national women's 
basketball championships. Although the Bloomers were unable to 
win die tournament they did put together a fine effort and played to 
the best of their abilities. Even their biggest loss (by 18 points) 
was not an embarrassment, for the Bloomers did play well. The 
University of Regina Cougars were simply a better, more 
experienced team. Next year die shoe will be on the other foot, and 
the Bloomers will be the team with the experience and the talent 
As for the Bloomers, there is no disgrace in losing to a superior 
team, so long as you give your best effort. The Bloomers should 
only be proud of their performance last weekend. Thct should also 
be proud of the individual awards they received from the AUAA 
this season. Jennifer Hale was named league MVP and was also 
named to the first All-Star team along with Kara Palmer. Jill 
Jackson was named to the second All-Star team, while Laura Swift 
was declared Rookie of the Year in the AUAA.

One of the highlights of the trip was the chance to tour 
the Université de Laval campus. As this is supposedly a sports 
column I won't dweU on the tunnels which connect each building 
on campus, making it possible attend all of your classes without 
going outside. Nor will I concern myself that their campus bar is 
far inferior to our Social Club. The duly impressive thing about 
Laval is the women PEPS. PEPS is a French acronym for 
Physical Education something-or-other and it has all the sports and 
physical fitness facilities of UNB and more. It puts our campus to 
shame. Their main gymnasium makes The Pit lot* old and 
pathetic; which of course is exactly what it is. They have an 
Olympic length eight lane swimming pool replete with two 
springboards, two 3-metre springboards, and 5, 7, and 10-metre 
towers. Truly a major league operation. They also have two hockey 
rinks in the complex, although only one of these accommodates 
spectators. In truth the Aitken Centre is a better hockey facility 
than the PEPS, but since events of this and previous years have 
made clear that Cord LcBel does not consider students to be 
welcome in die Aitken Centre what does that really matter. It also 
has indoor tennis courts, an indoor track, and other facilities which 
I didn't observe first hand. To top it all off, the place has its own 
parking garage. In short, I was very, very impressed.

A team that does not appear to be giving it their best 
effort is this year's edition of the Quebec Nordiques. They played 
the Los Angeles Gretzkys last Saturday night at the Cotisée, losing 
3-0. The fact that they lost was not so bad. Let's face it, die 
Nordiques aren't even close to touching the Gretzkys in terms of 
talent The real tragedy was that the team is merely going through 
the motions, and barely even doing that A lot has been said about 
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for those interested in 
writing, Cay out, 
photography for ne& season, 
contact Kg-tty Craig, ‘Room 35 
of the SUV.
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$?utt*toickan AS SEEN ON T.V. KEVIN TRUDEAU S MEGA MEMORY! 
WORLD S LARGEST MEMORY TRAINING SCHOOL!

THE MOST EFFECTIVE MEMORY 
PROGRAM AVAILABLE

• INCREASE MEMORY BY500%GUARANTEED
• INCREASE GRADE POINT AVERAGE
• CUT STUDY TIME BY 50 % OR MORE

• REMEMBER EVERYTHING YOU READ AND HEAR. 
AND SO MUCH MORE!

PREPARE NOW FOR YOUR FUTURE.
INCLUDES: 8 AUDIO CASSETTES. WORK. BOOK AND POCKET GUIDE.

VERY EASY TO FOLLOW.
ACT NOW! $74.95 + 4.00 S.H.

SEND CHEQUE OR MONEY ORDER TO :
SEE-DEE MEMORY MARKETING 

466 CENTRAL STREET 
SUMMERSIDE, P.E.I. CIN 3N7

The Bruns is 
hosting it's first 
"Open House"

i sEveryone 
encouraged 
come down t o 
Room 35 of the 
SUB and check it 
out

t o
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NHL. U fleur was the best offensive player of
sad to see his play against LA. He seemed to be out of p$) 
during the game, coughing up the puck shortly after 
On his only scoring chance he missed the puck. It's «■
•see n hero fail. He remains a hero in Quebec City, with the crowd 
chanting "Guy, Guy, Guy" every time he touched the puck. At 
times it was rather pathetic, with the crowd starting the chant as 
Lafieur picked up the puck behind his own net only to lose it 
almost immediately.

As it was LA the Nordiques were playing they had to 
contend with Gretzky. Gretzky had a routine night, garnering two 
assists in the course of his night's work. That being said, 1 was 
disappointed. Admittedly, it would have been difficult for Gretzky 

to my expectations, but I still think that had this been 
performance for him he wouldn't be the Godlike figure 
Of his two assists one was a nice lead pass to Tony 

ho then cut in from the faemff circle to beat J«
» the far post. But his first assist w_as simply a roi

;o Pa
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How n 
weeks col 
Hector B1 
YvanCot 
Dan Don 
Jacques L 
Chris Nil 
Glen Sail 
Larry Ro

: up

j «n t<x* * Aitken House President. Hal Brothers (centre), proudly accepts the first annual Grande Finale Prize 
awarded at Varsity-Mania's last big event of the year. February 24. The prize was presented by Coastal 
Graphics representative Greg Harquail (left) and Varsity-Mania Coordinator Steve Wüüams (Right)
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Out in 
Left Field

ions Black Bears challenge
as ended. 
ICC Be Here
t think.

Paul Arseuault 
Murray Nystrom team put in solid performances ere; Co-captain Pat Zwicker, 

with rookie Daren Anderson Co-captain Sean Dockrill, third 
It was almost a month ago placing fifth. Co-captains Sean year veteran Stacy DesRoches,

that the UNB Black Bears Dockrill and Pat Zwicker both second year Quincy Knox,
dazzled the AUAA wrestling had tough draws as did second Daren Anderson, Sylva 
league winning seven out of a year Black Bear Quincy Knox. MacLaughlin, Dave Gallant, 
possible ten gold medals in the Stacy DesRoches also pulled a Marcel Saulis, Adam Simon, 
championship. The team tough draw as did rookie heavy and Jason Pleasant-Sampson.
qualified nine wrestlers to go to man Davis Seeley. The Bears No doubt Sylva MacLaughlin
the Canadian Championships in definitely had a learning will be waiting for the next
Regina,Saskatchewan. experience over the weekend of season to start aS he missed this

The team left for Regina the the CIAU's and will be ready for season due to an injured leg that
Thursday before the March break next year. left him on crutches most of the
for three days of wrestling The Bears peaked at the season. The 1991-92 wrestling 
action. All wrestlers had tough AUAA's this season. They season will surely be one to 
matches and put forth as struggled through most of the watch.
tremendous effort on behalf of season placing second and third, Ed new: ? They

but the team really got together
when it came down to the wriling for enjoyable. I would 
crunch. Most Of the Black Bears like to take this time at the end of the 
will be returning next season to season to thank George Muhamaki and
bring UNB another exciting Don Ryan for their ...isun«* this

6 , ...__season and for allowing me to lag
plagued with injuries, season of wrestling. Under the |t the auaa'i. i also would like

However, he came back in fine guidance of head coach George to thank Sean Dockrill and Pat Zwicker 
style at the AUAA's to win the Multamaki the Bears will no for their tremendous help over the 
gold medal in the 160 lb weight doubt repeal again next year as «£»
class. AUAA champions. AUAA'S. And finally the rest of the

The rest of the' Black Bears Definite returnees to the team unB Black Bears

by Kelly Craig
The influence the professional athlete or team has on people in 

■ similar to that of a Prime Minister or Premier of the Province. 
I Sports touches everyone one way or another, in paper, television, ,
■ radio shows, retail stores, it's unavoidable. Every sport has it's 
I share of athletes that seem to influence every aspect of that sport; 
I attendance, souvenir sales, retail sales and of course the outcome.

The influence these influential athletes have effects everyone
■ young and old. If that athlete, adopted role model, caries 
I particularly violent characteristics that fans young and old tend to
■ mimic that characteristic, this ends up effecting those they 
I associate with. People who do not play or even have interests in 
I sports are directly effected by actions of teams, players or fans. 
1 One that comes to mind is the Montreal riot following a NHL 
I decision to suspend Maurice "Rocket" Richard for only one game 
I during the play offs, erupted in a downtown riot, cars were turned 
I over, stores broken into and set aflame. The Rocket who the Habs 
I star suspension effected people who had no association with the 
I team or the sport In 1986 the same thing happened, after the 
I Canadians won the Stanley Cup, over a million dollars in damages 
I resulted from the victory celebrations.

This influential aspect has a direct effect on domestic violence. 
I Studies have shown that, the result in a team losing causes an 
I increase in violence in the home. Sports events like the Super
■ Bowl has a direct effect on domestic violence.

These are some examples of negative results of sports and very 
I influential players. There are as many and more positive 
I influential athletes like Wayne Gretzky, who is the most eminent 
I player in professional athletics today, can be classified as the 
I ultimate role model. He has single hardly rewritten the record 
I book, in only eleven years he presently holds 49 and counting 
I league records. For many a hundred points a season is a career 
I season, the Great One racks up at least a hundred assists every 
I season for a joke. Former stars like Gordie Howe, Dean Belleveau, 
I Guy Lafleur recognize Wayne as the greatest to ever play the game. 
I Team owners anxiously await the arrival of Gretzky, because they 
I know it's a guarantee sell out. The effect he has on everyone who 
I is or isn't involved in hockey. Just ask the people a Coke or Nike 
I the influence he's had on their company. Bruce McNall is another 
I who hopped on the Gretzky train of success.

So for those people who say that professional sports is only a 
I game, look around at the ways pro sports influences your life every 
I single day. For those who say pro athletes get paid too much, 
I look at the influence that athlete has on his team, city and sports.
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ne& season, 
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the AUAA league.
Marcel Saulis was the top 

finisher for UNB placing an 
impressive fourth. Marcel 
missed a bit of the season as he

i
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Polo- Some basic guidlinesY X

NTEED Prince Charles and Larry 
Robinson ( ex-Canadian ) can 
attest to the danger of the 
sport.

goal is only 24 feet by 10 feet 
high.The game is split up into 
6 chukkers ( periods ) of 7 
minutes, plus 30 seconds extra 
time.

by Randy Goodleaf;e

Polo basics
D HEAR. A polo team consists of 5 

ridas pa side using a bamboo 
and wood mallets to hit a 3 1/2 
inch ball through a goal at 
speed of up to 30 MPH.

The horse of choice in 
polo is the thoroughbred 
because it has both the stamina 
and boldness required in this 
grueling sport

Divoting is what 
happens at the half. All the 
spectators bring themselves and 
their Pimms no. 1 cup ( a 
drink ) onto the field to replace 
divots, drink, and rub elbows.

Tailgaiting is parking 
your car ( preferably a Rolls ) 
next to the field, and breaking 
out the champagne, caviar, and 
other good cheer.

From a spectator 
perspective, there are three 
really interesting parts to polo 
: bumping, divoting, and 
tailgating.

IRE.
DCKET GUIDE.

It is perfectly legal for 
riders to bump ( check ) each 
other while playing the ball, 
which makes for some 
interesting viewing. Both

Does it not seem like yesterday that the Detroit Red Wings 
appeared to be on the urge of a birth in the Stanley Cup Finals? 
They had built a respectable, young, talented team around superstar 

' Steve Yzerman and things looked promising, indeed, for hockey 
mad fans in the Motor City. The team, however, has never been 
able to get over the hump and fulfill the high expectations of the 
hockey world. Part of this problem lies with management - 
particularly the General Manager, Jim Devallano. He has made 
many questionable deals trading young talented players for aging 
veterans. Adam Oates for Bemie Federko comes to mind. The 
Wings defense, right now, have three players - Brad Marsh, Doug 
Crossman, Rick Green, - who are all over thirty and will past their 
prime. Signing Borjc Salming at 34, a few years ago is another 
example of the "old age" movement the Wings have had. Even 
their acquisition of younger players have ben questionable. 
Edmonton Oilers now have Adam Graves, Joe Murphy and Pet 
Klima producing like they should have in Detroit - oh yeah, al 

I three have their manes on The Cup. Detroit in return are stuck with 
Timmy rarsnn - the underachiever of all time. The most ridiculous 
move the Wings have make is making Bob Probert a captain. 
How do they justify this? Probert, as much as ha is now doinj ; 
well, has let this team down more often than not. He isn t even 
allowed outside of the United States because of his cocaine change. 
With continuous managerial blunders as these, it is pretty safe to 
say the Cup won't make a stop in Motown for quite a while. . 
.Speaking of the Stanley Cup. forms for the Red Devils NHL 
Playoff Pool are available from Mike Johnston down at the LI 
Gym or from any Red Devil Playa. Cash prizes totalling $2,000 
are up for grabs.

The field measures 
300 yards by 160 yards, and the
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How many sport nicknames do you know? Answers in next 
weeks column 
Hector Blake 
Y van Coumoya 
Dan Doust 
Jacques Lamaire 
Chris Nilan 
GlenSatha 
Larry Robinson

Last trivia answer Secretariate

Bob Gainey 
Re jean Houle 
Grand Warwick 
Frank Mahovlich 
Jim O'Neil 
Doug Soetaert 
Lome Worsley

! Æg»mV?
Polo action at tha sun spot of tha states • Florida

*de Finale Prize 
'.nted by Coastal 
ams (Right) 1
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In short formCampus Sports Action
easy pace gradually assum
ing a comfortable pace for 
you.

4. When beginning your run, 
run against the wind. It 
takes much less energy to 
do this now than at the end 
of your run.

5. Wear visible clothing or 
reflective strips when the 
lighting is dim. You have 
to be seen.

6. Be sure to cool down 
properly after your run. 
Wait until your pulse 
reaches near normal before 
starting any other activity.

For any questions or com
ments on the 1991 Heart 
Marathon, Call Terry Goodlad 
at 357-6566 (home) or 422- 
3086 (work). We welcome all 
calls.

dance once again, with a club 
travelling from PEI for the first 
time, and more New Brunswick 
and Nova Scotia swimmers 
participating.

For more information, con
tact Don Gould at 457-2312.
Heart Marathon

With less than two months 
left to the 13th New Brunswick 
Heart and Stroke Marathon 
people are training like never 
before. Here are a few winter 
tips to help in your Heart 
marathon training:
1. Dress in layers of light 

clothing. The number of 
layers will depend on the 
temperature.

2. Keep your head and other 
extremities warm. Much 
of your heat loss will be 
from these areas.

3. Start your run at a slow,

- Fredericton Campus. This 
sanctioned meet is open to all 
SNC - registered Masters 
swimmers: entries will be re
ceived in the lobby of the L.B. 
Gym 12:30 - 1:30 pm; warm
ups run 1:00 - 1:50 pm; pho
tographer will be present 1:00 - 
2:00 pm; meet starts at 2:00 
pm. Spectators are welcome!

Last year's meet, which at
tracted some 50 swimmers aged 
20 to 75 from Quebec, Nova 
Scotia, and New Brunswick, 

UNB Master Mich Oliver 
set a new Canadian record in 
the women's 30-34 50-metre 
backstroke. (Mich presently 
holds 7 Canadian and 3 world 
records in this age group.)

This annual event continues 
to reflect the growing popular
ity of Masters swimming in 
the Maritimes: organizers an
ticipate an increase in atten

necessary. Saturday in a do-or- 
die situation for the Tigers,

________ Dalhousie held on to a 7-4 win
The UNB Red Rebels to force a deciding third game

competed in the Atlantic played on Sunday.
Universities Athletic With more than 2000 Dal 
Association (AUAA) finals fans cheering them on, the
two weekends ago and could Tigers couldn't beat UPEI
not beat the overpowering goalie Jamie Blanchard as
Dalhousie Tigers. UPEI shut out the home team

In the best of three final 
UNB dropped both games by 
similar scores of 3-0. series and the right to represent

the AUAA this weekend in

by Frank Denis

Men's Volleyball

3-0.
The win gave UPEI the

Dalhousie hosted the two team
tournament by virtue of Toronto at the Nationals. Its a 
finishing undefeated and in top right that the Panthers have

earned three out of the last five

saw

spot at the end of the regular 
season. In the first game Dal years, 
won by scores of 15-1, 15-12,
15-1 and then swept on 
Saturday with scores of 15-5,
15-7,15-2.

Claude Cullinan and Nathan 
Stairs of the Rebels each earned Saturday, March 16, at the Sir
a spot of the AUAA all-star Max Aitken Pool on the UNB 
team thanks to their fine 
performances over the course of 
the season. Rebel rookie John 
Ellsworth also dug out an 
award as he was named Atlantic 
conference rookie of the year.

PRESS RELEASE

The UNB Masters Swim Club 
will host its 4th Annual Mas
ters Swim Meet this coming

Swimming
Fredericton native Meaghan 

Seagrave was the lone UNB 
representative at the CIAU 
national 
championships held in Halifax 
two weekends ago and did the 
school proud.

Seagrave, who was named 
AUAA female swimmer of the 
year managed to post personal 
best times in all three of the 
events in which she was 
entered.

swimming

«•V* t
r
***. '

the 100mShe swam 
breaststroke in 1:15.19 to win 
the consolation final and 
followed that up with a 
2:40.79 time in the 200m 
breaststroke. Her time in that 
event was the fifth best in 
Canada.

To cap the weekend off 
Seagrave was fourth in the 
consolation final of the 200m 
individual medley registering a 
time of 2:24.45. Beavers 
coach Andrew Cole was very 
pleased with Meaghan's 
performance. "She handled the 

of the nationals

I

\V.

I1
, 3 1

A

f ■ :rpressure 
extremely well and rose to the 
occasion at each event to 
surpass expectations." w
Men’s Hockey

The University of Prince 
Edward Island Panthers are this 
year's AUAA champions. The 
Panthers who beat the STU 
Tommies in the opening round 
then met the reigning National 
Champions, the Moncton Blue 
Eagles. Moncton won the first 
game 6-2 but UPEI rebounded 
to post back to back 8-5 wins 
to take the best of three series 
2 games to one.

Over in the Kelly Division, 
Dalhousie disposed of both St 
FX and Cape Breton easily to 
represent the division in the 
final against UPEI.

The final opened last 
Wednesday on the Island and 
the Panthers took advantage of 
their home ice to win 3-1. The 
aeries then shifted to Dalhousie 
for the final two games, if

Some of Canada’s best accounting minds 
are in the insurance industry.

Canada, you would join an educated, experienced 
and ethical group of professionals equipped to pursue 
successful careers at the local, provincial, national or 
even international level.

Choice, challenge, satisfaction and security. They 
are just some of the rewards you’ll enjoy through a

If you have an interest in accounting, why not consider 
a career with Canada’s property/casualty, or general 
insurance industry? In fact, the industry offers a wider 
variety of career choices than you ever imagined.
Accountants yes, but also systems analysts, lawyers, 
managers, loss prevention engineers,-investment 
specialists, investigators, marine underwriters, aviation career in the property/casualty insurance industry, 
adjusters and many more. The choice is yours. For more information, contact Les Dandridge,

General insurance is also an industry that encourages B.A., AIIC at The Insurance Institute of Canada, 
you to acquire its own levels of professionalism. 481 University Avenue, 6th floor, Toronto, Ontario
As a Fellow or Associate of The Insurance Institute of M5G 2E9 (416) 591-1572 Fax: (416) 591-1678.

Canada’s Insurance Professionals
The Graduates of The Insurance Institute of Canada.

March 15, 199136 The Brunswlckan
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For Maritimes local intercity travel
Tickets must be purchased at 
least S days in advance.
Yes, VIA Rail’s 50% student discount applies every 
day of the week, Friday and Sunday included. So 
why not get away more often? Nothing beats the 
train for stretch-out, walk about comfort. With food 
and refreshments on board, it’s a great place to 
relax.. .or even study!
Call a travel agent or VIA Raü™ for details.
• Tickets must be purchased at least 5 days in advance. • 
50% discounts apply to full time students with l.D. for Coach 
intercity travel within the Maritime provinces only. • Black
out periods apply, including Easter (Mar: 28 - April 1) and 
Christmas (Dec. 15 - fan. 3) periods • A 10% Student 
discount applies any time for regular unrestricted travel (no 
advance purchase) • Please check for other conditions and 
long-distance travel offers.

“LET VIA TAKE YOU AWAY" 
Contest - tom March 11 to 
April 30,1991.
You could win a trip for two by train - for 
a maximum value of $500 per person! 
|ust pick up an entry form where you buy 
your train ticket at a VIA Rail station. And 
let VIA take you away on a fantastic train 
journey this summer!

No purchase necessary. Open to all 
full-time students 18 years old and over 
enrolled in a participating university.
Ask for full details and conditions at 
VIA Rail stations.
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Cultural I
African 
Board o 
Caribbe 
India Ai 
Indones 
Malaysi 
Oversea 
Singapc

AiESEC UNB is hosting the Atlantic Regional Conference 
March 15-17 at the Wandlyn Inn. The theme is green (St 
Patrick’s). For more information and registration go to 

Room 30 in the SUB.

Alumni Leadership 
Conference StudentSaver Spring Features

SHAVER CENTRE “Fine Blade" - 20%, Kings Place T: 452-1814. 
On services only. Service Seulement

BODY DESIGNS/OPTIMUM NUTRITION - 20%, 577 Charlotte 
St T: 458-5757,469 King St T: 458-5757

PAPER POST PUBLICATIONS - 50%, P.O. Box 4400, Room 
117, T:453-3554, Various discounts on all services offered up to 
50% off. Veuillez contacter pour tarifs sociaux.

CRABBE MOUNTAIN WINTER PARK LTD., T: 450-1212, 
Discount on ski lift tickets, rentals, coupon books of lift tickets. 
Rabais sur les priz etudiants réguliers pour les téléskis, locations, 
carnet de tickets de téléskis

DOBBELSTEYN”S COBBLERS BENCH - 10%, 99 Regent St T: 
458-9030 Excludes orthopedic work. Service orthopédique exdu.

10: a.m. March 24th 
(lunch provided)

A forum to discuss student 
issues. All students welcome. 
Done in conjunction with the 
UNB Student Union. For 
more information contact 
Kevin Bourque, S.U. 
President at 453-4955.

Special Ii 
AJ.E.S 
Amateu 
Debatir 
Drama 
Health 
Law Jo 
Student 
UNB C 
UNB F 
UNB \ 
Virgini

Student Activity Awards
The Student Union is currently accepting applications for Student 
Union Activity Awards. Application forms are available in the Student 
Union Office, Rm 126, SUB. Any student in their final year at UNB is 
encouraged to apply. For more information contact Jim MacGeeat453- 
4955.

Summer;

Genera
Student
Student
Studen
Comm
Miscell
Facultj
Cultun
Special

UNB History Week
i

Brought to you by the UNB History Club, the Faculty of Arts, and the 
Kings Landing Historical Settlement. All events are free of charge,and 
everyone is welcome.
Tuesday: Lecture-“the Arab-Israeli Conflict and the Gulf War What 
Happens Next?" by Bernard Avishai of Harvard University, Time 8:00 
pjn., Place, Tilley 5, Refreshments to follow lecture.

. f
*
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The UNB Spanish Club
will hold its

Annual Spanish Dinner Wednesday: “History in 3-D: A Personal Perspective on Material 
History” by Darrel Butler - Senior Curator, Kings Landing, Time 7:30 
p.m., Place - Tilley 5, Refreshments to follow lecture.

Estimate 
Per Stud

on Saturday, March 23, 1991- 7 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
at Centre Communautaire Ste. Anne. NOTE: 

may her 
Finance

Thursday: Film - “the Lighthorsemen", Topic - The Australian 
Lighthorse in WWI. Time - 7:00 - 9:00 p.m., Place Tilley 125, Coffee 
and Donuts will be served.
Friday: Wine and Cheese Social, Time 2:30 - 4:30 puna.. Place - Tilley

Featuring
Authentic Spanish and Latin American cuisine
Live entertainment in the Spanish tradition by renowned local guitarist Jerry 

' Van Wart
Door prizes to be drawn throughout the evening, courtesy of Moosehead, 
Breweries, CHSR-FM. College Hill Social Club. Neill’s Sporting Goods, Video 
Plus, and many more.
Tickets now available at the Spanish Dept (Carleton Hall, 3rd Floor) or call 
455-0739 (Margaret). 450-9694 (Costa)

-
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: University of New Brunswick Student Union 
Election Schedule 

Mardi 1991

Ï;

:!
February 25 
March 12

Nominations for Election open (9:30 a.m.) 
Nominations for Elections close (4:30 pjn) 
Candidates* meeting (6.-00 pjn. - 6:30 pjn.) 
SUB Room 203.
Poll workers meeting (4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.) 
SUB Ballroom
Meet the Candidates (12:00 pjn. -1:30 p.m.) 
SUB Cafeteria
Meet the Candidates (5:00 p.m. - 7:00 pjn.) 
SUB Cafeteria
Advance Poll (12:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.)
SUB Lobby
Poll workers* meeting (6:00 pjn. - 7:00 p.m.) 
All candidates or their agents must attend, 
SUB Room 103
Terminate all campaigning (9:00 pjn.) 
Remove all posters from polling areas 
Election day/ballot counting Ballot Counting 
in Tilley Rm. 5 at 7:00 pjn.

For
con

Members $5.00; Non Members $10.00I

Cellar Theatre 
presents

Anton Chekhov’s

March 15

March 19

Thel NK ( lassies Socivtx presents 
a video production entitled

r The Cherry 
Orchard

March 20A kA
kA CLASSICAL COMEDY March 22

1March 18,19,20,8:00 p.m. 
Carleton 139. !v;itimiii' \nsloptunies* WOMI \ 1 \ l’OWI R 

,iiivl H.auluV Mil ES ( il ORIUSl S' 
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Free V March 25ii Donations to food bank 

appreciated.
L

March 26
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B Continued front page 11 NOTICE
STUDENT UNION BUDGET 1991-1992

Brunswickan Election
47,12051,287Total Faculty Clubs The Brunswickan is now taking application for 

editorial positions for the academic year 1991- 
1992. All applicants for positions other than Edi
tor-in-chief and Managing Editor should have 
been staff of the paper before. Applicants for the 
positions of Editor-in-chief and Managing Editor 
should have held an editorial post in the past to 
qualify for the position. The Brunswickan staff 
will then hold elections at a general meeting to 
chose the new editorial board.

Cultural Groups and Societies 
African Students Union 
Board of Int'l Students 
Caribbean Circle 
India Association 
Indonesian Students Assoc.
Malaysian Students Assoc.
Overseas Chinese Students Assoc. 1,415 
Singapore Students Assoc.

2,423555
Conference 
is green (St. 
ration go to

1,010850
1,2201,000

1,725 1,665
*

1,900
2,280

1,800

2,225908■es
12,7238,253

*T: 452-1814.

Applications should take the form of a letter stat
ing interest in a particular position. The applica
tion should include name, student i.d number and 
experience if desired. Campaigning for positions 
is encouraged among interested persons. Applica
tions should be in no later than Thursday March 
28. The elections will take place on Friday, March 
29 at 12:30 p.m. in The Brunswickan offices. Send 
applications to The Editor in Chief, the 
Brunswickan, Room 35, Student Union building, 
UNB.

Special Interest Group 
AJ.E.SJB.C.
Amateur Radio Club 
Debating Union 
Drama Society 
Health Sciences 
Law Journal
Student Environment Society 
UNB Caucus - NAWL 
UNB Film Society 
UNB Wildlife Club 
Virginia Woolf Society

>, 577 Charlotte 3,1723,137
600423

1,5001,100
1400, Room 
Ffered up to

*1,015
9502,380
*1,000
300600

f: 450-1212, 
lift tickets, 
is, locations,

598
*

425

99 Regent St T: 
edique exdu.

6,52210,678

Total Cultural Societies 
& Special Interest Groups 18,931•ds The following positions are being vied for:

Editor-in-chief

19,245
ions for Student 
tie in the Student 
ti year at UNB is 
iMacGeeat453-

Summary

195,663
105.000 
69,118 
35,668
25.000 
65,976 
47,120 
12,723

202,956
113,030
70,282
50,932
19,000
84,800
51,287

General Operating 
Student Media 
Student Services 
Student Publications 
Commercial Services 
Miscellaneous 
Faculty Clubs and Societies 
Cultural Groups and Societies 
Special Interest Groups

Managing Editor

Sports Editor
y of Arts, and the 
ee of charge, and 8,253

6,52210,678 News Editor; Gulf War What 
ersity. Time 8:00 562,790610,236TOTAL
î#

Entertainment Editor
:tive on Material 
rating. Time 7:30

*6544
$86.00

6422Estimated Enrolment 
Per Student Activity Fee

NOTE; In any case where that is a44*", it indicates that that particular entry
may be subject to revision. Every effort has been made on the part of the 
Finance Committee to ensure the accuracy of these figures.

$95.22
5. Features Editor
■ The Australian 
Hley 125, Coffee

Distractions Editor
m., Place - Tilley

Off-set Editorlent Union
1

— , . „ il. ci I Rudnets fiSrsv
dent Union Executive.. \ , ■

?S:
Photo Editor

10 a.m.) 
:30p.m) 
:30 pjn.) The positions of Business Manager and 

Advertising Manager are paid positions 
and applications for these positions, along with 

should be sent to the Editor In Chief of 
The Brunswickan no later than April 1st 1991.

The Brunswickan is looking for interested and en
thusiastic people. Please support your campus 
paper by participating in its development.

5:30 p.m.)
*1*11

1:30 p.m.) resumes
:00 pjn.)

Im.)

7:00 p.m.) 
attend.

jn.)
cas
«Counting
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STUDENT SERVICESUPCOMIN*
IMASCO SCHOLARSHIP FUND FOR DISABLED 

STUDENTS
Theatre New Bruaswlck

The next production of Theatre New Brunswick's 1990-91 season is coining soon to a theatre near you! The 
classic Ibsen play GHOSTS plays at The Playhouse in Fredericton from Friday, March 29 to Saturday, April 6 
nightly at 8 pm. Tickets go on sale on March 19 at the Playhouse Box Office.

FOR 81To encourage young Canadian disabled studentsPurpose;
to pursue university studies with the ultimate objective of 
obtaining a university degree.
Field of Study; Undergraduate programme in any field of 
study.
Value;

Nishidi . 
racine bic 
and in e: 
fully equi] 
600 Viteg 
Araya Ri 
pedals, S< 
years ol 
mileage. 
Also for st 
cycling s 
Specialize 
101/2. 8 
cyclocom] 
redals. If 
at453-492 
Fender B 
guitar wi 
California 
goldplati 
separate It 
the top i 
Asking $’ 
first serve 
Stereo cc 
Mission h 
Realistic 
Excellent 
parties. $: 
452-1531.

Lecture to Deal with Public Health Policy
The Nursing alumni Association and the faculty of nursing at UNB will present a special lecture about 

public health policy on Friday, March 15, at 8:15 pm in Room 105 of MacLaggan Hall on the Fredericton 
Campus.

Carol Kushner, a Toronto-based health care policy consultant, will talk on the topic Producing Health on 
Purpose: An explicit Approach to Healthy Public Policy. Her lecture is open to the public and free of charge.

Timely topic for 1991 Pacey Lecture at UNB
The 1991 W.C. Desmond Pacey Memorial Lecture will be given by sociologist Robert J. Brym of the- 

University of Toronto on Monday, March 18, at 8 pm in Room 102 of Tilley Hall on UNB’s Fredericton 
campus. Both the lecture and the reception dial follows are open to the public and free of charge.

, In his lecture, entitled Class conflict and Other Benefits of Canadian Diversity: Some consequences of 
Québec Sovereignty for Social Inequality in English Canada Dr. Brym will argue that the idea of Québec 
Sovereignty ought to be greeted by Canadians not with horror or indifference, but with enthusiasm for the 
greater centralization it would encourage in the rest of Canada.

InterARTS Lecture Date
Please take note that the correct date for this term’s final InterARTS lecture is Thursday, March 21.
Gillian Thompson's lecture. The Jesuits in France Before Their 18th-century Suppression, will be presented 

on that date at 7:30 pm in Room 5 of Tilley Hall.
The date was mistakenly given as March 1 in a recent issue of the newsletter Perspectives. We apologize 

for any confusion or inconvenience this typographical error may have caused.

UNB Lecture to Address Issue of Violence Against Women
A special lecture will be held at UNB in Fredericton on Friday, March 22, at 8 pm in Room 105 of 

MacLaggan Hall.
Phyllis Stem, a professor in the school of nursing at Dalhousie University in Halifax, will give an address 

entitled Violence Against Women: An International Perspective.
The lecture, which is open to die public and free of charge, is part of a conference on women's health issues 

organized by UNB's faculty of nursing and department of extension and summer session, with the co
operation and support of the New Brunswick Department of Health and Community Services and the 
Canterbury Tales bookstore in Saint John.

Each scholarship is valued at $2,000 annually. 
Minimum 5.
One academic year - may be renewable upon

Number;
Duration;
application.
Conditions; Candidates must be disabled according to the 
following 1975 United Nations Declaration: A disabled person is 
"any person unable to ensure himself or herself wholly or partly 
the necessities of a normal individual and/or social life, as a result 
of a deficiency, either congenital or not, in his or her physical or 
mental capabilities." Candidates must be Canadian citizens or 
permanent residents who have lived in Canada for at least two years 
as permanent residents. Candidates must be entering or currently 
enrolled in an undergraduate degree program in a Canadian post- 
secondary institution which is recognized by the Association of 
Universities & Colleges of Canada.
Further

.•

Information; Additional information application forms may be 
obtained on request from the Awards Division, Association of 
Universities and Colleges of Canada (AUCQ, 151 Slater St., 
Ottawa, Ontario, KIP 5N1. Tel: (613) 563-1236.
Closing Date;
to be returned to AUCC not later than June 1,1991
Please Note; Any individual holding an undergraduate degree
docs not qualify for this scholarship.

Completed applications in duplicate are

SUMMER INTERNSHIP AT THE UNITED NATIONS 
INTERNSHIP AWARD CDN$1,000

Over 14i 
(compare 
Aerosmit 
now, as 
All tapes 
new cor 
Leland at

New Brunswick Archaeology Society Meeting 
Dr. Christopher Turnbull, Provincial Archaeologist, will deliver an illustrated lecture on The Augustine 

Mound: A National Historic site. The Augustine Mound is an Adena type structure which contained stone, 
copper, bone, bark, and woven artifacts in unusually good states of preservation. The occurrence of this 
mound, so far from the Ohio heartland of the Adena culture is very intriguing.

Everyone is welcome to come to Room 4 of Annex C at 7:30 pm on Wednesday, March 20 to learn about 
this, the most spectacular site found in the province. Also we hope to finish drafting our constitution after 
Dr. Turnbull's lecture.

For further information contact Frances Stewart at die Department of Anthropology (UNBF), 453-4975.

Career Day. Do have questions about where you're going? Wondering what to do with your degree? Or 
even if you are in die right program?
Bring your questions to a career counsellor on Wednesday, March 20 in the SUB Blue Room from 10:30 to 
3:30.
Try "Career Match", a computerized career search program. Or watch "Voyage", a video series on career 
planning and job search.
Also at STU cafeteria on Monday March 18. Sponsored by Counselling Services, 453-4820.

Open To: 3rd year honors students with an interest in the 
United Nations.
The University of New Rochelle, New York for a 
6 week internship at the United Nations 
Summer 1991

Enrol In:

; During:

Application forms and further information available from the 
International Student Advisor's Office Room 18, Alumni Memorial 
Building.
Application Deadline: Thursday, March 28,1991

Fp
* LONE

Large 
room 
loun( 

phone 
30 mli 
All e:

Ip
IK

*

: ; CAMPUS MINISTRY. #
Film Explores Quest for Perfect Body

Today's obsession with body size and shape among North American women is the subject of a two-hour 
documentary being shown free of charge on Tuesday, March 19, and Thursday, March 21, at the UNB in 
Fredericton.

The Famine Within, by film-maker Katherine Gilday, will be shown at 8 pm on both dates in MacLaggan 
Hall (Room 105). Everyone is welcome to attend.

$5(♦

Rev. Monte Peters 459-5673 or 450-2883 
Rev. Neville Cheeseman 453-5089 « 454-6507 

Dr. John Valk 459-5962 or 453-5089 
Alumni Memorial Building Room 3

Coffee. Cookies A Fellowship: Every Friday afternoon 2:00 - 
5:00. Drop by, meet some new people, drink some coffe, have 
some cookies and talk about what's important Discussion of 
video "Here I Stand" Monte Peters' Residence, Apt 2 Bridges 
House, 2:30 p.m. All Welcome.
Spaghetti Suppers- Every Friday 5:00 p.m. Monte Peters' 
Residence, Apt 2 Bridges House. AU Welcome.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship: Meets every Wednesday 
evening at 7:30 p.m. Mar. 13. "In Between", with Prof. Alan 
Sears. Senior Common Room, McConnell Hall. AU welcome. 
Bible Study- Parables of Jesus. Beginning after the March Break. 
Wednesdays 3:30 p.m. Campus Ministry Office.
Non Denominational Christian Mediation Group. Meets every 
Wednesday at 8:00 pm in SUverwood. We use taped talirg by John 
Main OSB (1926-82) to guide our meditation For more 
information, call Kathleen Crowley 450-9623 
Wesleyan Church, Those wishing transportation to the First 
Wesleyan Church (on the Trans-Canada) may board the Trois van 
outside the SUB on Sunday mornings at 9:30 ajn.
Alcoholics Anonymous. Held every Monday, Wed., and Friday 
from 11:30 to 12:15 p.m. in Room 150 Singer hall. The
Wt^in Service ^ **0*>*C 8,6 ®nee to Come 88 t*ley W*S*L

Caiholic Masses; Sl Thomas Chapel: Monday-Friday, 11:30; 
Sunday Masses 11:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
Anglican Eucharist- Sunday 11:00 am., Wednesday aid Thursday, 
12:30 p.m. Old Arts Chapel

Ms
11 C

4 t Spanish Dinner
The UNB Spanish Club will hold its annual Spanish Dinner on Saturday, March 23, 1991 from 7 pm to 1 

am at Centre Communautaire Ste. Anne. Featuring: Authentic Spanish and Latin American cuisine; live 
entertainment in the Spanish tradition by renowned local guitarist Jerry Van Wart; door prizes to be drawn 
throughout the evening, courtesy of Moosehead Breweries, CHSR-FM, College Hill Social Club, Neill's 
Sporting Goods, Video Plus, and many more.

Tickets now available at the Spanish Dept. (Carleton Hall, 3rd floor) or call 455-0738 (Margaret); 450- 
9694 (Costa). Members $5; non-members $10.

L<1 ï
t t

II Laptop 
640K R 
2-3 1/2" 
screen (« 
on whil 
small an 
case and 
$600. C 
2662 an;

: Psychology colloquium
Kim Dawson of Mount Allison University Sackville, NB. To Time or Not to Time: classical. Dynamical 

and Relativistic approaches to Time an Timelessness. Friday March 15, 1991, 3:30 pm Keirstead Hall, Room 
105. Coffee will be served

, Y.

Cellar Theatre Presents Chekhov's the Cherry Orchard 
The Cherry Orchard, Anton Chekhov's heart-twisting comedy about a family dispossessed by debt, is 

Cellar Theatre's second poverty-theatre production of 1991. It will be performed at 8 pm on Monday, March 
18; Tuesday, March 19; and Wednesday, March 20, at Cellar Theatre in Carleton Hall (Room 139).

Admission to all performances is free. However, donations to the Food Bank-tinned goods, pasta, and 
money-will be gratefully accepted at the door.

:
: 3

i

: :I
7

Senior Shuttle Service
Mary is a Frail, 72 year old living in Fredericton on a fixed income. She has no family and no one to help 

her get her groceries, go to die doctor, to church or even to a movie.
Mary is just one of the 400 seniors in Fredericton who suffer isolation, neglect and boredom. Why? 

Because she's old and she's poor.
You can help Mary or another senior in similar circumstances by sponsoring an individuals fare through a 

monthly contribution to the seniors independence programs shuttle van offered by volunteers of the 
* Canadian Red Cross Society. Dare to make a difference! Call 458-8445.

Ha|
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CLASSIFIEDS:es
Classified» are provided free of charge to member» of the university community. All ads should be 05 word» or less and be accompanied 

by your NAME, PHONE NUMBER, and STUDENT NUMBER (or position in he university). Without these, the ad udU mot be printed. 
Submit them in PRINTED form to The Brunswichan, Rm 35, SUB, or drop them off in the box at the office. The Deadline for

classifieds is Tuesday at 100PM.DISABLED

(power, phone, and cable). 
Apartment contains washer, 
dryer, freezer, fully equiped 
stereo, answering machine, 
hardwood floors, microwave, 
two fridges, television, and 
phone jack in every room. 
Possibility of taking over the 
lease in Sept

FOR SALE Amstran DMP 3000 printer, R(T0MM0DAtI(|N8 
IBM compatible. $165 obo. bb 
Call 450-4136.

abled students 
objective of For all your word 

processing needs 
I call I
I JUDY I

I 452-2808 I
tl.SO/p» 

WordPerfect 6.1
I______ Laser Printer______I

Nishidi Altron Aluminum 
racine bicycle, 23 inch frame 
and in excellent condition. Kenmore heavy duty apartment 
fully equipped with Shimano size washer, and dryer, $425

obo. Call 457-0995.

Roommates needed for fall. 3 
level split, furnished HOUSE 
on Northside bus rte. 
Additional study room, wood 
heat, wash/dry, micro, TV. 
Rent: 200-300 according to 
room size. Call 457-2650.

any field of

0 annually.
600 Vitegra components and 
Araya Rims, look clipless 
pedals, Scott Aero Bars. 2 
years old but not much 
mileage. Asking $800 Neg. 
Also for sale: Shimano carbon 
cycling shoes size 10 1/2. 
Specialized cycling shoes size 
10 1/2. 8 function cateye solar 
cyclocomputer. 600 Ultegra 
redals. If interested call Jason 
at 453-4936.
Fender Balbowa. Acoustic 
guitar with electric pickup, 
California series neck, fender 
goldplated machinheads, 
separate level contrôles, this is 
the top of the line guitar. 
Asking $700 neg. First come 
first serve. Call 455-4409 
Stereo components for sale. 
Mission high current amp. and 
Realistic stereo audio mixer. 
Excellent for recording or 
parties. $200 and $100. Phone 
452-1531.

icwable upon
One GE remote control stereo, 
no speakers. Going cheap, call 
Bill at 455-7712.

ording to the 
bled person is 
lolly or partly 
ifc, as a result 
er physical or 
an citizens or 
least two years 
g or currently 
Canadian post- 
kssociation of

Wanted: A non smoking, 
mature, female roommate to 
share a downtown apartment 
close to King's Place. 
Completely furnished except 
for bedroom. Carpeted 
throughout, laundry facilities, 
parking, security doors. Share 
rent $225/mon + utilities. Call 
454-9991 after 6 pm and ask 
for Brenda.

House at 705 Windsor St. 
Available May 1. Call 454- 
5714.Toshiba ExpressWriter 301: 

Portable 24-dot Thermal 
Printer. Bookstore price: $550 
+ tax. My price: $350 + 4 free 
original ribbon cassettes. Call 
457-0947 immediately.

Two bedroom, downtown area, 
available May 1, $540 
monthly, no utilities. Phone 
455-1512 and ask for Steve or 
Dave.

Option to lease in Aug. 4 or 5 
bedroom house on Graham 
Ave. 2 min from University. 2 
bathrooms, 2 fridges, stove, 
washer, and dryer. Call 457- 
7444.

1981 Chevrolet Classic 
Malibu. Must sell. Please call 
Jan at 452-8554.

PROFESSIONAL 
WORD PROCESSINGforms may be 

association of 
$1 Slater St.,

Wanted: May 1 - ? female 
roommate, quiet, non smoker, 
to share a fully furnished 2 
bedroom apt close to campus 
and hospital, (comer of Regent 
and Montgomery). Please call 
450-9484. Serious inquiries

One female sable ferret Bom 
in December. Asking $25, 
includes harness, book, and 
shampoo. Phone 459-0048.

Weight set. complete with 
York bench, 2 barbells, 4 
dumbells and many weights. 
$90 obo. Call 457-4054.

Great room in a 3-bedroom apt 
$175/mon. Furnished, heat 
included. Utilities extra. 
Located in downtown area, 
comer of Charlotte and 
University Ave. 7 min walk to 
campus. On bus route. Call 
Michelle at 453-7736.

• Resumes
• Reports

• Correspondence 
• Coil Binding

• Bilingual
For ALL your WP needs 

call DOCUMENT DESIGNS 
at 474-0070 

evenings & weekends

i duplicate are

aduate degree
only.

> NATIONS Wanted: 2 people to share a 4 
bedroom, furnished duplex on 
Graham Ave. from May Aug. 
31. No damage deposit 
required. Heated and lighted. 
Fra more information call 457- 
3157 or 457-3197.

00
Over 140 tapes. $6.99/tape 
(compare at $15). From 
Aerosmith to Winger. Buy 
now, as they are going fast. 
All tapes are in excellent to 
new condition. Call Sean 
Leland at 459-4937.

One brown leather jacket. 
Hardly worn. $150. One 
Acoustic guitar. New heads, 
strings, $190. Call Rob at 
455-3021.

Word Processing 
W.P. 5.1 Laser Printer 

Student Rates
available evenings after 5:00 

& weekends.
Call 452-0811 or 363-3562

iterest in the Room for rent, available 
immediately at 146 Beacon field 
St Rent $300/mon. Call after 
6 pm at 459-1156.

few York fra a 
irions

Bike for sale. Miyata Three 
Ten 12 speed racing bike, 
perfect for first or second 
season rider, very durable, 
excellent parts. Just cleaned and 
tuned up. Paid $850 new, will 
sell for $350 obo. Must sell 
immediately. Phone 455-1512 
ask for Dave, if not home, 
leave message on machine, 
will return call.

2 bedroom in a 4 bedroom apt 
Fully furnished and located on _
Winsor St. Heat/lights/cable TO 8[J"LLT 
included call 453-1016 for 
Richard.

rom the 
imni Memorial Two bedroom apartment 1155 

Regent SL close to malls. 20 
min to University, $550/mon 
heat included and laundry 
facilities. Call 457-2771 
(Available May 1)

FOR RENT IN 
LONDON, ENGLAND
Large room, shared bath
room. kitchen, common 
lounge with T.V.. VCR & 

phone. On subway route. 
30 min. from city-centre. 
All essentials provided. 

$500.00 per month.
Ph. 452-6794 

or write
Ms. Adrienne Jones 

11 Chambers Gardens 
East Finchley. 

London England 
N29-AL

2-3 person 2 bedroom furnished 
apt. with dishwasher, 
heat/lights/hotwater. 15 min. 
walk from campus. Available 
May 1 - Aug. 31. Phone 455- One bachelor apartment close 
1617 after 5 and ask fra Corey.

Mature, but socially active 
graduate student seeks shared 
accommodations with similar 
1, 2, 3, or 4 others. Either 
April or May 1. Please contact 
Ron at 455-2905.

HY to University from May-July 
with the possibility to pick up

From May 1-Sept 1. Two *e lease in AuS- $425/mon.
Call 457-6239 (evenings).One internal 2400 baud ■ bam

SupraModem. One year old and ■fCvSICI PApf IS 
in excellent condition, $115. rierp.ee
Includes manual and operating 
software (PROCOMM +,
TELIX, an much more). Call 
Mike at 450-6847.

double-sized bedrooms, 
bathroom, storage room large 
kitchen and living room.
Furnished, laundry facilities.
Ideal for up to four people. w*t*1 °Ptl0n to ta*ce ovcr *ease 
One min. walk to campus. Sept. 1. Heat and electricity

$3
Spacious 4 bedroom apartment 
on Regent St. Starts May 1

6507 1*500 to
Order Catttog Tedey wWh VtoaMC er COO

800-351-0222
Sept. 1. Heat and electricity 

$600/mon obo. Ask fra Dave! included. 15 min. walk from
campus. Call 455-2474.

In Cam (213)477
Or, rush S2.00 to:
11322 kWe*we#206-9N, LoeAngtos. 090025 

■Owen
temoon 2:00 - 
ic coffe, have 
Discussion of 
kpt 2 Bridges

Greg, or Mike. Call 455-1227 
May 1 to Aug. 31. Furnished 
two bedroom spacious 
condominium; living room; 
dinette; galley kitchen; access 
to ; laundry facilities; balcony 
with scenic view of the river; 
228 Dunns Crossing; 
$600/mon, includes heat, 
lights, hot water, and cable. 
Ask for Julie, or Peter at 455- 
4124.

1976 Ford LTD, beautiful body
, _ , , 1 with smooth engine. Asking Three bedroom bungalow on
Laptop Computer for sale. only $780 obo, must sell. Call
640K RAM, 8808 Processor,
2-3 1/2" disk drives, Backlit 
screen (easy on the eyes, blue 
on white, reversible), very
small and light, with carrying jacket (Business Faculty) 
case and some software, asking White leather sleeves. $100 
$600. Call Carol Ann at 457- only. Call Brian at 457-1308 
2662 anytime. « leave message.

Spacious 5 bedroom apt on 
Montgomery SL for rent. 10 
min. walk from campus. 
Available may 1 until Aug. 
31. with options to take over 
lease. Please call 457-0238. If 
no answer leave message on 
answering service.

Montgomery St. (five houses 
down from Winsor SL); large 
rooms, fire place, two fridges, 
hardwood floors and partially 
furnished within walking 
distance to malls and hospital 
and only 2 min. from campus. 
Reasonable rates, call 457- 
7108 in the evening or 453- 
2283 during the day and ask fra

Steven at 453-9882.Monte Peters'

y Wednesday 
ith Prof. Alan 
1 welcome. 
March Break.

Brand new Men's medium size

Meets every 
I talks by John 
i For more Sue.

o
»n to the First 

I the Trais van
9 »One possibly two available in 

a three bedroom apartment 
beginning May 1. Located on 
the bottom of St. Mary's SL 
Five minute walk to the bridge 
(meaning 15 to 20 minute 
walk to Downtown). Directly 
on the Bus Route and parking 
space available. Rent is 1/3 or 
$575 plus 1/3 of the utilities

mmHappy St. Patrick's Day!!
»

d., and Friday 
$r hall. The 
> as they wish.
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&
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80 Hygent Street. Fredericton. JfJB.

457-2299
osants /Sem euatmcl die toeslal... undi dioayAd

Friday, 11:30;
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and Thursday,
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Available Cron 
24. One spacit 
apartment loci 
campus. Quic 
Regent St. F 
space, laundi 
parking av 
$400/mon + 
phone. Calli 
pm or leave a 
9691, non-

K . IXi

'f ? Hit:
■ ÀiT-u:* L,rv w TYPING SERVICES 

WORD PROCESSING 
Laura Anderson 
201 Me Donald 

472-6309

K ft .

£$
: » i y
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tarunswickon►• \
Clean one be< 
apartment, av 
Aug. 21, 1! 
UNB, bale 
building, - i 
$390/month. i

»
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V,* Large 2 bedre 
May 1 - Aug 
4 people), wi 
over lease. 1( 
Heat, hot wi 
included. At 
Phone 455-52
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[ • a step in the right direction
These grads have already taken that

first step-have you?
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Jim MacGea 
V.P. 90-91
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Two guys looking for a drive NQliPES 
to Halifax to Dartmouth on u
Thursday March 28th anytime.
Willing to help for gas. Call 
John at 450-6737 or Pete at 
457-3955.

negotiable. Please phone Beth 
at 457-1164.Available from Apr. 30 to Aug 

24. One spacious, bright studio 
apartment located 15 min. from 
campus. Quiet location off of 
Regent St. Plenty of storage 
space, laundry facilities and 
parking available. Rent: 
$400/mon + electricity and 
phone. Call 455-7711 after 7 
pm or leave a message at 453- 
9691, non-smokers only 
please.

Clean one bedroom downtown 
apartment, available May 1 to 
Aug. 21, 15 min walk to 
UNB, balcony, security 
building, - coin laundry, 
$390/month. Call 457-4390.

Large 2 bedroom apt to sublet 
May 1 - Aug. 31. (suitable for 
4 people), with option to take 
over lease. 10 min to campus. 
Heat, hot water and parking 
included. Asking $j00/mon. 
Phone 455-5216.

Large furnished room 
Available April 1st. 91 
Seconds from UNB. 

Females Only.
ph. 452-6794

Need help with Chcm. 1040? 
Call Peter at 453-9318.Spacious apartment to sublet 

Available May 1 - Sept 1. 2 
double-occupancy bedrooms, 
large storage room, furnished, 
laundry facilities. One minute 
walk to campus, $600/month 
obo. Call anytime 455-1227.

Bachelor apartment for rent. 
Starting May 1 (possibly 
earlier). Can sublet for summer 
only or continue through 1991- 
92. 15 min. walk from UNB. 
$300/m on. Call Rob at 453- 
4501 (days) or call Carol at 
452-2995.

Spanish club members! 
missed the cooking nights? 
You can still cash in! Tickets 
to Annual Spanish Dinner now 
on sale in Spanish Lounge 
(C332). Special Discount for 
members. See Student Union 
Page for details or call Costa at 
450-9694/ Ino cobramos GST!

a, Desperately looking for a drive 
to the Bathurst area every (or 
any) weekend. Will gladly

laundry, low rent, etc. 
$400/mon. negotiable. Call 
459-3180.

STUDENT SPECIAL2 bedroom apt available May 1 
to Aug. 31. 677 Windsor St. 
behind MacLaggan Hall. 
Mostly furnished. $550/mon 
plus utilities. Lease and 
damage deposit required. 
Female only! Call 455-1517 
or 452-7988.

> éSk

me

1991 OCSA graduation party.
: Open or OCSA member and 
i non-member who are interested 

in party and social dancing. 
Also, free beverages and snacks 
will be provided. It will be held 
on March 30 at 8 pm at the 
Ballroom.

13 SESSIONS 
$31.95

340 BRUNSWICK ST.

458-9771
Modem spacious three bedroom 
duplex, with basement and 
backyard. Convenient location. 
Available to sublet May 1 with 
option to lease in Sept Call 
457-1397 in the evenings.

For May 1 to July 31 - two 
bedroom spacious apartment; 
5-10 minute walk from UNB; 
$515/month plus utilities; 
option to take over lease, for 
more information, call Theresa 
at 455-0873.

Small furnished 2 bedroom apt 
heat and light included in rent 
1 min walk to Head Hall. 
Available for sublet from May 
1 - Aug. 31, or may take over 
lease. Call 455-3310 after 4

share gas expenses. Phone 457- 
4053 and ask for Mike.

perbdnalbL08T AND POUNDpm.

action Dear Jen and Jane,
Thank you very much. I love 
you both.

Happy Birthday on March 18 
to Rickey Johnson in Atm ore, 
alabama! Best wishes from 
your friends in Lady Dunn: 
Ellen, Valerie, Heidi, Peggy, 
Kathy, Amanda, Julie and 
michelle. We're thinking of

Someone has "Picked-up" my 
prescription pilot's sunglasses 
lost in the Social club.. .Gold 
frames, cable earpieces. I know 
they're nice but as they are 
needed for flying and driving 
(and useless to you), could you 
please return them to the SUB 
Office and/or ask for Kelly. 
Reward offered no questions 
asked.

DESKTOP PUBLISHING, 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 

AND WORD PROCESSING
Affordable 

Student Rates!

Open Weekdays 9 to 5
Student Union Building, Room 117, Tel: 453-3554 

"Owned by Student» for Student*."

ntbat .s PAPE
POSTD.C. Staniay 

Gttlq/y '91 For rent May 1 to Aug 31 
1991 and Sept 1 onward. 2 
bedroom apartment, 5 minutes 
from UNB. Please call 457- 
6303 after 5 pm. References 
required, non-smokers preferred. 
Laundry facilities available.

DrIvEB

Dm Ann StaM*

Jamat G. Mankann

SktUy Munro 
BBA you!

wantedStafian if. O'DannaU The Red Devils would like to 
express great thanks to both 
the College Hill Social Club 
and Moosehead for helping to 
make this past season a sucess. 
Cheers!

KB

Angala Batik Palmar I

Sulittya Putpitadjati I

Jaim K Rtwnn

Patricia M Stamnn

Clint St. PwUr

Sandra E Stapktnt

Marin Smutt Barkadot

LtsnTang 
Bata Wang

Gtrtrudt Urquknrt

Ml Ann Marit 
Wilma

Bicycle, all terrain or mountain 
type, used but not too abused. 
Prices paid depends condition 
and quality. Call 455-7522 late 
evenings or (10 - 12) or 
weekends (hit or miss).

One room in a three bedroom 
house to sublet with two 
female B. Ed. students. Large 
back yard, parking available. 
Available May 1 to Sept 1 or 
anywhere in between. Rent

| Winsor St. apt. next to 
I Engineering and Bookstore. 
I Available May 1.2 bedrooms. 
I Includes furniture, microwave, 

deep freeze, TV, free hot water.

Looking for a ride to 
Edmonton Alberta, willing to 
share expenses. Please call 
452-7930.

S

dance • song • food • play • story • culture
Cart Haary 
J. MaUin

Jrtat TrifU e'91Ca:i

Jaka T. Wantkarkand 

Staffaai Wiitan 

KrittaD. UadarkiU

Diana DM Wtdaa
BA

Wtikaa Zhnang 

Fanny L. Raid.

Anna DitMa

MWangl Matkl 
MBOGatandn

Jama Craakt
BA ‘91 Hidary

Barnard Lawiam
! ;

m
Than Sana

91

1 m
I!«î il : ;

1111I ■ i 1

in the

UNB SUB Cafeteria 
Tickets: $9 Adults • $5 Children 

Dinner served at 7:00pm
Tickets available at the Student Union Office in the Student Union Building and 

the office of the International Student Advisor, the Alumni Bldg.turn.
md deliver to 
Hal Building dance • song • food • play • story • culturet

s!
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a supplement to the Brunswickan March 15, 1991f
«

we’re queer we're here get used to itl

7
/i/ i l■I Ï l 17 /i lI I II / / /

Why this supplement?
"The rest of us participate in the disease by going down with the ship in resigna
tion or protest or subversion down under the hold. That's where the lesbians and 
homosexuals have been hanging out all these centuries. In the subterranean 
passages of the mind."
Jill Johnston, Lesbian Nation: The Feminist Solution

So now we re coming up!
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7 hy we are silent Ranc
conv1 welcome to take the two-bedroom 

unit which was out of our price 
range. They assumed we had 
boyfriends - yes, the woman at the 
desk specified us having to have 
an interest in men!

Many attitudes and actions in
flict pain on us as citizens of this 
free countiy. It happens to all 
minorities, but some have the slim 
protectionofTheChaiterofRights 
and Freedoms. Gays and lesbians 
are also an oppressed people, but 
we don't even have that to fall 
back on.

The Federal government and 
many of the provincial govern
ments must amend their human 
rights acts to include sexual orien
tation as grounds for charges of 
discrimination. The justice sys
tem in our country must finally 
agree to live up to the name of 
what they are supposed to uphold 
- justice. Surely, when human and 
civil rights are denied to such a 
large percentage of our country’s 
citizens we can not claim to be a 
democratic society.

“Justice must not only be done, 
it must be seen to be done."

entire female office staff in an
other company I worked for. He 
was behaving in a disgusting 
manner toward me before he knew 
I was a lesbian, but when he did 
find outhc began acampaign. Our 
boss (another man) joined in and 
die two of them discussed parts of 
my anatomy and “what I needed 
most". I finally quit

Their defence when I threat
ened charges? I was a man-hating 
pervert and was making every
thing up because I had a “prob
lem". At the time I believed they 
would win and decided not to go to 
court and endure certain trauma. I 
did not feel I had protected rights.

One more fact in case you 
haven’t gotten the picture yet. In 
the city of Dartmouth, my home
town, there stands an apartment 
complex at the top of Primrose 
Street Not long ago it was the 
only decent affordable building 
in the area. When my lover and I 
applied for a one bedroom we were 
told the management company had 
a policy which forbids the rental 
of One-bedroom units to two 
people of the same sex. We were

tion. In the service industry, for 
example, where there arc virtually 
no unions, there is nothing an 
employee can do about losing their 
job over trumphed up charges that 
cover a manager’s refusal to work 
with them.

In my own experience I put up 
with months of bigoted remarks 
from a self-professed, open- 
minded manager. I finally in
formed her I found much of what 
she said offensive, and explained 
why. I was polite, and she was 
polite.

Within two weeks I was de
moted, put on permanent back 
shift, overworked due to the as
signment of extra shifts (in a sala
ried job which meant no extra pay) 
and finally accused of theft I was 
told it had nothing to do with a 
lesbian and that I was paranoid for 
thinking so.

Another fact Companies and 
managers who have policies 
against sexual harassment do not 
necessarily feel it applies to homo
sexuals on staff. There was a 
heterosexual man who was trying 
to “work" his way through the

By Lynne 

* I think I’n

* Horrors!By Tristis Bhaird
* No, it’s no) 
in bed with f

* Because th 
will label yo,

* So you’re 
lesbian?

• Precisely.

* But that’s 
sleeping wit!Threats

^^KÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊÊ and violence 
are, sadly, not the 

only kind of bigotry we 
face. There is also systematic 

oppression. Because our commit
ments are not recognized as mar
riages (even common-law mar
riage) we do not receive the bene
fits of our heterosexual counter-

* Uhh...

* So what a

* Darling.lt 
your relatioi

* Fuck! W 
perverts"? I 
I’d just be a

■ ■ j,en | parts. Income tax, employment
heard 811(1 Pcnsion benefits, child cus- 

there was tody and property settlement arc a 
going to be a gay and Lesbian fcw cxamPlc8 of *e inequities in 
supplement in The our so-called democratic society. 
Brunswickan, I considered writ- 11 an8cre me whcn heterosexu- 
ing an article which dealt with ^tryto argue gays already have 
how hidden and silent the les- nghts and are asking for“special" 
bian community is in Frederic- privileges. They say this because 
ton. Then I considered some of ^believe they arc the “right- 
the reasons for the silence. kin(1 of Canadians.

This city has an intollerance <lon 1 have to deal with
toward most minorities. There is polk* and prosecutors who often
often a certain level of civility, but rc*usc 10 i**88 charges against

people who have assaulted them.
TTiey do not have to wrong about 

their boss or co-workers finding 
out they are different and firing 
them for that difference because 
people, jn the office say they are 
“uncomfortable" working beside

* "Now, don’ 
don’t youth 
more than UA note to people who think or know they are gay 

but haven't come out * Sweethes 
have my sex 
people knov 
to being dec

I finished my article for the supplement and realized it was a very angry piece. I have reason to feel 
frustrated with how society treats gays and lesbians. I am not so bitter, though, that I can’t enjoy my life 
and feel worthwhile as a person.

There are various theories as to “the cause” of homosexuality. I don’t worry about it I only know I do 
exist and nothing anyone says is going to make me something other than a lesbian.

Some of my experiences have been negative, but since I came out I have also met some very supportive 
heterosexuals who are secure enough in their own lives to let me live mine in peace.

Coming out can be a very unnerving experience. You arc always full of doubts and fears, but it is most 
often worth the effort. Being honest with yourself and those around you allows you to grow. Once you 
are out in the open you don’t have to waste your time on pretenses. You can explore your talents better 
and be who y pu really are.

You don’t have to come out to everyone, in fact, for the time being I suggest caution, but if you look 
around you arc sure to find some people who are supportive. Sometimes you ’ll even be surprised, friends 
who seem homophobic are actually not; they turn out to be encouraging and a source of comfort.

Coming out is a lifelong process. There will always be people around you who don’t know. If you feel 
apprehensive go with that. If you fed safe, tell them. It’s that simple.

* 1 think yo

the message comes across plainly 
enough, people who are “differ
ent" are unwelcome. It is a small

* No, I’m i 
feared. And

town attitude, so it doesn’t sur- * Well, wl
’’feared"?
melodrama

prise me.
It does not seem to get much 

better in larger centres, however, 
especially in Atlantic Canada.
There are plenty of “queer bash
ings" (violent attacks on gay men, 1801 " P^Pto d° lose their jobs 
and sometimes lesbians). because of their sexual orienta-

them. * What's ui 
this is relat 
assumption 
spy. Butm

This is not hypothetical, it is a

* So you re

Those little things * I quote: ' 
the Light s

Sometimes it’s the little tilings, being polite, would step aside 
happening over and over again, anyway. However, they know they 
that make life more difficult than are not seen as a couple. After all,

women aren’t couples. Besides, 
For Michelle, it was the time women don’t feck each other, 

she boarded a Voyageur bus with For Cynthia it is what people 
her lover and, as usual, the bus was take for granted. Cynthia lives 
crowded and they had to sit sev- with her lover and, recently, a new 
era! rows apart Not so for the neighbour dropped by to get ac- 
straight couple right behind them, qua in ted. As usual, she asked if 

"I want to sit with my wife," either woman had a boyfriend. Not 
said the man and another passen- knowing what her attitude would 
ger obliged.

A demand like that would, pos- her lover avoided answering some 
sibly, have got Michelle and her other way. 
lover a seat or it could have got It’s bigger things, too. Cynthia 
them stares, comments or worse, would lose her job if her employer

For Alice, it’s walking down knew she was a lesbian. Alice and 
the street with her lover and en- her lover, even though they’ve 
countering a heterosexual couple been together for five and a half 
walking towards them. She and years, will never qualify for a 
her lover separate to let the other family membership at their tennis

dub. Or insurance benefits or 
Perhaps Alice and her lover, income tax breaks.

And if they decided to have 
children, the problems increase 
tenfold. Lesbian and gay parents 
have neither the informal support 
of heterosexual parents nor the 
formal support, or even recogni
tion, from school boards or gov
ernment.

Taken one at a time, some of 
these examples seem trivial. But 
taken together they are not They 
add stress to everyday life and 
they shape the lesbian and gay 
sdf-image.

At Concordia, lesbian and gay 
employees and staff were recently 
given the right to insure their part
ners under the university’s {dan. 
Previously, benefits were only 
available to opposite sex partners. 
The university tried to use AIDS 
as an excuse to deny the benefits. 
And despite the university deci
sion, some of Concordia’s insur-

beyond spot news, about lesbians 
and gays in a mainstream newspa
per or learned about a lesbian’s or 
gay man’s contribution to science 
or history?

Probably not recently, if ever.
And, if things are going to 

improve for lesbians and gays, they 
must be hears. If they remain 
invisible, their rights, such as le
gal recognition of their relation
ships, will be unattainable.

The only way to tell legislators 
what is needed and then get them 
to act, is to become a visible, eve
ryday reality in this society.

Communicating through us and

ance carriers are still not willing to 
insure same sex spouses.

Everything we learn in school, 
see on TV, read about in books or 
hear people talk about tell us that 
being heterosexual is the norm.
The predominance of heterosexu
ality, or heterosexism, permeates 
our lives at every level and in 
every situation.

At Concordia, a committee 
hearing a code of conduct case 
involving a gay man recommended 
that the university strive to in
clude lesbian and gay course ma
terial in the curricula. While their 
recommendations may have been 
taken seriously, the university is other media is a first step, 
not hurrying to implement any
change*. (Extracted from The

and gay issue. We;’d like to know 12, 1991. (p.o)
when students last read anything.
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The unsung victims of tyrannyRandom
conversation

by Adrian Park

On 24th. February 1987 a ceremony took place at the site of Natzweikr concentration camp, near 
Voix, France, to commemorate members of the French resistance and other concentrations camp victims. Many 
wreaths were laid at a newly erected memorial. When a group of gay men attempted (as they had ben invited) 
to lay a wreath in the form of a pink triangle, they were verbally, and then physically attacked. One resistance 
veteran declared that the ovens should be reopened for these “degenerates". Threats of further violence 
persuaded the organizers to exclude these forgotten victims of Hitler’s genocide from the ceremony.

Lest anyone should ever harbor doubts as to the magnitude or even the reality of the Holocaust, Martin 
Gilbert* s book, “The Holocaust” should be required reading. It is often forgotten, however, that six million Jews 
were accompanied by over a million Gypsies, somewhat more Soviet prisoners of war, half a million 
conscientious objectors, communists, socialists, anti-Nazi clergy and laity, Jehovah’s Witnesses and between 
50,000 and 100,000 gay men. The first three categories were earmarked for destruction in the extermination 
camps of occupied Poland. The rest were to be worked to death in over one hundred concentration labor camps 
scattered throughout Germany and occupied Europe.

Like the treatment of the Jews, that meted out to homosexual men, was not a crime committed by 
Germans alone. Homophobia, like anti-Semitism is not, and never has been the prerogative of one nation; the 
subject peoples of parts of Europe joined in, often with enthusiasm. The opinion cited earlier, was, after all, 
voiced by a Frenchman with impeccable anti-Nazi credentials.

Unique among the victims of National Socialism, homosexual men suffered not under “legal” 
innovations like the Nürnberg Laws, but as a consequence of the simple reform of Paragraph 175 of the German 
Criminal Code of 1871. The 1935 reform of this law raised the punishment for sexual acts between males to 
10 years imprisonment, while the definition of “sexual acts” was broadened considerably. A decree of 1936 
permitted enforced castration, but this never became routine. In 1942 the criminal law was relaxed slightly to 
allow able-bodied gay prisoners to “volunteer” for service on the Eastern Front, though at the same time military 
regulations were tightened to make homosexual acts between or by serving personnel a capital offense, usually 
subject to summary execution.

The very fact of anti-gay legislation and Nazi persecution of gays, often comes as a surprise to even 
well-educated people today. This is largely due to the myth, largely fostered by Allied wartime propaganda, 
that the Nazis somehow encouraged homosexuality, or were “that way inclined" themselves. Ernst Rtihm and 
several colleagues in the S. A. were homosexuals, and much Nazi propaganda material has an undoubtedly 
homoerotic flavour, but Hitler’s own views, and those of most leading Nazis (Heinrich Himmler and Reinhard 
Heydrich of the S. S., in particular) bordered on the paranoid. In the new Reich it was the duty of men to be 
“fully masculine” and to sire as many Aryan children a' possible, especially as Germany’s birthrate had 
plummeted since 1919. When Hitler ordered the murder of Ernst Rôhm and his former allies in the S. A., 
Rtthm’s homosexuality was exploited to the full as justification.

If the Nazi treatment of gays was horrific (Heinz Heger’s and Richard Plant’s books are highly 
recommended), the fate of the survivors after 1945 can only be termed callous and cruel. When the Federal 
Republic accepted its responsibilities to camp survivors in 1950, gay men were excluded from compensation 
schemes, partly because they had been sentenced under the pre-Nazi criminal law, and partly because that law 
remained in force until 1968. In fairness, those laws were no harsher than those in force in Britain, Canada or 
the USA at the time. Compensation was finally granted in 1979. Only in the Netherlands and the German 
Democratic Republic were “the men with the pink triangle” (so-called bccauseof die badge gay men had to wear 
in die camps) officially recognized as victims of Nazi tyranny.

Even today, no-one knows exactly how many homosexuals perished between 1933 and 1945. The 
numbers cited above are estimates only. Around 50,000 to 60,000 men were convicted under Paragraph 175 
during die Nazi years in the Reich (Germany and Austria); half as many suffered the same fate in the Reich 
protectorates (Bohemia, Moravia and Government-General Poland). No figures are available for the 
Netherlands, Denmark, Norway or Ranee. An untoown number were classed as “antisocials" (black triangle 
prisoners), suffered summary execution in the armed forces, or were classed as “political prisoners", Jews, 
Gypsies or illegal immigrants. To further complicate calculations, charges of homosexuality, completely 
trumped up, were often used to remove many enemies of the regime, particularly during the purges of the armed 
forces and the churches and their youth groups before the outbreak of war. Other gay men were classed as 
mentally ill and suffered compulsory euthanasia or became the subjects of medical experimentation, along with 
tens of thousands of the mentally and physically handicapped.

For lesbians, even less data is available. In the Reich, women were expect to restrict their ambitions 
uO Kinder, KQche, Kirche" (children, kitchen and church). Though lesbians were not subjected to the criminal 
law, homosexual’activity by women was regarded as a sign of “antisocial tendencies" or mental illness, and 
these women were treated accordingly. They are the truly silent victims of this period of unparalleled barbarism.

On the same day as the near riot at Voix, another group of gay men joined with city officials, 
politicians, churchmen and representatives of the Jewish community, in Amsterdam to unveil a pink granite 
triangle. It is the first, and so far only, memorial to what happened and to the resolution that it shall not happen 
again. As with anti-Semitism, such madness can only take root in a society where there is a fertile soil of 
irrational fear, prejudice and myth. As Europe discovered, homophobia, like anti-Semitism, is widespread and 
madmen can fan its spark into a Holocaust Those society held in contempt too easily became “life unfit for 
life". It must never happen again.
Sources
Gilbert, M., 1986. The Holocaust: the Jewish Tragedy. Collins: London.
Heger, H„ 1980. The Men with the Pink Triangle. Alyson Publications: Boston.
Plant, R., 1986. The Pink Triangle: the Nazi War against Homosexuals. Henry Holt: New York.
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By Lynne Wanyeld 

* I think I’m lesbian...

* Horrors! That" s disgusting!

nd actions in- 
itizens of this 
appens to all 
; have the slim 
artcrofRights 
sand lesbians 
$d people, but 
e that to fall

* No, it’s not! And anyway, why did you automatically think of me 
in bed with another woman?

* Because that’s what it comes down to darling. That’show society 
will label you.

* So you’re saying that if I’m not sleeping with a woman I’m not 
lesbian?

remment and 
ncial govem- 
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: sexual orien- 
or charges of 
e justice sys- 
must finally 
the name of 

sed to uphold 
en human and 
ied to such a 
our country’s 
claim to be a

* Precisely.

* But that’s ridiculous! I mean, that’s like saying if you’re not 
sleeping with a man, you’re not heterosexual!

* Uhh...

* So what are you then—asexual?

* Darling, let's be reasonable... Does this have anything to dowith 
your relationships with men?

* Fuck! Why is it that lesbians are always seen as “male-hating 
perverts"? It would almost be easier to be a gay man—at least then 
I’d just be a “pervert"only be done, 

î done."
* How, don't get upset on me, it was just a question. ..but seriously, 
don’tyou think it's easier to be a dyke? Don't gay men suffer a lot 
more than lesbians?9 gay
* Sweetheart, sometimes I’d almost prefer to be bashed-up, and 
have my sexual activity declared illegal. At least it’s show me that 
people know I exist... that lesbians exist It’s certainly preferable 
to being declared nuts and stuffed into a looney-bin

son to feel 
joy my life

know I do * 1 think you're being a little extreme...

supportive * No, I’m not! Lesbians are condescended to, and gay men are 
feared. And I’m bloody sick and tiredpf it!

* Well, why is it your problem? Do you really want to be 
"feared"? Or do you simply enjoy crusades? Really, this 
melodrama is completely unnecessary.

* What's unnecessary? My saying how I feel? Listen, because 
this is relatively new to me, I can still hide behind people's 
assumptions-and hear their opinions. Sometimes I feel like a 
spy. But mostly I feel like a fraud.

* So you really are homosexually-oriented?

* I quote: "Homosexually-oriented? Why don't you just say In 
the Lights That's what it breaks down to."
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GAY - Homosexual. In the 17th 
century, the word gay went be
yond its original meaning of 
happy to include men who were 
playboys. By the next century, it 
was applied to women with pro- 
miscous reputations. By the early 
20th century, it had been 
adopted by homosexuals to refer 
to themselves. Since 1970, the 
word has gained acceptance as 
a standard, nonslang, nonpejora- 
tive synonym fo homosexuality
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Gay and lesbian rights and legislation in New Brunswick
Supplement Editorial

The wait on..
^ tivCy some people c&n only interpretations of the bible.

Individual cases of dis- 1166(110 PWA s about sexual orientation and be forced into awareness or »It to me that our
crimination gave the coali- discrimination. potential discrimination in correcting their behavior by scriptures tend to support our
tion more evidence of the The disappointing news housing, employment and being told that homophobia biases » Hay said. “if i’m
need for change. One woman was that the government pubUc services.” is no longer tolerable,” into proof-texting I would
wrote that when her battle decided to send the recom- Sussey also argued that the agreed Judith Meinert, who far rather haVe Paul’s state-
for custody of her children mandations to a legislature misconception AIDS is agay appeared before the commit-

committee for more study disease is making discrimi- tee with her gay son, Parker
and public mput nation worse, and is hurting Cogswell. nor female, bond nor free.

This year will likely see a everyone. “People make the most And I don’t think there’s any
provincial election, and few “pve had parents who have horrendous statements about sucb dûng in Christ as gay or
observers think legislation caned who are in absolute gays that they would never straight either.”
based on the hearings will be fear that if their son returns make about any other seg- “Jesus didn’t say anything
seen before the vote. home they’ll lose their jobs, ment of our society,” Mein- about homosexuality at all,

that someone will bum their ert said. “I have been a wit- not one way or the other.”
The coalition has an im-

I’m out! what the hell are You? The public hearings are the 
culmination of three years of 
work for the coalition, which 
began with a small group of 
people sitting in a living 
room in Fredericton trying 
to figure out how to get the 
province’s new Liberal gov
ernment to update its human

GAEZETTE: for Lesbians 
& Gay Men in Atlantic 
Canada, March, 1991.by Joe Savoie

I can hear the screams already. Unfortunately, that is somewhat the point of this supplement, 
and all articles dealing with gay and lesbian issues. Because only when there is silence and 
acceptance, and such articles are accepted as would be any other by a majority of the population, 
and all gay and lesbian persons can let that knowledge be known without fear of retribution or 
discrimination, then there will be no need for these writings. However, there is a need for them, 
so here they are.

I write this as an outsider since I’m not from Fredericton, but rather Toronto. I ve spent 3 years 
here; as a student, a person, and a politically active gay male. While the experience has been 
rewarding, it has also been frustrating. Fredericton has shown itself to be behind the times which 
regard to gay/lesbian liberation. I would say by at least 10 years. I could go on as to the reasons, 
but they are not what I wish to discuss.

Above, I used the word ‘liberation’, though it doesn’t sit well with me. I don’t feel the need 
to be ‘liberated’, since I do not feel confined. ‘Life is too short’, they say, and I have niether the 
time nor the patience to worry about who knows, who doesn’t, or what anybody may think. The 
end result of my time in town has been that only once can I recall any kind of incident that is worthy 
of memory. To that person, and any others I don’t know about, I would say that you have only 
managed to demonstrate your ignorance. I have no time for you, and can only be thankful that 
you have no time for me.

There arc those however, who do need to be “liberated”. At the worst, they live in fear of 
themselves. If in a better situation, they live in fear of their family, their friends, their class-mates, 
anybody they meet. Life becomes a prison, and for many, there appears to be no escape.

Some do find escape, and others parole. Escape can be suicide, drug and alcohol addiction, or 
other avoidance techniques. Parole comes with coming out. There is an inbetween, but that is 
mentioned later in this a tide.

I have sympathy for those who are in the closet, and respect for their desife to stay there.
* Coming out ’ is an arduous process that is ultimately a personal decision, one which you will have 
to live with for the rest of your life. Unfortunately many comments are being made lately by those 
in the closet, and I feel those have to be addressed.

Those who would say that this supplement and other such writings are somehow undermining 
their positions as closeted homosexuals, I would recommend that you re-evaluate your thoughts. 
As one of the persons condemned, I take offence since you do not know of what your talking about. 
Only when you have taken part can you be in a position to criticize. By that I don’t mean sex, 
because homosexual sex only makes you exactly that; homosexual. Being gay involves at least 

knowledge of the subculture that is the gay community, its workings and its intent. None 
of this could be known to you, since you do not have any meaningful participation in that 
community. I am a member of that community, and DAMN PROUD OF IT. It is a community 
rich in talent, artistry, and intelligence, offering riches to those who are willing to take it for 
themselves. However, it also has a dark side, but I feel no shame since it is no better or worse then 
the heterosexual community. The point is that if I chose to use the media to express my views, 
or to disseminate information, that decision is based on my experience within the community and 
my evaluation as to wether or not it is effective. I would remind you that without ‘publicity’ over 
the past years, you would be even further in the closet then you are now.

Furthermore, and more importantly, I must ask; if people in general don’t know your gay, and 
since obviously you don’t go out to the local gay bar, or take part in the community, then how do 
you develop a meaningful relationship?! At the local park, or in your favorite washroom? It 
shocks me to think that you can live contented with that kind of lifestyle, and at the same time 
accuse me of making things worse for yourself. It is that kind of thinking that forces many gay 
men to marry and have children, only to face crisis at 35 or 40 when they can no longer stand lying, 
severely interupting the lives of those around them, particularly their families. If no crisis ensues, 
then they cheat on their wives. This is the other ‘escape’ I eluded to earlier.

With regards to one comment saying “if you found out who I was, many would be surprised”. 
I wouldn’t be surprised. I’ve had to convince many peopleEm gay, some after I’ve slept with 
them. Don’t continue to perpetuate stereotypes of gay men and lesbian women, for they are all 
wrong. There are hundreds of us on campus alone, and most would “surprise” you!

Be careful, closet cases can made the worst (best?) homophobes. Not only do you condemn us 
(while hiding), you destroy the legitimate work of many by re-inforcing or resurrecting the 
erroneous thoughts of people about homosexuality. No, I don’t care what you do with a person 
(of age) in the privacy of your own home. However, I do care about exploitative relationships 
with cats (or rocks [can you exploit rocks?]]. Your comments only reflect your own insecurities, 
and while you think your're protecting yourself, you only manage to destroy the work of others. 
If you are “in the closet”, help is available. Counselling Services has a number of books on 
the topic, and they can refer you to a gay peer counsellor. Regualr articles anpear in the 
Brunswickan, and Fruit Cocktail can be heard Monday at 7:00 PM on CHSR-FM 97.9. My 
best recommendation, however, is to talk to your friends. They arc the best resource you 
have. If you lose one or two, I can assure you, you’ve lost nothing.

ment that in Christ there’s 
neither Jew nor Greek, maleby Kevin Elliott became public, she lost her 

job, another man was denied 
bereavement leave after his 
lover of 17 years died, and a 
couple on holiday were re
fused a room at a motel.

Fredericton - Before aNew
Brunswick legislature com-
mitteerecommends whether rights laws “ Protect W*

and lesbians.
Discrimination against 

lesbians and gay men has 
! never been an issue in New

to protect lesbians and gays 
from discrimination in a 
revised human rights act 
members wanted to know 
about flaunting it, unnatural 
acts and the Bible.

“(The amendment) will not 
increase the number of gay 
men and lesbians, it will just 
increase the quality of their 
lives,” Claude Olivier as
sured the all-Liberal com
mittee Feb. 7.

“Because I have been

house down,” Sussey said, ness to the struggles of my 
“There is need for a strong beloved son, and his gay and 
message that it’s not accept- lesbian friends.” 
able to discriminate against 
people on the basis of a dis- seemed particularly struck 
ease, any disease.”

Brunswick.
Most live in small com

munities where it’s virtually 
impossible to live openly gay 
lives. The average New 
Brunswicker would proba
bly say there are no homo
sexuals in his or her town.

Getting the issue on the 
table was a daunting task. 
But the coalition got its first

pressive list of supporters, 
including the provincial 
Advisory Council on the 
Status of Women, the pro
vincial youth council, Le 
Société des Acadiens et 
Acadiennes du Nouveau 
Brunswick, The New Bruns
wick Labour Federation, 
Rev. Harold Nutters, the

Gay was also concerned that changing 
the law would lead gays and lesbians to 
"flaunting it" in places like restaurants, 
which could lead to a clash of "family 
values as opposed to homosexual val

ues."

The all-Liberal committee

by the appearance of Rev. 
Randy Aufiroid, appearing Eldon Hay, a United Church 

as a private citizen, told the minister and head of relig- 
committee discrimination ious studies at Mt. Allison
happens every day, and with- University in Sackville, N.B. 
out legislation, appears to 
have the sanction of the gov- better if gays could come out Anglican Bishop of Freder- 
emment of the closet to put it bluntly,” icton the Maritime Confer-

He told the committee that Hay said. “If all persons are ence of the United Church,
B’nai Birth Canada, and the 
provincial association of so
cial workers.

If it were a battle that could 
be won on the quality of a 
brief alone, the coalition’s 
thoroughly professional 
document could win human 
rights without debate.

“I believe we could all beOlivier, president of the 
New Brunswick Coalition 
for Human Rights Refont., big break when the Liberal
was making a last pitch to govemmentappomtedChar-
the government, during les Fc,ris- a law3*r for ^ 
public hearings in Frederic- provincial ombudsman s
ton on Feb. 6 and 7. offlce' «° do a rcv,ew of

provincial human rights leg
islation and make recom-

OnFeb. band7, the Stand
ing Committee on Law 
Amendments opened hear
ings in Fredericton on the 
recommendations. It got six 
presentations in favour of 
ending discrimination 
against lesbians and gays, 
and none against 

Elaine Sussey of AIDS 
New Brunswick argued fear 
of anti-gay discrimination is 
hindering AIDS education, 
and creates suffering and

afraid of homophobic retali
ation, I have lived my life 
with a lot of avoidance, 
avoiding situations where I 
might be in a position to be 
hurt,” wrote one survey re
spondent. “For instance, I 
now own my own home, I 
work for myself, I choose 
my friends carefully and I

"What is the feeling of our coalition 
about homosexual, lesbian acts?" won
dered Liberal member Danny Gay. "A 
large segment of society would con
sider them to be aberrations of what is 
natural, unnatural acts.”

“Whatis the feeling of your 
coalition about homosexual, 
lesbian acts?” wondered 
Liberal member Danny Gay. 
“A large segment of society 
would consider them to be 
aberrations of what is natu
ral, unnatural acts.”

“I was recently reading a 
study that showed that ap
proximately 30 per cent of 
gay men were engaged in 
anal sex, which was the same 
proportion as heterosexu
als,” Olivier shot back with
out blinking.

Gay was also concerned 
that changing the law would 
lead gays and lesbians to 
“flaunting it” in places like 
restaurants, which could lead 
to a clash of “family values 
as opposed to homosexual 
values.”

rnendations for changes.
When the coalition made 

its brief to Ferris, it was well 
armed. A survey of gay and 
lesbian New Bronswickers 
conducted by the group last 
year turned up results gov-

some

LESBIAN-A woman 
attracted to 
women. It derives 
from the isle of 
Lesbos, where the 
ancient Greek poet 
and teacher, Sap
pho, established a 
school for girls 
about 580 B.C. As 
Sappho becomes 
known for her po
etry celebrating 
love between 
women, the term 
"lesbian" evolved 
from meaning "one 
who lives on Lesbos' 
to "as woman like 
Sappho and her 
followers."

anxiety- despite a steady income and allowed to be full citizens,
“Many people - both a solid creditrating, aFreder- they would gain and I be- 

heterosexual and homosex
ual - avoid AIDS educational

Vrm icton bank manager recently lieve that we would gain.” 
turned him down for a mort- Hay, whose son came out

to him in 1986 at age 24, saidopportunities for fear of 
being stigmatized or sus
pected of being gay.”

gage.
“When I asked why, the he is most concerned about 

manager informed me that I those growing up in small 
“Those who have spent a did not quality. When I ask communities who hear only 

lifetime of hiding their sex- to clarify ‘qualify,’ he negative comments, and see 
ual orientation are unlikely $ays it’s because I’m single,” no positive role models, 
to present themselves for sajd Aufroid, who got a “I feel certain that one of 
testing where there exists a 
remote possibility of disclo
sure and discrimination,” she

SIlUKLDtOTH

mortgage without difficult the reasons for suicide 
48 hours later in another amongst younger people is

because of this blight that’s 
cast upon them, particularly 

Aufroid argued public at- if they are gay,” he said, 
communities, gossip travels études have to change, and Committee members were 
faster than any other kind of dial has to start with the also intrigued by Hay’s

government sending a clear comment that religious rea- 
“Even knowledge that one that discrimination is sons often thrown up as proof

was tested regardless of re
sult leads to speculation

ernment members found“Gay men and lesbians are 
from families,” Olivier pa- startling.
tiently explained. “I’m one F1^y P61" cent °f thos6 
of six children, certainly my surveyed had experienced 
family’s acceptance of me 801116 ^md employment 
as a gay man and having discrimination, 17 per cent 
accepted my partner as fam- aumetime or another

family rather than tom it services, and over 80 per- 
apart »» cent reported physical or

verbal abuse and harassment

live 4,000 miles from my 
family.”

On Nov. 9, the coalition 
got the news it wanted. 
Among the more than 150 
recommendations, Ferris 
called for a ban on discrimi
nation based on sexual ori
entation.

The report also recognized

community where no one 
told the committee, pointing knew he was gay. 
out that for most in small

information.

homosexuality is immoral orwrong.
“From my own perspec- contrary to God are selective
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and proud of it!
................ ...........as always

So ital one night would lave me wanting twenty mom. 
Twenty night, that cannot be hud:
One night that can not be had.

H3BS3SSS—

In this crowded public...
mm.

survival, this kid is going to have 
problems. His future is not bright

Last September, an article in the What lends power to the episodes
in which Bart is in is that he’s 
stuck with his character. These

uy Matt Hays a nationwide backout Dr. Monroe 
declares them an incurably un
happy family, and gives them 
double their money back (as guar
anteed).

The family achieves ultimate 
happiness, as Homer promises to 
buy a new and improved televi
sion. Finally, Marge exclaims, 
“We love you."

The episode is an ultimate anti- 
sitcom, with no eventual happy, 
cheery epilguc to make up for all 
of the nasty one-liners exchanged 
during the previous 23 minutes. 
But most of all, the Simpsons 
draws attention to the fact that the 
nuclear family unit is entirely a so
cial construction. The only thing 

, that finally appeases this family 
\ is the prospect of anew televi- 
\ sion. It is easy to see why 

if \ gays and blacks, so often 
B \ dismissedas marginal and

, X not capable of the nu- 
clear family “norm", 

■L t \ would find this hu-

epLsodes of the Simpsons, though, 
are not straight"

As for the idea of Bart Simpson 
as some sort of a new gay icon, 
Waugh responds, “I like Lisa 
Better."

It isn’t hard to see why the 
Simpsons as a whole would ap
peal to the gay community. The 
cynical treatment of the “normal” 
nuclear family unit has been a 
continuous theme since the first

member of the Simpson family 
draw what they consider the roots 
of their unhappiness. They all 
draw patriarch Homer.

Finally, Dr. Monroe attacks die 
family to his last resort, an aver
sion therapy device whereby each 
member of the family is hooked 
up to be electric shocked. Each 
member can press a button to hurt 
any other family member they 
choose. “When someone hurts 
you emotionally," explains Dr. 
Monroe, “You hurt them 
physically, and eventu- ally 
you lcam not to hurt 
anyone at all."

The Simpsons 
begin immedi-^fl 
ately, soon^fl 
overheating ^k 
the ma-Æ 
chine,Æ 
nearly ^k 
caus- Æ

In this crowded public I am with dark, and you.
I hesitant cup one breast and hidden shudder 
Press my thumb to risen nipple as compass 

For my touches’ quest of weighted silk.
Arch, shifting, and erupts propel me further still 

beyond my own containment.
As muted moon sylphs part my lips I laugh 

To see your spirit out-of-sinc with flesh 
And writhing to catch up 
Expose the more to me 

I race! I race-to cover you!
Against the quickening throb Against your alien skin 

Against Venus heating hard beneath me 
A humming current from hidden spring encircles 

You wish me deeper; lowered down cascades 
But in so asking, tilt your head in moans 

So now I cannot bear to pull away 
Unstick myself from honey-scent. For a moment to be two.

I linger your enchanted throat 
And spell a secret vision in a gallery 

Before pilgraming lone and fasted silent uttering prayers to Yoni 
Ah, but the rest “ is elementary ..."

Or, at least it was until I met you and learned of dumb exhaustion 
Drowsy calm afterward, you held my hand up to our sister 

Spoke in wonder at the contrast “.. .Mack on white...”
I worried that you loved me for my pedigree 

Until once among the courted arts I came upon a bust Dark continent displayed 
And as a moth to that Ebon was transfixed 

My hidden pulsed. I would have kissed that slender wooden neck 
Lingered. Lingered on the gracelines 

But that would be obscene In this crowded public place.

New York Times explored the 
popularity of BartSimpson among 
Afro-Americans. Writer Michel arc survival tactics. It’s not just 

naughty. It’s very poignant" Del 
Tredki stresses, though, that he 
sees little significance in Bart’s 
popularity amongst gays. After 
all, Bart is immensely popular 
generally. “He’s a bad boy. Eve
rybody likes seeing things that 
they’re not supposed to be seeing,

Marriott noted the proliferation of 
Black Bart T-Shirts (which in
cluded Bart in the personae of 
Malcolm X, Michael Jordan, and 
Bob Marley), and pondered the 
question: Why is Bart so popular 
with blacks? The conclusions were

. ,.v _ .

episode.
The episode which had family 

unity as the theme most central to 
its narrative (and one of the best 
written episodes) had Homo* dis
traught about how ‘abnormal’ his 
family is. On the way to his 
company picnic, Homer screams, 
“Remember, as far as anyone 

eyebrows. One features Bart with having an agenda. It s more mutai jul0wg> wc>re a njCCj normal,
than that, less conscious. I think 
it’s more a result of his tremen-

Without your love I am not unhappy, but without your friendship 
I would be in great pain.
So do not despise me because of the love I feel for you.
That love is as the universe, without explored bounds.

varied, but the main one seemed to 
be that blacks identified with Bart’s butthatrcally reflects what’s going

on. He’s very close to the way 
people actually think and feel, but 
don’t admit to.”

underdog status.
Then came the inevitable: Gay 

Bart Simpson T-shirts. Selling at 
T-shirts stands in Greenwich Vil- “I have problems with the gay 

association, though, because that’s
MM

A strong friendship, «always; -

lage. New York, these latest vari
ations of Bart have raised some an and 1 don t s*® ®art as

;

a Pink Triangle earring and an 
ACTUPT-shirts. The shirt reads:
“Get used to it, dude!” Another dous popularity, but maybe it

signals a new aggressive stance of

family! Be normal! BE NOR
MAL!!”

After a miserable experience at 
the picnic, Homer goes to the bar 
to down a few beer. A television 
advertisement catches his eyr . IV 
Monroe’s Family Therapy ( 
guarantees family Miss, for a fee 
(just dial 1-800-HUGS). Homer 
has his solution. “The answer A 
to life’s problems aren’t at ^k 
the bottom of a bottle,” he ^k 
realizes, “they’re on ^k 
TV.” M

Despite strong 
protests from the rest 
of the family, Homer pawns the 
TV for the money Dr. Monroe’s 
session requires.

Dr. Monroe requests that each

has Bart in leather pants and sus
penders. The inscription: “On 8aY movement.”

Tom Waugh, who co-taught the 
course Sexual Orientation and

ing I

your knees, dude!” Perhaps the 
raciest reads: “Cocksucker, and 
proud of it”

Bart’s popularity with gays is 
probably due to many of the same 
reasons he’s popular with blacks.
“He’s an underdog,” says Robert vcrY camP»" notes Waugh. “It 
Del Trcdici, who teaches the His- *ias d**5 sense parody, and this

tremendous witabout family roles 
and sex roles.

i mour especially
This pom is dedicated to my cousin Kenny and to 

Adrian in Halifax

rodand a drop-dead red dress 
witMn his eyes shone all the romance 

of Our childhood
rtw ftthm* nritratt

JSSEZXZ'*
He knew what he wu buying 
with dua wiggle In hi, walk 

he was the laircst in (he kingdom

in white-despite the ntmoer.

stealing.I' «a v»
Representative last year at Con
cordia, feels the T-shirts may have 
less to do with Bart than with the

11

Simpsons in general. “The show
iiiiii

Tristis Bhaird
tory of Animation course at Con
cordia. “if life is hopeless, and 
unfair, then Bart Simpson is some
one who knows that.”

Bart’s appeal may also have 
something to do with his aMlity to 
cope with hardship. “He’s about

1®
m

“It’s completely amoral. Even 
the most irreverent sitcom has a 
fundamental morality to it. All of 
them seem to have a humanistic 
slant to them. The endings of

Ihk.

S^SÇi

Come out wherever you areEommentary
by explicitly saying things that are not 
true (making up lovers of the other 
gender, for example) or by remaining 
silent about our personal lives.

Often, lesbian and gay men who are 
in the closet will argue that it is more 
convenient for them to keep their 
sexual orientation a secret At least 
you don't get discriminated against in 
the closet, they say. Yet maintaining 
a lie means constantly devising new 
lies to tell people at to cover up for 
your other lies. Sneaking around to 
meet people, terrified that somebody 
you know will find out, hardly sounds 
convenient

There are many different levels, 
and ways of coming out Recognizing 
and accepting your desires for mem
bers of your own gender is the most 
basis one. When you stop lying to 
yourself about the natureof your sexu
ality, you have come out to yourself. 
Learning to accept your sexual orien
tation can be a difficult, indeed life
long process. If you are coming to 
terms with accepting your lesbian or 
gay orientation, try getting your hands 
on gay-positive literature. You can 
learn more about yourself and other 
gay people this way, with as much 
privacy as you could possibly need.

The first step out of the closet can 
be anything from a first sexual en
counter with somebody of the same 
gender, to participating in a gay or 
lesbian community event It may be a 
good idea to come out to other gay 
people first before telling the non-gay 
people in your life. They will be able 
to offer you their advice, experience, 
and support.
Learning that there is nothing wrong 
wife you, but there is something wrong

with a society that condemns you and 
denies you basic rights because of 
your sexuality is part of coming out 
Discovering that lesbian and gay sexu
alities are equally as valid as hetero
sexuality, developing your self-es
teem, and knowing that sexuality is a 
joyful, beautiful, and meaningful part 
of our lives are all facets of coming

.. there is nothing covered that shall 
tot be revealed, neither hid that shall 
lot be known. Therefore whatsoever 
te have spoken in darkness shall be 
xeard in the light; and that which ye 
iave spoken in the ear in closets shall 
x proclaimed upon the housetops. 
Jesus ofNaraxeth (Luke 12:2-3)

A few thoughts on community
by Kevin Elliott ^

called. But even that’s unappealing to society’s view of all that was good
It’s time for a few thoughts on And the Jewish community, to most Who wants a common and righteous,

the nature of community. outsiders at least, appears to have community built on pain? It be- But our victories have opened
"Gay community” is a phrase arisen strong, organized and comes a sort of group grip club the closet doors of people of all 

used by the “straight" community united, with numbers no greater where people meet to lick their flavours. And the variety of 
- the larger community - to pi- than our own. wounds and whine. demands within our own walls is
geonhole us. It’s a label that sug- But these similarities are super- it's the worst sort of denial to growing far beyond what most
gests a tightly knit group of indi- ficial, and while there is much the pretend there is any kind of agree- humble activist can cope with,
viduals that has little to do with lesbian and gay community can ment between gay men and lesbi- The debates rage over whether
those outside. learn here, ultimately it is not a ans about the common ground of we are ageist, classist, rightist,

And in laigepait, that’s how the role model we can follow. oppression either. The more I, as leftist lookist, racist, sexist or tools
larger community sees us. We Sowe’rcstucktryingfoigesome a gay man, become aware of con- of the patriarchal hegemony. Do
have our own bars, our own clubs, new model of community, not cents and attitudes within what we wear shirts or not, allow 
and our own newspapers. We based on common religion or cul- appears to me from the outside as women-only spaces or men-only 
have our own little customs, my- turc, not based on common lan- a “lesbian community" the more spaces. And what about Msexu- 
thology, symbolism, patois, and guage, and not based on centuries painfully aware I become of how als? Transsexuals? Transvestites 
celebration. We’re mysterious, of tradition handed down through little we understand each other. 
invisiMe and probably come from the generations.

II

HETEROSEXUAL-A
person who is at
tracted - most of the 
time - to people of 
the opposite sex. The 
word came into 
being after the Intro
duction of homosex-

We feared him for his flaunted toss 
of power

m every dream 
in every naughty wink 

but we loved him for his innocence 
and the lure of thin illusion 

we knew this for a fleeting wish

Even tenth person you see on the 
itreet is one of us. In classes of forty 
students, you can count on there being 
it least four lesbians and gay men. 
Hie problem is we look and act just 
ikeeverybody else so, unless wemake 
t point of making our sexual orienta- 
ion known, everybody will assume 
hat we are heterosexual.

Hetcrosesixm, the belief that eve- 
ybttdy is or should be heterosexual, is 
i pervasive ideology in this society. 
Doming out of the closet challenges 
leterosexism and affirms the legiti- 
nacy of a lesbian or gay identify. If 
we are ever going to obtain our rights 
>r liberation, we are going to have to 
nake an effort to live and love openly 
is lesbians and gay men.

Non-gays who are acquainted with 
>penly gay people are more likely to 
(upport lesbian and gay rights. When 
we come out to our non-gay friends 
uid family members, they can no 
ongcr think of gays as marginal. We 
ire some of the people they know and 
ove. Non-gays will be less likely to 
lenounce us when they realize this.

Rita Mae Brown once quipped that 
he only people encouraged to lie ve 
xditicians and gay people. Closeted 
esbians and gay men are living a lie. 
iVe are lying when we allow people to 
hink that we are heterosexual, either

out
Coming out means not being 

ashamed or embarrassed about our 
sexuality. Many non-gay people need 
to “come out" in this way, too. Oppos
ing sex-negative attitudes, of which 
homophobia is a symptom, benefits 
and includes us all. Exorcizing shame, 
guilt, fear, and furtiveness from our 
lives and sexualities and being proud 
of who and what we are is what com
ing out is all about

Taking on a lesbian or gay identity 
is a social act social act central to 
coming out In its original sense, 
coming out was like a debutante's 
coming out that is, being welcomed 
into a society. Learning to appreciate 
lesbians and gay men, in all our diver
sity and especially the ways we have 
found to survive and thrive in the 
homophobic world, is part of coming 
out too.

Many people - lesbian, gay or oth
erwise - believe that sexuality is a 
private matter. Yet heterosexuals have 
no qualms about wearing wedding 
rings, showing affection in public, 
discussing their love lives openly. 
There is no reason why we should not 
also participate in the more social or 
public aspects of our love lives. And 
considering how much “the public" 
has to say about what people do in

ual.
_________DYKE- Originally a 

19th century slang 
word referring to 
male clothing. When 
first used in reference 
to women, it carried 
a derogatory conno
tation of masculine 
appearance or be
havior. While the 
masculine connota
tion often remains, 
many lesblqns have 
adopted the term, 
thus reducing the 
negative nuance.

and drag queen? Is our past an 
And there is the merest obliga- embarrassment ora thing of pride?

This is not a problem. It’s a
nity is based on sex. Or more marginalized in our own commu- logical consequence of doing 
accurately, certain very specific nity. Where is the common ground business the way we have, and

between Wueer Nationals and gay that was the only way we could.
Not much of a basis for a com- Conservatives? Between drag It’s time for us all to stop prc- 

munity. In fact, you’d probably queens, twinkies and clones? tending that a “gay community” is
In order to manufacture a gay anything but a pluralistic collcc- 

German Shepherd owners. We community to create structures to tion of individuals whose collcc- 
Without stating it so explicitly, have become as heterogeneous as fight for our common interests,

I think many activists lock at the society as a whole.
Jewish community for inspiration.

As a group, Jews in this country attention to our common prob- liberation,
have suffered terriMe discrimina- lems, our shared experiences of

In crassest terms, our commu- tory attention paid those who areaway.
We’re not them. Coming out to non-gay folks can 

happen in many ways. Often we we 
afraid to disclose our sexual orienta
tion for few of rejection, this is a very 
real few and a real possibility. Yet if 
we are rejected by a friend because of 
who we are, we have to consider how 
good a friend that person was to begin

their “private” lives (legalized mar
riages for heterosexuals, anti-sodomy 
laws, police actions against gays, 
economic privileges exclusive to 
heterosexual people), it seems rather 
odd to insist that it is a “private" matter. 
The closet stands for prison, not pri-

Activists use community more 
in hope than in description.

Surely being a community - 
close knit, common interest and 
all that - is our best defence against find more in common among 
a hostile world, we argue.

kinds of sexual acts.

vacy.
tive interests collide at only a few 

activists have pushed a single crucial points in their living expe- 
That’s why activists pay so much ideological perspective for gay riencc.

Once we have accepted our sexual
ity as an important part of our selves, 
and have decided we will not be di
vided-telling people one thing, while 
being, doing, thinking, feeling some
thing else - it is inevitable that we will 
want to be honest with the people in 
our lives, sharing with them all of who

with.

Consensus is not possible.
That worked well in those early And that, even though it runs 

tion. Until the 1960’s, it was quite discrimination, violence and grow- days, when there were only a few, counter to what many have worked
common to have beaches, restau- ing up different in an unfriendly tremulous voices, raised to the lie for and built over the years, is not
rants, bulbs and gold courses world. to white, middle-class Western a failure,
closed to Jews. Restricted, it was we are.

It's the victory.
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Homosexuality and Christianity: a personal view
by Adrian Park

S criptural interpretation forms the basis for a widespread condemnation of homosexuals and homosexuality, even among those 
members of society for whom religion means little more than a ritual associated with birth, marriage and death. The Scriptural 
basis rests not on divine revelation, but on human interpretation of certain passages. All Christians interpret Scripture, and 

interpretations cannot be separated from their secular context
Homosexuals and homosexuality are not referred to explicitly anywhere in either the Old or New Testaments (OT and NT). This may seem 

as outrageous statement, but as the terms were only coined by the Hungarian psychologist Kartbeny in 1869, it is strictly correct Older 
translations will be searched in vain for an unambiguous reference: have a look at a pre-1860 King James or Douai Bible sometime. What can 
be found in modern translations of the Bible are passages interpreted as referring to what translators believe homosexuality to be.

What is often forgotten is that such 
esteemed Christian teachers as John 
Chrysostom, Pelagias and Julian of 
Alexandria vehemently opposed 
Augustine’s analysis.

Since Augustine’s day the rational 
understanding of the human condition 
and man’s place in the Universe has 
changed dramatically. We do not, for 
instance, consider the autonomy of 
the digestive tract to be evidence of 
diabolic interference. Over the centu
ries Christian theologians have at
tempted to incorporate the basic ethi
cal and moral precepts of Christ’s 
teachings into a changing secular 
world. Without compromising prin
ciples, interpretations have changed 
to meet changing conditions. No 
Christian sect now interprets Scrip
tural injunctions against usury to debar 
Christians from working in or using 
the services of banks. No Christian 
sect would justify slavery, yet all lived 
quite happily with it until the human
ist philosophers of the Enlightenment 
changed opinion. The Quakers and 
Mennonites are almost alone in re
garding the fifth commandment as a 
justification for pacifism. There are 
no specifically Christian versions of 
the structure of the atom or DNA, and 
the mainstream churches are even 
comfortable with Darwinian evolution 
and the geological time scale. Mod
em understanding of sexuality remains 
largely taboo, with homosexuality 
constituting a particularly forbidden 
enclave.

Whether Scripture represents the 
revealed Work of God or not is irrele
vant to this issue. The Bible as we 
know it today, and the moral and ethi
cal teachings derived from it, are the 
product of several thousand years of 
human endeavor. It is a dynamic and 
evolving process demanding good 
faith on behalf of the participants. 
There is no place in it for hatred, fear 
and ignorance.

Taken out of context, the more 
blood-thirsty passages of the OT have 
been used, over the last two thousand 
years, to justify all manner of inhu
manity. Witchburning, the stoning of 
female adulterers, the flogging of 
prostitutes, even slavery, apartheid and 
genocide have been justified with 
Scriptural authority. Thankfully, as 
western society has changed, moral 
values and their interpretation have 
also evolved. If Catholic and Protes
tant authorities justified torture and 
witchbummg.it was Christian human
ism in both sects that ultimately 
brought about their demise, ftin- 
ciples remain, but interpretations 
change.

readable account of this complex 
debate. Put simply, Augustine won, 
and not as a consequence of Divine 
Intervention, but by the simple expe
dient of a large bribe to the adjudicator 
(the Roman Emperor) at a Church 
Council.

One very influential school of 
thought took Christ’s statements that 
He would return in glory “before this 
generation has passed away” com
pletely literally. Sexual activity, even 
for the purposes of reproduction, was 

’ not seen as sinful, it was simply un
necessary, an irrelevance and a dis
traction. In the OT sense it created a 
state of ritual impurity. Christians, in 
this view, should maintain themselves 
in a state of ritual purity in readiness 
for the imminent return of the Mes
siah. Celibacy was clearly the ideal, 
and this was itself a tradition among 
such messianic Judaic sects as the 
Essences. The Pauline epistles lean to 
this view, while the Deutero-Pauline 
texts aim to integrated Christ’s teach
ings with Roman civil law. All the 
epistles consist of guidance to small, 
self-sustaining Christian communities, 
usually consisting of Gentile converts 
with no Judaic tradition, isolated 
within a Roman society that seemed 
mimical, even when it was not ac
tively hostile.

Concerning sexuality, the Pauline 
epistles are ambiguous. The authors) 
clearly regarded celibacy as the ideal; 
even within marriage. But they re
garded marriage as better than licence. 
This in itself may represent a soften
ing of SL Paul’s original teachings. In 
admitting that celibacy was not prac
tical for everyone, the authors were 
faced with establishing which norms 
of Roman society were compatible 
with Christ’s teaching and which were 
not Roman society, like that of Greece 
before it recognized and accommo
dated homosexual activity between 
men within certain bounds. Roman 
sexual mores were usually concerned 
with the duties of a citizen, reflecting 

! the teachings of such philosophers as 
Plato, for whom all sexual acts not 
leading to reproduction were “unnatu
ral". Roman law permitted “unnatu
ral" acts provided they did not inter
fere with a citizen’s duty to marry and 
raise a family, or lead to civil disorder. 
Thus homosexual liaisons for married 
men were quite permissible, as were 
such relationships between unmarried 
men and youths, provided the younger 
man was adopted as a legal “son" or 
apprentice.

In this time the more creul, and to 
modern eyes, barbaric aspects of 
Roman society were very evident In 
the Roman orgies of popular legend 
women and slaves, who had no civil 
rights at all, were subjected to all 
manner of sexual and sadistic excess. 
Slaves had no legal right to their chil
dren, and child slaves were often sold 
explicitly for sexual purposes. Civil 
law only applied to relationships be
tween free citizens (i.e. free men).

Needless to say, neither the Greeks, 
Romans or St Paul recognized homo
sexuality as a distinct human condi
tion. Instead it was seen as a diver

sionary activity engaged in by mar
ried men; women did not enter into 
anyone’s considerations at alL It is 
this deliberate choice of behavior that 
is condemned in the Pauline and 
Deutero-Pauline epistles. This con
demnation is not addressed to aRoman 
homosexual community because no 
such community or concept existed.

That sexual activity of any kind 
was inherently sinful does not spring 
directly from the Pauline epistles. Itis 
the bequest of Augustine, Archbishop 
of Hippo in north Africa, between 395 
and430AD. It would be no exaggera
tion to claim that after Jesus Christ 
and St. Paul, Augustine has been the 
most influai ti. toi ce in the evolution 
of Christianity. His teachings and 
writings form the theological founda
tions on which the Roman Catholic 
and Protestant traditions rest

Augustine explicitly identified the 
original sin of Adam and Eve as sex
ual. Culpability for this sin was passed 
down through the generations by 
sexual intercourse, with semen ex
plicitly identified as the carrier of this 
spiritual contagion. This was not 
evidence of some psychological mor
bidity on his part What Augustine’s 
writings reveal is a man deeply troub
led and concerned about the issue of 
the human will: specifically, whether 
it was truly free. To him, the appar
ently random stirrings of the genitals 
were evidence of forces acting in 
humans that were largely outside die 
control of the will, but evidently under 
the control of other agencies. To sim
plify, possible too much, Augustine 
wondered whether humans were ca
pable of choosing good of their own 
volition. If he came to accept and then 
extol a rather dim view of human 
nature it should be remembered that 
during his lifetime, the Christianized 
Roman Empire went into precipitous 
decline, and the western Empire col
lapsed completely. Pax Romanum, 
maintained for nearly 500 years, de
scended into anarchy. Augustine 
himself was to die during the Vandal 
siege of Carthage. He was not to 
know that a new western Christen
dom, largely inspired by his own 
writings, would arise within a few 
generations, or that the eastern Em
pire would survive for a further thou
sand years.

Augustine’s writings represent the 
attempts of an extraordinary intellect 
to come to terms with the events of his 
day and to try to understand how these 
events squared up to the merciful God 
of the NewTestament and the belief in 
the inevitable triumph of Christianity. 
For him humanity was fundamentally 
flawed, and the evidence lay in the 
fact that even a Christian empire had 
succumbed to barbarians. Human will 
was fundamentally compromised, and 
mankind’s only hope for salvation lay 
in the institutional Church. The most 
potent sign of this fallen nature lay in 
human sexuality. For a justification 
of his conclusions he Cell back on the 
teachings of Plato and the Pauline 
epistles, formulating the basis for the 
RC doctrine on original sin, and the 
Calvinist doctrine of predestination.

translation of Scripture, the terms 
usually translated as “homosexuality" 
in modem versions, become “effemi
nacy" (something presumably, of 
which only men can be guilty), refer- 
ing to a love of elaborate and rich 
clothing rather than mannerisms.

Puritan phamphleteers frequently 
refered to the defunct Stuart court as 
the “house of Sodom", and to Cava
liers and Royalists as “sodomites". 
What is clear from context is that it is 
Ezekiel’s charges that are being made; 
namely that the Stuart court was syb- 
artic and given to the ostentatious 
display of wealth at a time of great 
economic hardship. When earlier 
Puritan writers condemned the court 
of King James L a flamboyant homo
sexual who filled patronage appoint
ments in government and at court with 
handsome young men of limited intel
ligence or ability, the charges made 
were of corruption and the abuse of 
crown patronage. No-one charged 
James with being a “sodomite”, or of 
running a “house of Sodom.”

Elsewhere in the OT, Leviticus 
alone makes unambiguous reference 
to homosexual acts, though modern 
translations litter other books with the 
term. Much of the codification of the 
Law in the books of the OT was con
cerned with eradicating pagan influ
ences from Judaism: idolatry being 
the most pernicious. When Leviticus 
(23:22) states “Thou shall not lie with 
mankind, as with womankind: it is 
abomination", the word used for 
“abomination" is “to’ ebhah", signi
fying idolatry. The Can asm tes used 
fertility rites and one form of votive 
offering at the temple sites seems to 
have involved sexual intercourse with 
temple prostitutes (male and female). 
Babylonian temples likewise em
ployed prostitutes of both sexes. 
Leviticus is not making an absolute 
moral judgement on homosexual prac
tices, he is condemning them in this 
context because of their association 
with idolatry. Elsewhere in the OT 
when idolaters are called “sodomites: 
(gadesh) and their worship involved 
some form of sexual rites, translators 
have assumed the “abomination" was 
exclusively homosexual, based on the 
first assumption that the “sin of 
Sodom" was homosexuality.

The epistles of Sl Paul have tradi
tionally been the point of departure 
for most Christian moral teaching with 
regards sexuality, with the passages 
listed above (in Rom., Cor., and Tim.) 
assumed to refer to what we now call 
homosexuality. Any consideration of 
Sl Paul’s epistles however, is imme
diately confronted by die problem of 
authorship and subsequent editing. 
Many modern scholars refer to these 
epistles as Pauline and Deutero- 
Pauline. It is, of course, a matter of 
debate as to which are Sl Paul’s origi
nals. Prior to Augustine of Hippo, 
several divergent traditions vied for 
the attention of early Christians, most 
addressed the issue of how human 
sexuality should be expressed by 
Christians living in the Roman world. 
Elaine Pagels’ book “Adam, Eve and 
the Serpent” (seebelow) gives a highly

The first such reference is the story 
of Sodom and Gomorrah (Genesis 
18:16 to 19:29). So ingrained is the 
traditional interpretation that the “sin 
of Sodom" and “sodomy "arc regarded 
as virtual synonyms for homosexual 
practices. The New International Ver
sion translates the key passage, where 
Lot has taken the angelic messengers 
under his roof and confronts a deputa
tion of townsmen, thus, “They (the 
Sodomites] called out to Lot, “Where 
are the men who came to you tonight? 
Bring them out to us, so that we can 
have sex with them."" (Genesis 19:5). 
Apart from being poor English, this 
translation conceals the essential 
ambiguity of this passage. In Hebrew 
the crowd demand “to know" (yadha’) 
the strangers. In ten places in the OT 
“yadha” is used as a euphemism for 
sexual intercourse. Infivemoreplaces 
(though not here) it is used in a like 
manner in conjunction with “mish- 
kabh" (to lie). “Yadha*” is used over 
900 times with no sexual connotation 
at all. Furthermore, the term 
“sakhabh”, meaning coition between 
men or with animals, is widely used 
when this is the precise meaning re
quired. but is not used here.

Two alternative interpretations can 
be offered here apart from the tradi
tional one. One accepte the use of 
“yadha*" as a euphemism for sexual 
intercourse, in which case Lot pro
tects the angels from what amounts to 
threatened gang-rape. Whether this is 
homosexual or heterosexual rape is 
irrelevant, rape in general is con
demned in the strongest terms repeat
edly in the OT and NT. The other in
terpretation does not see any sexual 
content in the passage at all. Instead, 
Lot, who is not a native of Sodom, has 
allowed strangers to enter the town 
after curfew and a mob of vigilantes 
demand to know who they are. The 
sin here is inhospitality to strangers; 
itself condemned repeatedly in Scrip
ture. Indeed, the one reference Jesus 
made to Sodom (Luke 10:10-13) 
concerns ungodliness manifest by 
inhospitality to strangers. When 
Sodom is referred to elsewhere, e.g. 
Ezekiel 16:49-50, its sins are listed as 
“pride, fullness of bread, and prosper
ous ease." coupled with haughtiness 
and abomination (= to* ebhah - the 
usual term for idolatry). Significantly, 
the passages elsewhere usually re
garded as condemning homosexuality 
(Levl8:22,20:13; Rom 1:26-27; Cor 
6:9-10; Tim 1"10) make no reference 
to Sodom.

When the “Sodom and Gommorah
legend" turns up in other traditions 
from the Middle East and Levant (e.g. 
the Bacchus and Philemon legend 
recounted in Ovid’s “Metamor
phoses") the cities of the plain are 
destroyed because of their «hospital
ity and xenophobia, and the extrava
gant prosperity of some of their citi
zens in the face of widespread hard
ship. Evidence that this interpretation
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bare some degree of common cur
rency, curiously, comes from Eng
land during the first half of the 17th 
century. In the original King James
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